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ABSTRACT
Two-dimensional (2D) crystals are atomically thin materials that enable fabrication of
flexible and unconventional devices. They offer a wide range of physical and chemical properties
that can be engineered for practical applications, such as ultrafast transistors, efficient catalysts
and solar cells, flexible and transparent displays, and LEDs. Advances in designing new
structures from 2D crystals promise to extend this field even further. This thesis will present
tunable synthesis of 2D crystals, atomic-scale characterization of 2D structures and their defects,
in addition to their applications in energy storage devices. Large-area 2D hexagonal boron nitride
(h-BN) crystals with tunable morphology and thickness are synthesized using a controlled lowpressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD). State-of-the-art aberration-corrected electron
microscopy with sub-angstrom resolution is used to probe atomic structure, chemistry and optical
properties of 2D structures. Different approaches, by which the already remarkable properties of
2D crystals can be further tuned, based on understanding defect structures and dynamics in 2D
crystals, creating vertical heterostructures by stacking individual 2D crystals one atop the other,
and doping/alloying of 2D crystals, will be discussed. Additionally, this thesis will present a
potential application of the CVD-synthesized h-BN films in capacitive energy storage devices. A
simple and versatile approach for coating polymer dielectrics with large-area CVD-grown h-BN
films will be demonstrated, through which their capacitive energy storage performance at high
temperatures is significantly improved in comparison to pristine polymer materials.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Two-dimensional (2D) crystals, i.e. graphene, hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), and
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) (Figure 1), are atomically thin materials that offer novel
optical, electronic, chemical and mechanical properties and enable fabrication of faster and
smaller devices1–5. Assortment of 2D crystals with different compositions leads to a wide
spectrum of properties that can be engineered for practical applications, such as in catalysis5,6,
field-effect transistors (FET)7, and photovoltaics8.

Figure 1-1: The side and top view models of a single-layer of graphene (left), h-BN (middle),
and TMDs (right).
The commercial adoption of any new materials and technologies hinges on reliable and
large-scale manufacturing. Among different techniques for growth of 2D crystals, chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) is a scalable process that can provide large-area 2D crystals and offers a good
control over thickness and morphology1,9–16. This is particularly important as majority of the
properties of 2D crystals are layer dependent and they can be modified through controlling the
number of layers. In chapter two, this thesis demonstrates an optimized CVD process for growth
of high-quality 2D crystals with tunable thickness, size and morphology. In this study, controlled
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synthesis of h-BN triangles and continuous films with different thicknesses suitable for various
applications, including in capacitive energy storage devices, is discussed.
Beyond pristine 2D crystals, vertical stacking of two-dimensional (2D) crystals has
recently attracted substantial interest17–21, due to unique properties and potential applications they
can introduce, including in catalysis22, and electronic and optoelectronic devices18–20,23,24. Little is
however known about their microstructure as fabrication of the two-dimensional (2D)
heterostructures on a rigid substrate limits one’s ability to directly study their atomic structure,
chemistry, and the role of substrate atomic structure in the nucleation and growth of the second
hetero-layer . In chapter three, this thesis demonstrates a unique approach to create atomically
thin freestanding van der Waals heterostructures: WSe2/graphene and MoS2/graphene, as ideal
model systems to investigate the nucleation and growth mechanisms in vertical heterostructures.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging and diffraction are used to show epitaxial
growth of the freestanding WSe2/graphene heterostructure, while no epitaxy is maintained in the
MoS2/graphene heterostructure. Ultra high-resolution aberration-corrected scanning/transmission
electron microscopy (S/TEM) shows growth of monolayer WSe2 and MoS2 triangles on graphene
membrane and reveals their edge morphology and crystallinity. Photoluminescence (PL)
measurements indicate a significant quenching of the photoluminescence response for the
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) on freestanding graphene, compared to those on a rigid
substrate, i.e. sapphire and epitaxial graphene (EG). Using a combination of S/TEM imaging and
electron diffraction analysis, the significant role of defects on the heterostructure growth is
revealed. The direct growth technique discussed in this chapter enables us to investigate the
heterostructure nucleation and growth mechanisms at the atomic level without sample handling
and transfer. Importantly, this approach can be utilized to study a wide spectrum of van der Waals
heterostructures.
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Synthesized 2D crystals are normally prone to have different types of defects in their
crystal structure25,26. Defects in 2D materials can have a significant effect on their mechanical,
chemical, and physical properties27–29. Understanding both defect structures and migration
mechanisms is crucial in order to realize materials properties at the macroscale. For a defect to
migrate in bulk crystals, collective and simultaneous movement of several atoms is needed. In
two-dimensional crystals, in contrast, defects occur on the surface and can exhibit unique
migration dynamics. In chapter four, using aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM) imaging, this thesis explores the atomic and defect structure of twodimensional transition metal dichalcogenides with unique metal-ligand bonding and a three-atom
thickness (e.g. WS2). Dislocation motions, glide and climb, leading to grain boundary migration
in WS2 monolayer are explored. Direct atomic-scale imaging coupled with atomistic simulations
reveals a strikingly low energy barrier for glide, leading to significant grain boundary
reconstruction in WS2. The observed dynamics are unique and dramatically different from those
reported for graphene. In addition, through strain field mapping, considerable strain along the
grain boundaries and at the dislocation cores is revealed.
Dopants are point defects in a host crystal lattice that are intentionally added in order to
modulate the physical and chemical properties of materials30–34. The local structure around such
dopants can be critically important in determining material behavior by modulating scattering,
catalytic activity, electronic properties, etc.. In chapter five, using aberration-corrected scanning
transmission electron microscopy with sub-Ångstrom resolution supported by density functional
theory calculations, we demonstrate a strong affinity between Mo dopants and two types of
defects in WS2 monolayers: sulfur mono-vacancies and grain boundaries. Although Mo does
occupy a transition metal lattice site, it is not an ideal substitutional dopant: 95% of the S
vacancies identified by STEM co-localize with Mo dopants, an affinity that appears to be
enhanced by symmetry breaking of a partially occupied mid-gap defect state. Although a Mo
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dopant by itself does not considerably distort the WS2 lattice, its pairing with a sulfur monovacancy induces substantial lattice deformation, consistent with the results of first-principles
calculations. This coupling of dopants with vacancies could potentially be exploited to manage
the distribution of chalcogenide vacancies in transition metal dichalcogenides – a topic of great
current interest – by segregating vacancies into regions of high Mo doping that are purposely
placed away from the active regions of TMD-based devices.
When there is a high concentration of Mo dopants in the WS2 lattice, they form an alloy
(i.e. WxMo1-xS2). Whether the alloy is random or ordered can have profound effects on its
properties35–39. The close chemical similarity of W and Mo in the two-dimensional
semiconductors MoS2 and WS2 has led to the expectation that WxMo1-xS2 is a random alloy.
Chapter six reports that triangular monolayer flakes of WxMo1-xS2 produced by sulfurization of
MoO3/WO3 are not only non-random, but also anisotropic: W and Mo form atomically thin
chains oriented parallel to the edges of the triangle, especially around x~0.5, as resolved by
aberration-corrected STEM. First-principles calculations reveal that the binding energies of
striped and random alloys are nearly identical, but that phase segregation at the growth edge
favors one metal over another depending on the local sulfur availability, independent of the
composition deeper inside the monolayer. Thus, atomically thin striping is kinetically driven and
controlled by fluctuations that couple the local chemical potentials of metals and chalcogenide.
Considering the nearly-identical electronic properties but very different atomic masses of Mo and
W, the resulting striped alloy is electronically isotropic, but vibrationally anisotropic. Phonon
anomalies associated with the stripe ordering are predicted, as is an anisotropic thermal
conductivity. More generally, fluctuation-driven striping provides a mechanism to produce inplane sub-nanometer superlattices within two-dimensional crystals, with broad implications for
controlling the electronic, optical, and structural properties of these systems.
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Finally, in chapter seven, this thesis exhibits a potential application of 2D crystals in
energy storage devices. Polymer dielectrics are popular energy storage materials in power
electronics due to their lightweight, flexibility, lower cost, scalability, as well as high breakdown
strengths and reliability40,41. However, their comparatively low working temperatures limit their
applications. This chapter presents a scalable method for coating polymer materials with CVD hBN. The sandwich-structured films demonstrate superior performance at high temperatures when
compared to the pristine polymers. The demonstrated approach may provide a means to develop
applications of flexible and lightweight polymer dielectrics in energy storage devices.
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Chapter 2
Tunable Growth of Two-dimensional (2D) Hexagonal Boron Nitride (h-BN) Crystals on Cu

Motivation
Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) is a layered material with a hexagonal structure (lattice
constants: a = 2.50 Å, c = 6.66 Å)1 similar to graphite, but it is electronically insulating with a
direct band gap of ~5.97 eV2. h-BN crystals offer remarkable mechanical strength3, chemical
stability4, and thermal conductivity5 owing to their robust in-plane covalent bonds. All this
fascinating properties make h-BN an interesting material for a wide variety of applications such
as dielectric layers6,7, transparent and bendable electronics8,9, deep ultraviolet emitters2,10, and
protective layers4. Graphene-based devices on h-BN have also shown significant improvements in
performance compared to those on SiO2 owing to the ultra-smooth surface of h-BN substrate,
being almost free of charge traps6,11.
The technological applications of two-dimensional (2D) materials, such as h-BN and
graphene, are contingent upon tunable and scalable growth. Morphology, thickness (i.e. layer
numbers), and crystal structure (i.e. grain size and crystallographic orientation) are the main
parameters that need to be controlled during large-scale manufacturing12,13. Chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) is realized to be the most promising route for large-scale production of 2D
materials13,14. However, despite the large number of studies on CVD-growth of h-BN crystals on
Cu3,7,11,15–18, synthesis of high quality h-BN on Cu has been challenging and the quality of
synthesized films on Cu has been typically inferior to those grown on Ni7,16. This could be mainly
due to lack of control on the concentration of precursors in the reaction chamber in addition to
deficient understanding of the underlying growth mechanisms. In this work, we demonstrate a
route for tunable synthesis of large-area/high-quality h-BN crystals on Cu through precise control
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of the BN precursor’s flow. We show how the morphology, thickness, and grain size of the
synthesized h-BN crystals can be tuned through the precise control of the growth parameters.

Experimental procedures

Equipment and growth procedure
Figure 2-1a demonstrates the schematic of the low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD)
reactor used for the synthesis of h-BN crystals on Cu substrates. Compared to the previous
reports3,7,11,15–17, we use a pressure-based mass flow controller (π-MFC) to precisely control the
flow rate of the BN source. Ammonia borane (H3BNH3) is used as the source of B and N in this
study due to its stability at ambient conditions compared to the other source of BN, borazine
((HBNH)3), which is moisture-sensitive. Ammonia borane is a solid powder at room temperature
(melting point: 104 °C) that will be decomposed when heated up to the temperatures ranging
from 77 to 137 °C15,19, generating hydrogen (H2, gas), aminoborane (BH2NH2, solid) and borazine
((HBNH)3, gas)20–22. Using a carrier gas for moving the ammonia borane vapor to the growth
chamber has been found to result in formation of some particles on the substrate15, therefore in
this work no carrier gas was flowed through the sublimation chamber to synthesize clean h-BN
crystals. Instead, we exploited the pressure difference between the sublimation chamber (~250
Torr) and the growth chamber (~0.1 Torr) to have a natural flow of the precursor downstream,
while precisely controlling its flow rate using a pressure-based MFC. The temperature profiles of
the sublimation (b) and reaction (c) chambers can be seen in Figure 2-1(b-c). Ammonia borane
was sublimated at 120 °C in a separate chamber, while the growth was performed at 1050 °C.
Before the growth, we annealed Cu foils for 2 h at 1050 °C in order to increase their grain size
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and improve their surface quality for the h-BN growth. The synthesis was performed at 100
mTorr in a H2/N2 atmosphere for various growth times.

Figure 2-1: (a) Schematic of the LPCVD system used for the growth of h-BN crystals on Cu.
Temperature profiles of (b) the sublimation and (c) the reaction chambers. Heating of sublimation
chamber begins about 40 min before the growth starts.

Transfer process
The h-BN films with various thicknesses were transferred from the Cu substrates to Si
substrates and TEM grids using a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)-assisted process. Small
pieces of the h-BN samples were cut and flattened using two glass slides. They were then coated
with PMMA (MicroChem Corp., 495PMMA A 3) via spin coating for 20 seconds at 500 RPM
and 60 seconds at 4000 RPM. The samples were left at room temperature overnight until the
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PMMA was cured, and then the Cu substrates were etched using iron trichloride solution (0.5
molar FeCl3). The samples were floated on top of a water bath and then moved to another water
bath each for 15 min. We subsequently fished the samples out using either the TEM grids or the
Si substrates. Finally, the PMMA film was removed by immersing the sample in acetone and
Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for 45 seconds followed by annealing at 400 °C for 2 hr.

Structural and chemical characterization of h-BN crystals

Surface morphology of h-BN crystals
Figure 2-2 shows medium (top) and high (bottom) magnification scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) micrographs of the samples grown for different period of times at 1050 °C
and 100 mTorr. A Merlin field emission scanning electron microscope at 2 kV was used for
imaging all the h-BN samples presented in this chapter. For a very short growth (t = 2 min), small
triangular flakes of h-BN are nucleated on the Cu substrate (Fig. 2-2a). They coalesce together
forming a continuous film when the growth time is extended to 6 min, proposing the growth of hBN on Cu is surface-mediated consistent with earlier studies15,23. The wrinkles observed in the
SEM image are characteristics of h-BN and formed during the cooling process owing to the
negative thermal expansion coefficient of h-BN24.
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Figure 2-2: Medium (top) and high (bottom) magnification SEM images of the h-BN samples
grown for (a) 2 min, (b) 6 min, and (c) 20 min at 1050 °C and 100 mTorr.
While keeping other parameters unchanged, we further continued the growth for an
extended growth time of 20 min in order to modulate the thickness of the h-BN crystals. In
addition to the h-BN wrinkles observed for the 20min-grown sample in Figure 2-2c, several
triangular flakes formed on the primary h-BN layers.

Thickness, atomic structure, and chemistry of h-BN films
We performed transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis to determine the
thickness, atomic and crystal structure, as well as chemistry of the synthesized films. An
aberration-corrected FEI Titan3 (60-300) equipped with a GIF Quantum spectrometer at 80 kV
was utilized for the imaging as well as electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) measurements.
Figure 2-3a illustrates a low-magnification SEM image of the h-BN film grown on Cu for 6 min.
The sample on Cu was transferred to a Quantifoil TEM grid using PMMA. Figure 2-3b illustrates
the transferred h-BN film covering a TEM grid hole. High-resolution TEM image from a folding
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edge of the transferred film in Figure 2-3c reveals that the h-BN film (t = 6 min) is a monolayer,
while some bilayer areas were also found (Fig. 2-3d).

Figure 2-3: Low-magnification SEM image of the h-BN film grown for 6 min. (b) TEM image
showing the transferred h-BN film covering a TEM grid hole. HRTEM images from folding
edges of the sample indicating (c) a monolayer h-BN film and (d) a bilayer region. (e) MonoHRTEM image from the monolayer h-BN revealing its atomic structure. EEL spectra indicating
the characteristic K-shell ionization edges of (f) B and (g) N.
Aberration-corrected TEM with a monochromated electron source was used to image the
atomic structure of the synthesized h-BN film. Figure 2-3e reveals the honeycomb structure of the
monolayer h-BN with a lattice constant of ~0.25 nm, consistent with the known crystal structure
of h-BN1. In addition, EELS measurements can provide useful chemical and bonding information
with a high spatial resolution25. Figure 2-3(f-g) demonstrates the EEL spectra collected from the
h-BN film, showing the characteristic K-shell ionization edges of B and N starting at 191 and 402
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eV, respectively. For both B and N edges, a π*-peak and a subsequent wider σ*-band can be seen,
suggesting both B and N are sp2 hybridized with a hexagonal structure.

Crystal structure and grain size of h-BN films
The crystal structure and grain size of the grown films were further studied through
selected area electron diffraction (SAED) analysis using a Talos F200X transmission electron
microscope at 80 kV. Figure 2-4a indicates a TEM grid containing several holes covered by the
h-BN film. The film on some of the holes is torn probably due to the surface tension between the
sample and the etchant solution during transfer. We performed diffraction analysis in the area
marked on Figure 2-4b by a yellow circle (~ 4 µm in diameter). The SAED pattern in Figure 2-4c
indicates six diffraction spots, revealing the characteristic 6-fold pattern of h-BN. Presence of
only one set of diffraction spots suggests that CVD-grown h-BN film in that region (~ 12.6 µm2)
is mono-crystalline. Figure 2-4d illustrates a dark field TEM image recorded using the designated
diffraction spot by an orange circle on Figure 2-4b, further confirming the single-crystalline
nature of the film in the image.
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Figure 2-4: (a) Low-magnification TEM image of a Quantifoil TEM grid demonstrating several
holes, some of which are covered by the transferred h-BN film. (b) TEM micrograph indicating a
TEM grid hole fully covered by the h-BN membrane. (c) SAED pattern acquired from the region
marked in (b) by a yellow circle. (d) Dark-field TEM image of the h-BN film in (b) recorded
while the circled diffraction spot with orange in (c) was permitted to pass the objective aperture.
(e) Low-magnification TEM image of the TEM grid showing a larger view of the region in (a-b)
with the SAED aperture in, and (f) the corresponding SAED pattern.
We also carried out diffraction study on a larger area of the h-BN film (~ 16 µm in
diameter) demonstrated in Figure 2-4e. The corresponding SAED pattern shows several sets of
diffraction spots very close to each other forming six dashed lines. This suggests that there are
several grains in that area (~ 201 µm2) with small misorientation angles (about 2-7°) with respects
to each other. The overall diffraction analysis indicates that the synthesized h-BN films (t = 6
min) are polycrystalline including grains larger than 4 µm in size. The larger grains of h-BN films
in this study compared to the earlier reports3,7,11,15–18 can be due to a low and uniform flow of the
BN precursor, controlled constantly during growth at 1 sccm, resulting in a lower nucleation
density and larger-domain h-BN crystals.
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Thickness control of h-BN films
The h-BN films were grown for a longer time (t = 20 min, while other synthesis
parameters kept unchanged) in order to control their thickness and subsequently were investigated
through TEM analysis using a Talos F200X microscope at 80 kV. Figure 2-5b presents the SAED
pattern acquired from the freestanding h-BN film marked on Figure 2-5a, revealing its hexagonal
structure. The high-resolution TEM image taken from a wrinkle in the h-BN film (Fig. 2-5c)
shows that the synthesized membranes are 11 layers thick.

Figure 2-5: (a) TEM image showing a TEM grid hole covered by the h-BN film grown for 20 min
and (b) the corresponding SAED pattern. (c) HRTEM image from a wrinkle in the h-BN film and
the corresponding intensity line profile revealing its thickness. The sample was grown at 1050 °C
and 100 mTorr.
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This is consistent with earlier observations where the thickness of h-BN films were
increased with extended growth time7,16. Based on our observation, it can be concluded that the
growth of h-BN films on Cu (under our experimental conditions) follows a Frank–van der
Merwe (FM) growth (i.e. layer-by-layer), in which interactions between adatoms and surface are
stronger than those of the adatom-adatom26 resulting in the two-dimensional growth of h-BN
films.

Synthesis of large-domain triangular h-BN crystals using Cu enclosure
A copper enclosure has been used in order to grow larger domains of graphene on Cu
substrates by CVD27. The increase in the domain size has been attributed to the lower partial
pressure of C precursor and consequently a lower number of nucleation sites. A similar concept
was utilized for h-BN growth on Cu18 and while cleaner samples with reduced contaminations
were achieved, the average domain size was still very small (∼5 nm). In this study we use a Cu
enclosure for the synthesis of h-BN crystals while precisely controlling the flow rate of the BN
precursor in the reaction chamber. The enclosure box was simply built by wrapping a piece of
copper foil around an alumina boat, in which the Cu substrate was located, and pressing the
folded edges by a pair of tweezers. This leads to synthesis of large monocrystalline triangular hBN crystals with a lateral size as large as ~10 µm as shown in the SEM image in Figure 2-6a
(Ammonia borane flow-rate: 1 sccm, Growth time: 10 min, T: 1050 °C).
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Figure 2-6: (a) SEM image demonstrating large triangular h-BN crystals grown using a Cu
enclosure. (b) TEM image depicting a region of the transferred h-BN flake suspended on a hole
of the TEM grid. (c) SAED pattern exhibiting the hexagonal structure of the h-BN membrane. (d)
HRTEM imaging from the edge of the transferred h-BN flake revealing its bilayer nature. (e)
Atomic-resolution TEM image in Figure 2-6e, the magnified image (upper right), and the
corresponding fast Fourier transform (FFT) (lower right) showing the honeycomb structure of the
h-BN triangles. EELS spectra indicating the characteristic π* and σ* energy loss peaks for (f) B
and (g) N. A Merlin FESEM at 2 kV and an aberration-corrected S/TEM (FEI Titan3 (60-300))
equipped with a GIF Quantum spectrometer at 80 kV were used for imaging and spectroscopy.
The TEM image presented in Figure 2-6b indicates a region of the transferred h-BN flake
covering a hole of the TEM grid. The SAED pattern clearly reveals the hexagonal structure and
mono-crystalline nature of the h-BN membrane. Aberration-corrected TEM imaging using a
monochromated source was also performed to determine the thickness of the h-BN triangular
flakes in addition to resolving their atomic structure. HRTEM image from the edge of the
transferred h-BN flake reveals the bilayer nature of the triangular crystals, while some trilayer
regions were also found. Atomic-resolution TEM image in Figure 2-6e, the magnified image
(upper right), and the corresponding fast Fourier transform (FFT) (lower right) indicates the
honeycomb arrangement of h-BN crystals. Small triangular-shape holes observed in Figure 2-6e
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are the mono-vacancies forming as a result of the knock-on damage of boron atom within the
lattice under the electron beam28,29. EELS spectra presented in Figure 2-6(f-g) also reveal the
characteristic π* and σ* energy loss peaks for boron and nitrogen confirming that the B-N bonds
are sp2 hybridized.

Conclusions and future perspectives
We demonstrated a controlled LPCVD process for synthesis of atomically thin h-BN
crystals with tunable thickness, size and morphology. We showed that the morphology and grain
size of h-BN crystals could be controlled using an enclosure box. In addition, thickness of the
crystals was tuned only by changing the growth time. This study could provide important insight
into understanding the nucleation and growth of h-BN crystals on Cu. While employing the
optimized conditions for the growth of large-grain h-BN crystals (reported in this work), other
experimental parameters, such as surface of Cu substrates (e.g. by surface treatment via
electropolishing), sublimation temperature, and H2/N2 flow rates could be potentially optimized to
even achieve larger-domain/higher-quality h-BN crystals.
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Chapter 3
Freestanding van der Waals Heterostructures of Graphene and Transition
Metal Dichalcogenides
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Azizi, A.; Eichfeld, S.; Geschwind, G.; Zhang, K.;
Jiang, B.; Mukherjee, D.; Hossain, L.; Piasecki, A. F.; Kabius, B.; Robinson, J. A.; Alem, N. ACS
Nano 2015, 9 (5), 4882–4890. Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society.

Motivation
Beyond research on graphene-like crystals1–4, creation of vertically stacked van der Waals
heterostructures has recently gained great interest5–9, due to their unique properties and potential
applications in electronic and optoelectronic devices6–8,10,11, and superconductors with high
critical temperature (TC)5. Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), i.e. tungsten diselenide
(WSe2) and molybdenum disulfide (MoS2), are considered active and efficient catalysts for
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) by both theory12,13 and experiment14,15. Moreover, edge sites
in WSe2 and MoS2 are electro-catalytically active12,15,16. Therefore, WSe2/graphene and
MoS2/graphene heterostructures with large surface area, a high density of edge states and a
conductive single-layer graphene support could be a promising electrocatalyst for HER. Vertical
heterostructures have been realized through isolation of single-layer flakes by exfoliation7,17–20 or
growth of the layered structures on a substrate21–25 followed by transferring and stacking.
Interface contamination due to manual stacking of layers is an important problem that can
deteriorate the performance of the heterostructures5,26. To mitigate this issue, direct growth of
heterolayers on different substrates has also been achieved26,27. These approaches have been
successful in measuring the resulting electronic and optoelectronic properties of heterostructures,
but have been very limiting in allowing us to image and probe the atomic registry, interfacial
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structure and chemistry of heterostructures. Understanding the atomic and chemical structure of
heterostructures is the key to probe the competing physics and chemistry at the nanoscale and to
further tune their properties. Here, we report a unique approach to create atomically thin
freestanding heterostructures with minimal contamination. This approach allows us to probe the
atomic structure and chemistry of the heterostructures directly after the growth, and also to study
the nucleation and growth at different stages. In addition, photoluminescence and Raman studies
here present a unique example on how a substrate can tune the optoelectronic properties of a
heterostructure. We utilize a combination of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging
and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) to study commensurability in the grown
WSe2/graphene and MoS2/graphene heterostructures. Aberration-corrected scanning transmission
electron microscopy (STEM) and energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) are used to study
the atomic and chemical structure of the WSe2/graphene and MoS2/graphene heterostructures,
while optical spectroscopy determines their resulting optical properties. We also show how
graphene defects and grain boundaries can promote heterostructure growth, and lead to the
formation of multilayer flakes. Importantly, the process presented here can readily be translated
to other van der Waals heterostructures, and opens up a new paradigm in atomic-scale
characterization of these novel materials.

Experimental procedures

Fabrication of freestanding TMD/graphene heterostructures

Figure 3-1a presents schematics of the fabrication process of the freestanding vertical
heterostructures. Graphene film was grown on Cu substrate using chemical vapor deposition
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method1. The synthesized graphene film was then directly transferred from the Cu substrate to a
gold Quantifoil TEM grid with 2-micron holes (Electron Microscopy Sciences)28.

Figure 3-1: (a) Schematics of the fabrication process of the WSe2/graphene heterostructure.
Graphene grown on Cu was directly transferred to a Quantifoil TEM grid with 2-micron holes
using a polymer-free transfer process. The monolayer WSe2 triangles were directly grown on the
large-area suspended graphene membrane through MOCVD. TEM images showing (b) a singlelayer graphene sheet covering a TEM-grid hole before heterostructure growth, and (c) the WSe2
triangles epitaxially grown on the freestanding graphene membrane.
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Next, the TEM grids were placed on the graphene/Cu substrate and a drop of
isopropyl alcohol was used to bring the graphene film into contact with the amorphous Carbon on
the grid. Sodium persulfate aqueous solution (0.2 gr/ml) was then used to etch the Cu substrate.
Following complete etching of Cu, the samples were moved to distilled water bath to remove
residual copper etchant. The monolayer WSe2 and MoS2 triangles were then grown on the
graphene grids via metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD)29 and oxide powder
vaporization, respectively.
WSe2 crystals were grown on suspended graphene by Professor Robinson group at Penn
State, as follows. The Au TEM grids covered with CVD graphene film were loaded into a
MOCVD system. WSe2 triangles were grown on freestanding graphene using hydrogen ambient
at a pressure of 700 Torr and total flow of 100 sccm using Se:W ratio of 700. Tungsten
hexacarbonyl (W(CO)6) and dimethylselenide (DMSe) were used as the tungsten (W) and
selenium precursors, respectively. Growth occurred at 800 °C and heated using a ramp rate of
80°C per minute for a growth time of 30 minutes.
MoS2 was also grown on the graphene TEM grids by Professor Robinson group using
oxide powder vaporization. Two milligrams of MoO3 powder (Simga Aldrich 99.99%) was put in
an alumina crucible at the center of the furnace, where the temperature could reach ~750 °C. 650
mg sulfur powder (Alfa 99.9995%) was loaded into a fused crucible (T~200 °C). The furnace was
heated up to 300 °C for 30 minutes in vacuum in order to remove all the humidity, followed by
ramping up to 750 °C for the growth. The growth was done for 10 minutes at 710 Torr, and then
the furnace cooled down naturally. 400 sccm Ar was used as the carrier gas during the
experiment. The graphene TEM grid was held by a 1 cm2 sapphire that was put 10 mm away
from the powder.
The TEM image and its corresponding selected area diffraction pattern in Figure 3-1b
confirm a suspended graphene film uniformly covering the TEM grid prior to synthesis of
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heterostructures. We use the suspended graphene substrate on the TEM grid for direct growth of
TMD structures. WSe2 flakes can be seen in Figure 3-1c as dark triangles evenly dispersed on
freestanding graphene with a lateral size of 100-400 nanometers. The triangles are orientated only
in two opposing directions, strongly suggesting the presence of a strict crystallographic
orientation-relationship between WSe2 and its graphene substrate. Additionally, each triangle is
equilateral with 60° angle, suggesting that they are single-crystal30.

Characterization of the heterostructures

Scanning/transmission electron microscopy (S/TEM), and energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) were utilized to study the atomic and chemical structure of WSe2 and its
epitaxy with respect to graphene. A JEOL 2010F S/TEM at 200 kV and a FEI Titan3 60-300
S/TEM at 80 kV, both at Penn State, were used for this study. The beam current of 48 pA was
used, and the STEM images were acquired in annular dark field (ADF) mode using a camera
length of 115 mm. The WSe2/graphene and MoS2/graphene heterostructures were characterized
using Raman spectroscopy and photoluminescence (PL) with a WiTEC confocal Raman system.
A 0.4 mW, 633 nm laser was used for the WSe2/graphene samples, while a 0.5 mW, 488 nm laser
was employed for the MoS2/graphene heterostructures. The low powers were utilized in order to
avoid sample damage in the freestanding heterostructures. The integration time of 10s was used.
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Freestanding WSe2/graphene heterostructures

Commensurability between WSe2 and graphene

Figure 3-2a depicts two WSe2 triangles oriented in opposite directions. Selected area
electron diffraction (SAED) of the large triangle (yellow dashed circle in Figure 3-2a) confirms
the single-crystal nature of both WSe2 and the underlying graphene layer, and their preferred
orientation relationship (Fig. 3-2b). The yellow dash line in Figure 3-2b indicates that the singlelayer WSe2 and the freestanding graphene substrate exhibit the same orientation, verifying
epitaxial growth of WSe2 on the graphene membrane.

Figure 3-2: (a) A TEM image indicating two WSe2 triangles with opposite orientations. (b)
Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern taken from the larger triangle (indicated with
the yellow dashed circle in Fig. 3-2a). (c) Histogram of misorientation-angle of WSe2 triangles
grown on the suspended graphene, confirming the epitaxial growth of the majority of the triangles
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on graphene. (d) The top and side-view structural models of the WSe2/graphene vertical
heterostructure.
We performed diffraction analysis on more than forty WSe2 triangles to statistically
determine the relative orientation of the WSe2 and graphene lattices (Fig 3-2c). A significant
fraction of single-layer WSe2 triangles are epitaxially grown on graphene, while a low
misorientation angle is found between few WSe2 triangles and graphene potentially due to the
existence of graphene wrinkles and/or surface contamination. Figure 3-2d presents the top and
side views of the structural schematics for WSe2/graphene vertical heterostructure. WSe2 has a
layered structure with a trigonal symmetry and a lattice constant of 3.28 Å, in which a triangular
lattice of tungsten (W) atoms is located between two triangular lattices of selenium (Se) atoms.
Within a monolayer, W and Se atoms are bonded together by strong covalent bonds, while the
neighboring layers show interlayer coupling through van der Waals interactions. Graphene, on the
other hand, has a hexagonal symmetry with a lattice constant of 2.46 Å. A heterostructure of
WSe2/graphene consequently has a lattice mismatch of about 33% between graphene and WSe2.
Despite this large lattice mismatch, we observe WSe2 to grow epitaxially on graphene. This
reveals that the 2D layered crystals can grow epitaxially as a result of weak van der Waals forces
and the absence of dangling bonds between layers31,32. Such weak interlayer characteristics
provide a route for the crystal to yield a commensurate growth between highly mismatched
materials through van der Waals epitaxy33. Through diffraction analysis (Fig. 3-2b), the reciprocal
lattice vectors (g vectors) for WSe2 and graphene were analyzed giving a ratio of ∼ 0.75, which
corresponds to the inverse ratio of their lattice spacing. This analysis provides evidence that every
third W atom sits nearly perfectly above every fourth C atom along the zigzag direction in
WSe2/graphene heterostructure. The structural model of the WSe2/graphene heterostructure with
circled W atoms nearly perfectly above C atoms along the zigzag direction (6 directions shown in
Fig. 3-2d) confirms the diffraction results. By connecting the marked W atoms along the zigzag
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direction, aligned equilateral triangles form, oriented either up or down. The smallest triangles
have a lateral size of about 9.84 Å (3 and 4 times the WSe2 and graphene lattice constants,
respectively), which is in agreement with the diffraction pattern. As is seen in the configuration
shown in Figure 3-2d, many W atoms (less than 1 nm apart) superimpose on the C atoms,
suggesting that an energy minima may exist between the two layers when aligned in this manner.

Atomic and edge structure of WSe2 monolayers on Graphene

Figure 3-3a shows annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (ADFSTEM) image of the WSe2/graphene heterostructure. The WSe2 triangles can be clearly seen in
this figure. While most of the triangles are monolayer, few triangles with multiple layers are also
observed. Regions that exhibit multilayer growth are oriented with no misorientation with respect
to the bottom WSe2 layer (Fig. 3-3a), indicating that each subsequent layer is also epitaxial. Highangle annular dark-field (HAADF)-STEM image shown in Figure 3-3b indicates a region of the
monolayer WSe2 where the atomic structure is resolved and W and Se atoms can be
distinguished. Since the intensity of HAADF-STEM images depends on the atomic number, W
exhibits higher contrast while Se columns are slightly dimmer spots34. The atomic-resolution
HAADF-STEM image from the edge of a WSe2 triangle shows zigzag edges with W atom
termination (Fig. 3-3c). Zigzag edges are also predicted to be the energetically preferred structure
for TMDs with triangular morphology35.
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Figure 3-3: (a) HAADF-STEM image of the WSe2 triangles on the graphene support. The lower
right triangle reveals monolayer, bilayer and trilayer regions. (b) HAADF-STEM image of a
monolayer WSe2, showing the W atoms and two Se atoms columns as bright and dim spots,
respectively. (c) HAADF-STEM image of the edge of a WSe2 triangle showing a W-terminated
zigzag edge. (d) A TEM image of WSe2/graphene heterostructure showing the presence of
graphene grain boundary and its impact on WSe2 growth.

Impact of graphene Defects on Heterostructure Growth

Defects in the substrate can have a profound effect on the nucleation and growth of
heterostructures. Dangling bonds at grain boundaries, defects and curved sp2 π-bonds at wrinkles
are more reactive and can attract adsorbates26,27,31,32. Figure 3-3d and 4 show TEM images of
graphene grain boundary acting as the nucleation sites for the growth of the heterostructure. The
two groups of triangles on different sides of the line defect are aligned in two different
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orientations, while a high density of small triangles and particulates along the boundary suggests
the high reactivity of the line defect. Diffraction analysis verifies the existence of two grains with
different orientations and consequently the presence of a grain boundary in the graphene
membrane (Fig. 3-4(c-e)). Evident from TEM, the quality of the suspended graphene has a
significant impact on heterostructure growth, and the formation of multilayer flakes and 3D
particulates is favorable on graphene defects.

Figure 3-4: (a, b) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the WSe2/freestanding
graphene heterostructure exhibiting the existence of a grain boundary in the graphene membrane
and its influence on the WSe2 growth. Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns from
the regions indicated by (c) red, (d) yellow, and (e) green circles, indicate presence of a 16° grain
boundary in the graphene film.
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Chemistry and optical properties of WSe2/Graphene Heterostructure

Scanning/transmission electron microscopy images of the heterostructure also indicate
deposition of particulates on graphene during the growth (Fig. 3-1c and 3-3a). Energy dispersive
x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) in the STEM mode has been performed to probe the chemical nature of
the particulates. Figure 3-5a shows three EDS spectra from neighboring regions marked in the
right HAADF-STEM image: WSe2 on graphene (blue), graphene (red), and a particulate on
graphene (green). A much higher ratio of W:Se is observed for the particulate compared with the
WSe2 triangle indicating the particulates to be W-rich.

Figure 3-5: (a) Line-scan energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS), and (b) Raman spectrum
obtained from the freestanding WSe2/graphene heterostructure. (c) Photoluminescence (PL)
spectra acquired from the suspended WSe2/graphene and a WSe2/epitaxial graphene (EG)
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heterostructures (the scatter and line plots indicate the real and smoothed data, respectively). The
EDS spectra from neighboring regions marked in the upper-right HAADF-STEM image (blue,
red, and green) reveal the tungsten-rich nature of the particulates. The Raman peaks at 258 and
397 cm-1 correspond to E12g/A1g vibrational modes and the second order modes of the WSe2
monolayers, respectively. PL spectra reveal more severe quenching in the freestanding
WSe2/graphene heterostructure compared with the WSe2/EG.
Raman spectroscopy and photoluminescence (PL) measurements were performed directly
on the suspended WSe2/graphene heterostructure to further study the structure of the WSe2
triangles grown on suspended graphene. Figure 3-5b shows the Raman spectrum of the WSe2
triangles on a monolayer graphene membrane. The two peaks observed in Raman correlate with
those identified for WSe236,37. The peak at 258 cm-1 corresponds to both the in-plane and out-ofplane (E12g and A1g, respectively) vibrational modes of the WSe2 monolayers36, while the peak at
397 cm-1 and the shoulder on its left can be assigned to the second order modes37. The PL
spectrum of the monolayer WSe2 triangles on freestanding graphene can be seen in Figure 3-5c,
showing an emission at 760 nm as a signature of monolayer WSe2. The PL has been significantly
quenched compared to WSe2 on epitaxial graphene (EG) with a comparable average size and
thickness38. Photoluminescence quenching has been also observed in other heterostructures
involving graphene due to photo-generated charge carriers transferring from the TMD layer to
graphene21,36. The severity of quenching is believed to be due to the absence of a bulk and rigid
substrate that can lead to improved efficiency in graphene’s ability to transport carriers away
from the WSe2.
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Suspended MoS2/Graphene heterostructures

Structural and chemical characterization of MoS2 monolayers on freestanding graphene

This study also investigates nucleation and growth of MoS2 on freestanding graphene
synthesized via oxide powder vaporization. Figure 3-6a presents the HAADF-STEM image of the
grown MoS2 triangles on the suspended graphene membrane. MoS2 monolayers are seen as darkgrey equilateral triangles, while multilayer regions exhibits higher contrast and freestanding
single-layer graphene displays black color. The triangles are mono-crystalline with the average
size of ∼100 nm. Interestingly, the MoS2 triangles are orientated in random directions, indicating
the non-epitaxial growth of MoS2 on graphene, potentially resulting from different growth
conditions (i.e. lower growth temperature), and/or different materials system. Further study is
needed to better understand the origin of the epitaxial growth in these heterostructure systems. A
high density of MoS2 triangles can be seen along the graphene grain boundaries, similar to the
WSe2/graphene heterostructures. Figure 3-6b shows a HAADF/STEM image and SAED patterns
of a 10° graphene grain boundary that acts as the nucleation sites for the growth of MoS2. The
SAED pattern from the area indicated by the yellow circle shows two sets of diffraction spots for
graphene, presenting the existence of two graphene grains. The SAED patterns from the left
(blue) and right (red) of the boundary show only one set of graphene diffraction spots, which
indicates the presence of a 10° grain boundary in the graphene membrane. The ring pattern from
the MoS2 lattice also confirms the non-epitaxial nature of the MoS2 flakes. It is evident from both
heterostructures that defects have a higher reactivity for the growth of the TMD heterostructures
studied here.
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Figure 3-6: (a) HAADF-STEM image of the MoS2/suspended graphene heterostructure. (b)
HAADF/STEM image and SAED patterns of the heterostructure with a line defect in the
graphene support. The graphene grain boundary acts as the nucleation sites for the growth of
MoS2 and formation of multilayer flakes. (c) An atomic-resolution HAADF-STEM image
showing the edge structure of the MoS2 triangles grown on the suspended graphene. (d) A
magnified image of the atomic-resolution image overlaid with the MoS2 structural model
indicating a metal-terminated zigzag edge for the MoS2 triangles.
Figure 3-6c shows an atomic-resolution HAADF-STEM image from the edge of a MoS2
triangle, in which Mo and S exhibit bright and dim contrast, respectively. Figure 3-6d
demonstrates a magnified image of the atomic-resolution image (Fig. 3-6c) overlaid with the
MoS2 structural model. Despite the presence of edge roughness after growth, MoS2 triangles
grown on graphene maintain zigzag edges mostly with a metal-termination configuration, similar
to WSe2 triangles on graphene. To prevent damage in the nanostructures, care should be taken
during imaging by choosing low electron dose for the STEM probe. Beam damage is in particular
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important for the atoms at the edges and defects due to a lower knock-on energy threshold than
the bulk. Recent works have shown low dose imaging to significantly reduce the beam-sample
interactions and damage during imaging39,40. To avoid sample damage we have reduced the
electron dose in the STEM probe by spreading the beam at the monochromator. However, to
further confirm the genuine edge-structure of the sample before any possible beam damage, the
electron dose can be further reduced.

Figure 3-7: (a) HAADF-STEM image of the MoS2/graphene heterostructure showing several
single- and multi-layer triangles. EDS maps of (b) C, (c) S, and (d) Mo, which confirms the
homogeneous distributions of carbon in the graphene substrate and sulfur and molybdenum only
within the triangle. (e) Histogram of misorientation-angle of MoS2 triangles with respect to
graphene, indicating the non-epitaxial growth of MoS2 on graphene. (f) Raman and (g) PL spectra
of the freestanding MoS2/graphene heterostructure. The Raman peaks located at 385 cm-1 and 404
cm-1 correspond to the E12g and A1g modes of MoS2, respectively. The PL of the MoS2 on the
suspended graphene shows a substantial quenching compared to the MoS2/sapphire and MoS2/EG
samples38.
Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) maps of the MoS2 triangle (marked in Fig.
3-7a) exhibit the chemical composition of the heterostructure. Figure 3-7(b-d) shows EDS
elemental maps for C, S, and Mo indicating a uniform distribution of C in the graphene support,
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while Mo and S are found locally within the triangular domain. Raman and PL measurements
performed on the freestanding MoS2/graphene heterostructure show the signature peaks for MoS2
(Fig. 3-7(e-f)). Similar to the case of WSe2, we did electron diffraction study on more than
seventy MoS2 flakes to statistically reveal the orientation relationship between the MoS2 and
graphene lattices. Figure 3-7e presents the distribution of misorientation angles between MoS2
and graphene, verifying the non-epitaxial growth and random orientations of MoS2 triangles on
suspended graphene. The Raman spectrum indicates the E12g and A1g peaks respectively located at
385 cm-1 and 404 cm-1. The peak distance of ~19 cm-1 between A1g and E12g peaks strongly
suggests the growth of MoS2 monolayers41, as also observed in the ADF-STEM images.
Significant quenching of PL response from MoS2 can be seen when it is on freestanding graphene
(Fig. 3-7f) compared with sapphire and epitaxial graphene38. This photoluminescence quenching
is consistent with what is observed for the WSe2 flakes on the suspended graphene. One can
expect a significant reduction in surface optical phonon scattering in the graphene layer when the
substrate is removed42,43, which would be a source of enhancement in the efficiency of charge
carrier collection in the layer, and thus quenching of the PL.

Conclusions and future perspectives
This study presents a novel approach to create atomically thin freestanding van der Waals
heterostructures, enabling us to directly probe their atomic structure and chemistry. We have
investigated the atomic and chemical structure of two heterostructure systems, WSe2/graphene
and MoS2/graphene, grown by two different approaches. We observe epitaxial growth of
monolayer WSe2/graphene and non-epitaxial growth of MoS2/graphene heterostructures,
indicating the important role of the synthesis route on the microstructure of the resulting
heterostructure. Ultra-high-resolution aberration-corrected STEM confirms growth of the single-
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layer WSe2 and MoS2 triangles with metal-terminated edges, while PL measurements show a
significant photoluminescence quenching of TMDs on suspended graphene. In addition, this work
shows the important role of the defects as nucleation sites in the heterostructure growth. Such a
technique will serve as a way to probe the competing mechanisms that derive nucleation and
growth of a wide spectrum of heterolayers, further leading to nanoengineering of novel
heterostructure devices. In addition, the proposed approach could be used to synthesize
freestanding 2D heterostructures with different stacking orders and subsequently correlate their
atomic/chemical structures with the performance of 2D heterostructure devices with similar
stacking orders, through which next-generation functional atomic-scale devices could be
potentially achieved.
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Chapter 4
Defect Structure and Migration in Two-Dimensional (2D) Transition Metal
Dichalcogenides (TMDs)
Reproduced with permission from Azizi, A.; Zou, X.; Ercius, P.; Zhang, Z.; Elías, A. L.; PereaLópez, N.; Stone, G.; Terrones, M.; Yakobson, B. I.; Alem, N. Nat. Commun. 2014, 5, 4867.

Motivation
Defects (e.g. dislocations) can significantly modulate the electronic properties of crystals
by introducing states within their band gaps1. They can act as nucleation sites for the onset of
deformation, when subjected to stress2–4. When exposed to chemical functional groups, defects
can also behave as highly reactive sites and efficiently trap different molecules5,6. A rich variety
of dislocations have recently been observed in two dimensional crystals such as graphene,
hexagonal boron nitride, and transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs)7–12. In two-dimensional
(2D) crystals due to their high surface to volume ratio, dislocations can change the geometry of
the crystal by introducing strain, thus leading to unique geometries with novel physico-chemical
properties9. Dislocation migration in three-dimensional bulk crystals occurs when a large number
of atoms move simultaneously along or perpendicular to its Burgers vector, leading to glide or
climb respectively. In contrast to bulk crystals, dislocation migration in 2D crystals can take place
through the movement of few atoms near the dislocation core and the massive movement of
atoms is not required. Due to the unusual geometry of 2D crystals, dislocation glide occurs by the
movement of atoms on the surface, in which atomic diffusion typically has a lower energy barrier
when compared to the bulk. Graphene is an example of a 2D crystal in which a dislocation glide
can take place through Stone-Wales bond rotation7,9,13,14. Unlike graphene, MX2 transition metal
dichalcogenides (TMDs) consist of metal (e.g. M= Mo, W, Nb, etc.) atoms sandwiched by
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chalcogen atoms (e.g. X= S, Se, Te) establishing partial ionic bonds. This elemental
heterogeneity can give rise to a completely different migration behavior since homo-nuclear bond
formation is not energetically favorable. In this study, we use aberration-corrected scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) imaging to probe the dislocations and their migration
mechanisms leading to grain boundary migration in WS2 monolayer. We study the grain
boundary structure, stability and dynamics resulting from the sample-beam interactions in CVD
grown monolayer WS215. With a combination of experiment and theory, this investigation
elucidates for the first time the dislocation-motion mechanisms in a hetero-elemental WS2 2D
crystal and the local strain field associated with its dislocations.

Experimental procedures

Synthesis of WS2 monolayers
WS2 synthesis was carried out by Professor Terrones group at Penn State through a twostep process15. Si wafers with a thermally deposited SiO2 layer 285 nm thick were thoroughly
cleaned with a piranha solution at 80 °C for at least 40 min. After piranha treatment, the Si/SiO2
wafers were loaded in the chamber of a physical vapor deposition apparatus (PVD75, Kurt J.
Lesker). A 1nm layer of WO3 was thermally evaporated and deposited on the wafers at low
pressures (10−5−10−6 Torr). The Si/SiO2/WO3 wafers were subsequently loaded into a quartz
reaction tube for thermal treatment under a S environment. The pressure in the chamber was set
to 35 mTorr for 10 min and ultra high purity (UHP) Ar (30 sccm) was then allowed to flow into
the reaction tube, reaching a pressure of 250 mTorr. Finally, the split furnace was heated to 850
°C.
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TEM sample preparation
The WS2 films were transferred onto Quantifoil Au TEM grids by using a PMMA
assisted technique. The films were coated with a thin layer of poly(methyl methacrylate), which
was cured at room temperature for at least 2 hours. The samples were then immersed in
hydrofluoric acid for a few seconds in order to lift off the PMMA-WS2 films. The film was
removed and immersed in five beakers of deionized water, subsequently. The film was then
picked up by the TEM grid from the surface of the water and was dried for a few hours. The
PMMA layer was dissolved in acetone and isopropanol. In order to remove the remaining
contaminants, the grids were annealed under Ar atmosphere at 400°C for 4 hours. The residue of
the PMMA formed a defected graphene film that served as a support during imaging of the flake.

Imaging of grain boundary structure and dynamics
TEAM I at the National Center for Electron Microscopy at Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory was used for this study. ADF-STEM images of WS2 were recorded using 80 kV, 70
pA of beam current, 30 mrad convergence semi-angle and an ADF semi-angle of approximately
45 mrad. Image pixel sizes were 25 pm and dwell time was 15 µs to provide sufficient time
resolution to study grain boundary and defect migration dynamics.

Density functional theory calculations
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out by Professor Yakobson
group at Rice University. Calculations were performed with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof
parametrization (PBE)16 of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and projector-
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augmented wave (PAW) potentials17,18, using the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package
(VASP)19,20. The vacuum layer thickness is chosen to be larger than 10 Å in order to keep the
spurious interaction negligible by adopting a supercell approach. Based on the plane-wave-based
total energy minimization21, all structures are fully relaxed until the force on each atom was less
than 0.01 eV/Å. The climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method22 was used to
calculate the activation barrier with a convergence criterion of 0.1 eV/Å, which shows a
negligible barrier difference when compared with those with a more stringent criterion of 0.05
eV/Å. All the structures were constructed in nanoribbon configurations.

Grain boundary structure in a monolayer WS2 and its electronic structure
Figure 4-1 shows annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (ADFSTEM) image of a WS2 film exhibiting monolayer, bilayer and trilayer regions with different
stacking orders and rotation between the layers indicated by the inlaid fast-Fourier transform
(FFT) (Fig. 4-1a). W atom columns can be observed as the brightest spot, while the two S atom
columns exhibit a lower gray-value (Fig. 4-1b). W and S atoms within a single-layer (Fig. 4-1c)
are strongly bonded together by chemical bonds, whereas the interlayer coupling between two
neighboring layers is dominated by van der Waals interactions.
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Figure 4-1: Atomic resolution STEM images of an atomically thin WS2 film with its structural
model for a monolayer. (a) ADF-STEM image of WS2, showing monolayer (1L), bilayer (2L)
and trilayer (3L) WS2 with different stacking with inlaid corresponding fast Fourier transforms
(FFT). (b) ADF-STEM image of WS2, showing W and S atoms (The scale bar is 5 Å), and (c) the
side and top view of a model of a single-layer WS2 sheet showing the S-W-S sandwich structure.
Figure 4-2 (a-b) illustrates two tilt grain boundaries (shown by the arrows) with 12° and
22° misorientation angles in a monolayer of WS2 exhibiting several 6|8 edge dislocations. At the
larger tilt of 22°, a higher dislocation density is observed along the grain boundary that leads to
higher local strain. Such level of strain near the grain boundaries can lead to a slight warping of
the grains out of the WS2 monolayer plane, resulting in the contrast loss of sulfur atoms in the
annular dark field (ADF) STEM images as a result of local distortion23. Both grain boundaries are
dominantly comprised of 6|8 edge dislocations (Fig. 4-2(d-e)), which are derived from 5|7 defects
by the insertion of a 2-atom column of S between the W-W bonds24. In particular, the 6|8
dislocations are predicted to be more favorable under S-rich conditions when compared to 5|7
dislocations in TMDs24. 6|8 dislocations were also observed in MoS225 but have not been
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observed in any other 2D materials. The distance between dislocation cores along the 12° grain
boundary is about 1 nm (Fig. 4-3), which is in close agreement with the simulated structure of the
9° grain boundary composed of 6|8s (Fig. 4-2c).

Figure 4-2: Low- and high-angel grain boundary structure of the monolayer WS2 with its
electronic structure. (a) ADF-STEM image of a tilt grain boundary in a single-layer WS2 sheet
and the corresponding FFT, with a misorientation angle of 12° between two grains as marked by
dashed lines. Scale bar, 2 nm. (b) ADF-STEM image and the corresponding FFT of a grain
boundary with a 22° misorientation angle. Scale bar, 2 nm. (c) Atomic structure model for a 9°
grain boundary composed of 6|8 dislocations. (d-e) The magnified regions of a 6|8 dislocation
core in 12° and 22° grain boundaries, respectively. The lower images highlight the position of W
and S atoms and the 6|8 dislocation structure. The scale bar is 5 Å. (f) Total electronic density of
states (grey line) for the 9° (left) and 22° (right) grain boundaries composed of 6|8 structures,
respectively. The blue line shows the states contributed by atoms forming the dislocations.
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Electronic structure analysis from first-principles calculations indicates that 6|8
dislocations introduce a series of localized states within the band gap of WS2 monolayer (Fig. 42f), which may serve as sinks for charge carriers to undermine the electron transport in WS2.
More importantly, the 6|8 dislocations are nonmagnetic, in contrast to the magnetic 5|7
dislocations in TMDs26. This indicates that the incorporation of two sulfur atoms in the 5|7
dislocations can quench the radical electronic states of the 5|7 dislocations and therefore
electronically stabilize the 6|8 dislocations. This distinctly differentiates TMDs from graphene27–
29

and hexagonal boron nitride10, in which 5|7 dislocations are also observed.

Figure 4-3: (a) Grain boundary structure with the dislocation cores marked by red crosses along
the grain boundaries. (b) The same image as “a” showing the spacing between dislocations to be
about 1 nm..

Strain-field mapping of the grain boundaries in the monolayer WS2
Dislocations at grain boundaries can locally introduce considerable levels of strain that
can further accommodate dislocation movements in 2D crystals. Here we use geometric phase
analysis (GPA)30 to map the strain fields at the dislocation cores in the low- and high-angle grain
boundaries. A symmetric strain matrix was used to obtain strain fields for εxx, εxy, εyy, and
rotationxy (Fig. 4-4). Figure 4-4a and 4-4f show superimposed images of the 12° and 22° grain
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boundaries (originally depicted in Fig. 4-2(a-b), respectively) and their εxy strain maps, indicating
a considerable amount of shear strain present at the dislocation cores. Figures 4-4(b-e) and 4-4(gj) show εxx, εxy, εyy strain and rotationxy maps for the 12° and 22° grain boundaries, respectively.
The 12° grain boundary shows shear strain (εxy) in the range of 5 to 25% (corresponding to
distances ranging from 0.50 to 0.035 nm from the dislocation core), while a considerably higher
strain ranging from 5 to 58% (corresponding to distances ranging from 0.50 to 0.035 nm from the
dislocation core) was found for the 22° grain boundary. In addition, the 22° grain boundary shows
larger εxx, εyy strain fields and lattice rotationxy compared with the 12° grain boundary. Such high
strain fields associated with the dislocations can lead to unique migration dynamics and
reconstruction mechanisms that need to be further explored.

Figure 4-4: Strain-field mapping of the low- and high-angle grain boundaries of the monolayer
WS2. (a) A superimposed image of the 12° grain boundary and its εxy strain map. Scale bar, 2 nm.
(b) εxx, (c) εxy, (d) εyy and (e) rotationxy maps for the 12° grain boundary. (f) A superimposed image
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of the 22° grain boundary and its corresponding strain field εxy. Scale bar, 2 nm. (g) εxx, (h) εxy, (i)
εyy and (j) rotationxy maps for the 22° grain boundary. The strain color scale (shown in Fig. 4-4b
and 4-4g) corresponds to a range from –1 (black) to +1 (white), in which the boundary between
red and green signifies 0.

Dislocation migration in a 12° grain boundary of the monolayer WS2
Here, we show a qualitatively new phenomenon on the structural dynamics of
dislocations in 2D TMDs; the migration of 6|8 dislocations in a monolayer WS2 at room
temperatures and low accelerating voltages (80 kV) for both low- and high-angle grain
boundaries. A series of ADF-STEM images were acquired in order to reveal dislocation
migration and consequently grain boundary motion in a monolayer of WS2 (see also
Supplementary Movie 1 in the published literature23). Selected snapshots from the observed
atomic-scale dynamics can be seen in Figure 4-5. Figure 4-5(a-b) shows glide of the marked
dislocation to the bottom right, along its Burgers vector. Figure 4-5(c-d) reveals the same
dislocation several seconds later which moves to the bottom right again, through a glide along its
Burgers vector marked by an arrow in Figure 4-5c.
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Figure 4-5: Dislocation migration in a 12° grain boundary. Dislocation glide along its Burgers
vector (1,0) on its glide plane (shown by dashed lines) from (a) to (b). Several seconds later the
same dislocation glides again along (1,0) from (c) to (d). (e-g) Structural models for the migration
of a 6|8 dislocation with one S vacancy (6|8-VS). (h-j) 6|8 with initial, saddle-point and final
structures in the left, middle and right panels, respectively. (k) Minimum energy paths during
migration for two dislocation cores. The scale bars are 6 Å.
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Figure 4-6: Dislocation migration marked by a yellow arrow (a to b) and (c to d) with respect to
the stationary vacancy as a reference point in the 12° grain boundary. The upper left insets show
only the area around the dislocation core with an atomic model overlay. Lower right insets show
the W atomic rows labeled for clarity with W atoms overlaid in blue.

These dynamics are analyzed by considering the dislocation core with respect to a
stationary vacancy as a reference point in every frame. Figure 4-6(a-b) indicates a dislocation in
two consecutive frames (5 seconds apart), where glide of the marked dislocation can be observed
along its Burger vector with respect to the stationary vacancy. The position number one is
assigned to the W atomic row where the location of the stationary reference vacancy is. As we
move from frame A to B, the dislocation moves from the ninth to the tenth W atomic row. Figure
4-6(c-d) shows the same dislocation several seconds later. The dislocation migrates again through
a glide, moving from the tenth to the eleventh row.
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By comparing individual frames of the movie23, we observed S atoms to be very dynamic
and mobile around the dislocation cores. This dynamic behavior could lead to dislocations
exhibiting S rich or deficient conditions as well as different atomic arrangements31. In particular,
S-rich/deficient structures were observed at the dislocation core, which can be achieved by either
thermodynamically controlling the chemical potential24 or by knock-on displacement of atoms
from the incident electron beam25,32,33. A S-rich structure with two sulfur atoms at the dislocation
core can form a 6|8 dislocation (Fig. 4-5a), while a S-deficient structure (Fig. 4-5c) with one S
atom missing at the dislocation core can result in the formation of a 6|8-Vs dislocation (6|8
dislocation with one sulfur vacancy)23. Here, the formation of S vacancies in TMDs results from
the electron beam-sample interactions at 80 kV32. When using this particular electron beam
energy, we are on the edge of the knock-on threshold, where W atoms mainly remain in the
lattice, whereas several S vacancies can be created at the edges, dislocations, and within the
defect-free region of the monolayer. Sulfur adatoms arising from this knock-on process can
display mobility on the surface of the WS2 monolayer, especially around the dislocation cores and
edges. In addition, other adatoms, such as carbon, can exhibit similar mobility and interaction
with the dislocations, which should be further investigated. Such dynamics are the key
component for transforming the dislocation structure leading to dislocation glide and grain
boundary migration9,34. First-principles calculations were carried out in order to gain a better
understanding of the dislocation migration mechanism observed in WS2 monolayer. Both
dislocation structures, 6|8 and 6|8-VS, can be formed through interactions of the 5|7 dislocations
with S interstitials24,35. Figure 4-5(e-j) depicts the mechanism for the migration of the 6|8-VS and
6|8 dislocations. In this figure, the orange atoms located at the dislocation core show the S atoms
on the bottom layer, while the yellow atoms indicate S atoms on the top layer. The migration of
6|8-VS is displayed in Figure 4-5(e-g) with only one S atom at site 1. Our calculations suggest
dislocation migration starts when one of the top S atoms at site 2 (red dashed circle) moves to site
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1. This movement is accompanied by the circled W atom simultaneously gliding and
disconnecting from the S atom at site 2, thus creating a bond with the S atom at site 1. The
concurrent movements of W and S atoms lead to a significant structural distortion in the saddlepoint structure (Fig. 4-5f) that results in a migration barrier of about 1.4 eV. This energy barrier is
considerably lower than the diffusion energy barrier for a single S vacancy (VS), which is
estimated to be 2.3 eV for MoS2 of the same lattice36, highlighting the important role of the
dislocations and their interaction with S vacancies in mediating both the dislocation and S
migration in TMDs through the coupled displacement of W atoms. Without the S vacancy in the
dislocation core (Fig. 4-5(h-j)), the dislocation migration barrier further drops to 0.6 eV (Fig. 45k). Under this condition, the lattice undergoes a much smaller structural distortion, since the S
sublattice recovers and only a single W atom is involved during the dislocation glide through
direct bond breaking and reconnection. As shown in Figure 4-5(h-j), the circled W atom breaks
its bonds with S atoms at site 2, and reconnects with S atoms at site 1. As the glide proceeds, a
W-oriented 4|6 structure forms at the saddle point with the (circled) W-S bond length increased
by about 20 pm compared with those forming hexagons (Fig. 4-5i). This results in a considerable
drop in the energy barrier for dislocation glide under S-rich conditions. Such a low migration
barrier in monolayer WS2 is already similar to bubbles diffusing in liquids, and in sharp contrast
to graphene, where there is an energy barrier of 5 to 10 eV for dislocation glide through bond
rotations9,13,14. Other TMD systems can exhibit similar migration mechanisms to WS2 due to their
similar bonding and atomic structure.

Dislocation migration in a 22° grain boundary of the monolayer WS2
Dislocation migration in a high-angle (22°) grain boundary in monolayer WS2 was also
studied. A sequence of ADF-STEM images from the dislocation cores can be followed in Figure
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4-7(a-d) (see Fig. 4-8 for Burgers circuit analysis and also Supplementary Movie 2 in the
published literature23 for more information).

Figure 4-7: Dislocation migration in a high-angle 22° grain boundary. A sequence of ADF-STEM
images showing the migration of the dislocation cores in a 22° GB (a-d) with their corresponding
structural models (e-h). One 4|6 and two 6|8 dislocations (a) further migrate through glide and
climb (b). 10 seconds later two side-by-side 6|8s (c) recombine to form a 6|6|8 dislocation (d).
The green arrows in (e) show the crystal vectors for the pristine lattice, while the blue and orange
arrows indicate two Burgers vectors (1, 0) and (1, -1) (equivalent to (0, 1)) for 6|8 and 4|6,
respectively. The scale bars are 7 Å.
The grain boundary in this area is composed of both 6|8 dislocations with (1, 0) Burgers
vector and 4|6 dislocations with (1, -1) (equivalent to (0, 1))24 Burgers vector (see Fig. 4-7e). In
the high-angle grain boundaries with a higher density of dislocations, the migration of different
dislocations can be coupled together, resulting in different migration paths. Figure 4-7(a-b)
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reveals two consecutive frames of the grain boundary 5 seconds apart. The top and bottom 6|8
dislocations glide two and one steps along the (1, 0) direction, respectively. Meanwhile, the 4|6
dislocation glides one step along the (1, -1) direction and then climbs one step in the (0, -1)
direction. This migration results from the successive diffusion of few atoms locally near the 6|8
and 4|6 composite dislocations23. Here, for the first time, we show climb and glide as two
representative migration paths for dislocation migration in 2D TMDs materials. Figure 4-7c
shows the same dislocation after 10 seconds, in which two side-by-side 6|8 dislocations are
formed as a result of further rearrangement of atoms around the composite dislocations during the
dislocation climb. The two side-by-side 6|8 dislocations further merge through glide and form a
6|8|8 dislocation with (2, 0) Burgers vector, as shown in Figure 4-7d. This dislocation glide is
energetically favorable and leads to a significant energy release (about −2.4 eV). Such a large
dislocation can create a high strain field and is considered as an ideal site for S interstitials or
other adatoms, such as C. The simultaneous climb and glide observed here is complex and
different from the migration behavior at low-angle grain boundaries, where dislocation migration
is identified as an isolated glide process.
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Figure 4-8: Burgers circuit analysis (red line) for the high-angle 22° grain boundaries. Figure 48(a-b) and (c-d) correspond to Figure 7b and 7d, respectively. The Burgers vector direction is
shown as a white arrow, and three embedded dislocations are highlighted by three green lines.
Two different dislocations with Burgers vectors (1, 0) (Fig. 4-8b) and (1, -1) (Fig. 4-8d) are also
shown. A 6|8|8 dislocation with (2, 0) Burgers vector, which is a result of merging two 6|8
dislocations, can be seen in Figure 4-8c.

Impact of shear strain on the atomic structure of the dislocations
The atomic structures of 6|8 dislocations derived from the STEM images (i.e. presented
in Fig. 4-6) are somewhat different and look distorted compared to the calculated models. This
distortion is due to the local shear strain at the defect sites. Shear strain maps obtained from GPA
analysis represent the local shear at the dislocation cores and are presented in Figure 4-4. Using
DFT calculations, Figure 4-9 shows that application of shear strain of 0.02 radians distorts the
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calculated structure (Fig. 4-9b). The simulated distorted structure (Fig. 4-9b) is similar to our
experimental ADF-STEM image (Fig. 4-9a) indicating presence of shear at the dislocations.

Figure 4-9: (a) Atomic model overlay illustrating the 6|8 structure model on the ADF-STEM
image, and (b) the simulated model of 6|8 defect under 0.02 radians of shear strain.

Conclusions and future perspectives
Using aberration-corrected electron microscopy coupled with first principles calculations
this study reveals unique and fascinating dislocation structures along the grain boundaries and
their local strain fields in a monolayer of WS2. Strain analysis shows large levels of strain along
the grain boundaries and locally at the dislocation cores. Through a series of ADF-STEM images,
the movements of individual atoms have been successfully probed at the grain boundaries and
within the dislocation cores. Due to the unique geometry of 2D crystals, dislocations reside at the
crystal surface and can easily interact with the surface atoms. Highly mobile S atoms can interact
with the dislocation cores and form different derivative dislocation structures with different
migration mechanisms involving the rearrangement of the local W and S atoms around the defect.
We observe such dynamics to have a strikingly low energy barrier leading to significant grain
boundary reconstruction in TMDs, despite their complex lattice structure. Controlling defects
such as grain boundaries and dislocations using electron or ion irradiation have important
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implications in the design of 2D materials with desired physico-chemical properties, and this
account has provided important pieces of information regarding the transformation of defects and
their dynamics. In addition, the observed and quantified local strain at the defect sites could be
correlated to catalytic activity of 2D TMD crystals for certain reactions such as hydrogen
evolution reaction (HER).
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Chapter 5
Coupling of Defects in Doped Transition Metal Dichalcogenide Monolayers
and Resulting Atomic-scale Displacements

Motivation
Doping can have a profound effect on the physical, chemical and mechanical properties
of materials, due to both new chemistry at the dopant sites and the structural distortions of
crystalline lattice in the dopant’s vicinity; these effects can modify electronic structure1, tune
band gaps2,3, improve catalytic properties4, and introduce magnetism5,6. For example, while twodimensional (2D) transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) have high catalytic efficiency for the
hydrogen evolution reaction7,8 and hydrodesulfurization9, doped few-layer MoS2 show higher
catalytic activity for hydrogen evolution than does their pristine state4. To better nanoengineer the
functional properties of doped crystals, it is crucial to directly probe dopant atoms10–12, lattice
defects13–15, and their interactions. While great progress has been made recently in the theory,
synthesis, and resulting optical and electronic properties of doped 2D TMDs2,5,16–19, little is
known about the atomic structure and local chemistry at the dopant sites. This study explores the
relaxation effects in the atomic and electronic structure of doped 2D TMDs using aberrationcorrected scanning transmission electron microscopy (AC-STEM) and first-principles density
functional theory (DFT) calculations. We discover strong affinities between dopants and lattice
defects in doped WS2 monolayers and find significant sub-Angstrom distortions around
individual Mo dopant atoms when they are coupled with sulfur vacancies. The observed structural
distortions and dopant/defect affinity can modulate the electronic structure of the monolayer
TMDs. Such modulations in the atomic and electronic structure could lead, for example, to higher
chemical reactivity locally at the Mo sites. In addition, while an affinity between sulfur vacancies
in single phase MoS2 or WS2 was reported previously20,21, it cannot be utilized to control the
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distribution of these defects in the material, since the interaction is amongst defects of a single
type. Here, the affinity between sulfur vacancies and electronically innocuous dopant atoms (such
as Mo) could potentially remove undesirable S vacancies from the active region of a device and
collect them in an inactive, Mo-rich region of the crystal.

Experimental Procedures
Synthesis and transfer of the Mo-doped WS2 monolayers
Professor Terrones group at Penn State synthesized Mo-doped WS2 crystals, as described
below. One nanometer MoO3 was initially deposited on a Si/SiO2 substrate through thermal
evaporation, followed by deposition of one nanometer WO3 as the second layer. The sample was
then placed into a tube furnace at 800°C and sulfurized for 30 min at atmospheric pressure. For
sulfurization, sulfur powders were placed upstream in a region with a local temperature of about
250 °C, and Ar gas with a flow of 200 sccm was used as the carrier gas. The synthesized samples
were then transferred into a TEM grid with 2 µm holes using poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA). The samples were coated with PMMA through spin coating at 3000 rpm and for 30 s,
and then kept overnight at room temperature to cure. After cleaning PMMA off the edges of the
sample using a razor blade, the sample was immersed in a KOH solution (15 M). Once the
polymer/WS2 film was separated from the Si substrate, we fished it out using the TEM grid,
washed it with deionized water several times, and dissolved the PMMA layer using acetone.

Aberration Corrected Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM)
Annular Dark Field (ADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy was performed in
an aberration-corrected FEI Titan3 60-300 S/TEM to image the atomic structure of the Mo-doped
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WS2 monolayers. The image acquisition was carried out at 80 kV, using a beam current of 49 pA
and a camera length of 115 mm. Bandpass filtering was performed in Digital Micrograph to
enhance the contrast of Mo dopant atoms in the lattice more clearly and improve the visibility.

Displacement Measurements
To minimize measurement error, we acquired multiple images from the same region near
Mo dopants at different scan directions (e.g. 0, 90º). We then corrected for potential STEM drifts
in the recorded images using Matlab codes described in the literature22. Next, using Matlab codes
developed at Penn State (see Appendix B for details), we determined the position of metal atoms
on the drift corrected images by finding peaks from maxima, followed by Gaussian fitting of the
peaks. We subsequently calculated distances between metal atoms along three zigzag directions
by measuring the distance between Gaussian peak positions. Displacement maps were generated
by calculating the deviation of metal atom distances from that in pristine WS2.

Theoretical calculations
Density functional theory calculations were performed by Professor Crespi group at Penn
State using the exchange-correlation functional within the generalized gradient approximation
(Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof parametrization, GGA-PBE)23,24. The interaction between valence
electrons and ions is described using the projector-augmented wave method25,26. All calculations
were performed using the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP)27,28, with an energy
cutoff of 400 eV, an electronic loop convergence of 10–5 eV, and force convergence of 0.02
eV/Å. The energy differences between states were converged at a supercell size of 9×5√3×1 (270
atoms), and differed from energy differences using a 5×3√3×1 (90 atoms) supercell by 0.05 eV;
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therefore the latter dimension was used for all nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations and
calculations with the HSE06 hybrid functional due to the more demanding computational
resources required. For the NEB calculations, the energy interpolation between images was
performed using both the energies and the forces at the images29.

Atomic structure of monolayer Mo-doped WS2 crystals
The distribution of Mo atoms in the WS2 lattice can be seen in the ADF-STEM image in
Figure 5-1a. A primary beam energy of 80 kV and a beam current of 49 pA were used for
imaging to minimize damage to the crystal30. Looking broadly across the ADF-STEM image, it is
evident that W and Mo consistently occupy the transition metal sublattice, while S always
occupies the chalcogen sublattice. The bandpass filtered ADF-STEM image of Figure 5-1b
accentuates the distribution of Mo atoms within the WS2 lattice.

Figure 5-1: Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM image of the Mo-doped WS2 monolayer (top) and its
bandpass filtered image (bottom), indicating the Mo dopant atoms in the WS2 lattice by yellow
arrows.
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Figure 5-2a shows an atomic-resolution ADF-STEM image of the substitutionally doped
WS2 monolayer, indicating a Mo dopant atom in the WS2 lattice. The collected signal in ADFSTEM images is proportional to the atomic number (Z) of the atoms, through which we can
identify the chemical identity of all atoms in the lattice31. The atom marked by the yellow arrow
in Figure 5-2a has a distinct intensity: it is a Mo atom (Z=42) within a lattice of tungsten (Z=74)
and sulfur (Z=32 for the “stack” of two sulfur atoms) as indicated by the intensity line profile.

Figure 5-2: (a) Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM image of a doped WS2 monolayer showing several
Mo dopant atoms in the lattice. (b) Magnified image of the Mo dopant marked by the yellow
arrow. (c) Displacement map generated by calculating the deviations of metal atom distances in
(b) from the ideal nearest metal-metal neighbor distance. (d,e) Local structure near the Mo defect
obtained from DFT calculations for neutral and charged (–2|e| charge per defect) systems.
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To further probe local structural relaxations introduced by the dopants, the metal-metal
bond lengths around the Mo atoms are quantified. Figure 5-2(b-c) provides a magnified ADFSTEM image of an isolated Mo substitutional dopant and its displacement map through direct
image analysis (see Methods). Figure 5-2c depicts the deviation of each metal-metal nearestneighbor distance from the ideal metal-metal separation in pristine WS2. The changes in metalmetal separation around this Mo dopant are negligible, i.e. smaller than the measurement error of
~8 pm. DFT calculations for a substitutional Mo dopant in WS2 are consistent with this result: the
maximum calculated change in metal-metal separation near the Mo dopant is only 1.5 pm, for
both neutral (Fig. 5-2d) and charged defects (Fig. 5-2e, for a defect charged at q = –2, in units of
the elementary charge |e|). Here, the vanishing strain is due to the nearly identical lattice constants
for MoS2 and WS2, consistent with the calculated and observed lattice structures in WxMo1-xS2
alloys, which have uniform metal-metal separation3,12,32,33.

Coupling of point defects in WS2
While analyzing the recorded images, we noticed the presence of sulfur vacancies next to
some of the Mo defect sites. Fore example, Figure 5-3a shows a substitutional Mo dopant plus an
intensity line profile along the indicated direction that reveals a sulfur vacancy immediately
adjacent next to the Mo atom.
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Figure 5-3: (a) ADF-STEM image of a doped WS2 monolayer with a substitutional Mo dopant
and a line profile through the row of S atoms marked by white arrows. Orange arrows reveal a
sulfur vacancy next to the Mo site. Band structures of monolayer WS2 with (b) an isolated sulfur
vacancy and (c) a sulfur vacancy that is next to a Mo dopant. The blue (red) components of the
band colors indicate the projection of the calculated wave-function onto the atomic orbitals of the
Mo (W) atom(s) next to the sulfur vacancy .
Figure 5-4 shows the magnified ADF-STEM images of regions marked by red and blue
rectangles in Figures 5-2a and 3a and their corresponding intensity line profiles. Considering all
the intensity line profiles of S atoms around the Mo sites, it is clear that there is a sulfur vacancy
next to the Mo site (upper-right) in Figure 5-4b (designated by the white arrow).
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Figure 5-4: The magnified ADF-STEM images of regions marked by red (a) and blue (b)
rectangles in Figures 5-2a and 5-3a and their corresponding intensity line profiles of the S atoms,
respectively.
In total we detected 19 S vacancies, 18 of which are next to a Mo dopant (see Fig. 5-5).
Sulfur atoms can be ejected from the TMD lattice during continuous imaging using an 80 keV
electron beam16. To ensure that sulfur vacancies are not created during imaging, the beam current
was reduced and multiple images were acquired from the same region and examined to determine
sulfur vacancy formation and its dynamics under the electron beam. This analysis did not show
any sulfur vacancy formation or dynamics in the acquired image series and confirmed stability of
the sample under the imaging conditions.
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Figure 5-5: Mapping of sulfur vacancy distributions in the region with uniformly distributed Mo
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dopants in the WS2 lattice (top) and in the phase segregated MoS2 region near the grain boundary
(bottom). They show the majority of SVs are located next to a Mo atom.
Calculating the energies of a sulfur mono-vacancy as a function of distance from a Mo
dopant within density functional theory, we find an affinity between the two defects of only 0.02
eV in the charge-neutral case, but rising to 0.15 and 0.23 eV for systems with a charge of q = –1
and –2 per S vacancy. The strong affinity when negatively charged is consistent with the
experimental observations, given that the sample is under electron beam irradiation during
imaging and additionally that CVD-grown WS2 monolayers generally display n-type
behavior17,34. The origin of this affinity is the splitting of partially filled defect bands due to
symmetry breaking. An isolated S vacancy introduces two degenerate mid-gap states in the WS2
band structure with dxy+dx2−y2 orbital character, as shown in Figure 5-3b for the charge-neutral
case. When one of the W atoms neighboring a S vacancy is replaced by Mo, the in-plane threefold symmetry is broken and the defect band splits into two levels that are 0.15 eV apart (as
shown in Fig. 5-3c) with the higher band aligned to the energy of the defect level in the absence
of Mo. The lower (upper) level has strong Mo (W) d orbital character, as indicated by the blue
(red) components of the band colors. Since the first two added electrons preferentially occupy the
lower level, the charged system prefers to locate sulfur vacancies near Mo dopants. Similar
calculations for the complementary system (i.e. W dopants in MoS2) show the reverse: W dopants
repel negatively charged sulfur mono-vacancies. Similar effects has been proposed previously35
when tuning the defect level for Se vacancies in charge-neutral WxMo1-xSe2 alloys: in contrast to
sulfur vacancies, selenium vacancies have an affinity of 0.5 eV for W defects under even chargeneutral conditions.
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Atomic-scale displacement induced by coupling of Mo dopant atoms and sulfur monovacancies in WS2
We similarly measured lattice distortions when the Mo dopant is paired with a sulfur
vacancy, with results shown in Figure 5-6. Three Mo dopants sit within the marked box, each
surrounded by W atoms. Detailed image analysis (see Fig. 5-7) reveals a sulfur vacancy next to
only the middle Mo atom. Unlike the case of an isolated Mo dopant, we now see substantial
structural distortions, with metal-metal separations expanding by ~60 pm on one side of this Mo
atom and shrinking by ~54 pm on the other side, as compared to the pristine W–W distance of
3.18 Å. Note further that earlier experimental observations showed only very small (~3 pm)
distortions around isolated sulfur mono-vacancies in MoS236, and we did not see any noticeable
distortion around an isolated Mo dopant with the absence of S vacancy (Figure 5-2).

Figure 5-6: (a) Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM image of Mo-doped WS2 and intensity line profile
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for S atoms along the zigzag direction indicated by white arrows, confirming the presence of a
sulfur vacancy next to the middle Mo atom. (b) Measured displacement map for the region
marked by the red box in (a). Displacements near the Mo defect obtained by DFT calculations
when the unpaired sulfur atom at the sulfur vacancy site is: (c) in the upper chalcogen plane or (d)
in the same plane as the transition metal atoms, as highlighted by black open circles. (e)
Calculated energy profile for the unpaired sulfur atom moving through the TMD mid-plane.

Figure 5-7: (a) Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM image of the doped WS2 monolayer. (b)
Magnified image of the region designated by the green box in (a). (c) The intensity line profiles
of the S atoms along the colored boxes indicating the presence of a sulfur vacancy next to the
middle Mo atom.
Substantial lattice distortion is observed only when the vacancy and the dopant atom are
coupled. Although our DFT calculations show increased local distortions near a Mo dopant with a
neighboring sulfur vacancy (Fig. 5-6c), they show bonds shrinking next to the sulfur vacancy,
which is contrary to the experimental observations. We explored computationally multiple
possible defect configurations, in terms of the number of sulfur vacancies neighboring a Mo
defect (1,2, or 3 vacancies), extra charge (from q = –1 to –4), and uniform tensile strain (2% and
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4%); however, none these structures yielded local lattice dilations close to ~60 pm, nor did other
defect structures reported previously14,37. The sulfur mono-vacancy has one additional degree of
freedom: the z coordinate of the remaining unpaired sulfur atom. By nudging the unpaired S atom
(highlighted by open black circles in Fig. 5-6c-e) into the TMD midplane, we found a metastable
structure emerging at q = –2, as shown in Figure 5-6d. The energy profile of a sulfur atom
moving through the mid-plane was calculated using the Nudged Elastic Band (NEB)
method29,38,39 as shown in Figure 5-6e. Although the metastable state is 2.62 eV less favorable
than having the S atom buckled out of the midplane, this energy difference drops to 0.96 eV when
a 4% uniform tensile strain is applied, and to 0.79 eV when the strained case was examined using
the HSE06 hybrid functional40. Moreover, the energy barrier to leave this metastable state
increases to 0.29 eV at this strain level. A strain of this magnitude yields a change in the lattice
constant of only 13 pm, which lies within the experimental measurement uncertainty of ±8 pm.
Strain at this level could potentially be present in the alloy due to gradients in composition,
vacancy density, or charge doping level. An out-of-plane structural distortion has been previously
observed in other 2D crystals, where the edge atoms at defect sites and edges in h-BN undergo a
relaxation in the z direction41,42. When the lone sulfur atom occupies the mid-plane site, the
metal-metal separations around the dopant atom expand by amounts that are consistent with the
experimental observations. Keep in mind that the dilation map of Figure 3d assumes 100%
occupation of the metastable midplane site: hopping of the S atom between midplane and offmidplane sites on a time-scale rapid compared to the TEM exposure time would reduce the
measured dilations. In addition, variations in tensile strain or local charge state will also modulate
the strength of the local lattice dilations. See Figure 5-8 for a case with smaller displacements and
also Figure 5-9 for the calculated displacement maps for different conditions. Note that energy
deposited by the electron beam may be a significant contributor to the occupancy of this mid-
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plane site – its potential occupancy under more assuredly equilibrium conditions remains a topic
of further study. .

Figure 5-8: (a) Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM image of the Mo dopant atom within the WS2
lattice (marked by the yellow arrow in Figure 5-3a). (b) Displacement map of the region around
Mo presented in (a). Coupling of vacancy/dopant defects in this case results in smaller lattice
distortions compared to what we observed in Figure 5-6, which can be due to variations in local
charge state or tensile strain.
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Figure 5-9: Displacement maps of a 5×3√3×1 supercell calculated from DFT, where the extra
charge, number of S vacancies, and tensile strain varies. Red (blue) metal-metal bonds indicated
local dilation (compression). The Mo defect is indicated by solid black dots, and S vacancies by
hollow black circles.
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Affinity between Mo dopant atoms and WS2 grain boundary
Besides their affinity for isolated point defects (i.e. sulfur mono-vacancies) in the WS2
lattice, Mo dopant atoms were also observed to segregate at line defects (i.e. grain boundaries),
where a large population of sulfur mono-vacancies were also found (See Fig. 5-5). Figure 5-10a
shows an atomic-resolution ADF-STEM image of a tilt grain boundary in a Mo-doped WS2
monolayer at a misorientation angle of 26°. Multiple Mo atoms sit on the grain boundary; with
additional phase-segregated MoS2 regions located a few unit cells away from the grain boundary.
The grain boundary contains 5|7 dislocations with S-S homopolar bonds (Fig. 5-10b), where
some of the W atoms have been replaced by Mo atoms. DFT calculations were performed to
understand the origin of this segregation of Mo near the grain boundary and inside the dislocation
cores. A periodic WS2 structure, containing two grain boundaries with 5|7 dislocations
(highlighted by red stripes in Fig. 5-10c) was examined. Note that the two grain boundaries in the
simulation cell are not structurally equivalent: the one at the cell center has S-S homopolar bonds
while the one at the cell boundary has W-W bonds43,44. The total energy of the system was
calculated as a function of the distance between the grain boundary and a single Mo atom
substituting for W, as shown in the lower panel (each energy is obtained after structural
relaxation). Compared to the interior of the grain far away from the grain boundaries, Mo atoms
show a preference of 0.05–0.15 eV to segregate at either type of grain boundary. The preference
extends ~6 Å from the grain boundaries into the interior region. This is consistent with the
observation of the Mo atoms at the dislocation cores (Fig. 5-10b) and segregating near the grain
boundary (Fig. 5-10a).
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Figure 5-10: (a) ADF-STEM image of a tilt grain boundary in Mo-doped WS2 monolayers. The
corresponding fast Fourier transform (inset in upper right) indicates a 26° misorientation between
grains. (b) Atomic resolution ADF-STEM image from the grain boundary revealing the 5|7
dislocation structure. (c) A periodic WS2 superlattice containing two grain boundaries consisting
of 5|7 dislocations with either S-S or W-W homopolar bonds, and the corresponding energy
profile for a single substitutional Mo atom as a function of its distance from the grain boundary.
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Conclusions and future perspectives
In summary, aberration-corrected STEM combined with first-principles calculations
reveals an affinity between Mo dopant atoms and S vacancies in WS2, driving 95% of the
observed S vacancies to co-localize with Mo defects. While neither a Mo atom nor a sulfur
vacancy by themselves noticeably change the ideal metal-metal separation in the WS2 lattice,
considerable lattice distortions were observed when the two defects were coupled, suggesting that
the coupled dopant+vacancy defect may actually be the active species that controls materials
properties that are sensitive to Mo doping level. First-principles calculations agree with the
experimentally observed structural distortions and suggest that the lone sulfur atom in this
coupled defect may actually occupy a mid-plane site. Mo dopant atoms also tend to segregate
near the WS2 grain boundaries and sit within 5|7 dislocation cores. The control of chalcogen
vacancies is a key issue in obtaining high-quality TMD materials – the high vapor pressures of
chalcogens suggests that their vacancies may be the most prevalent type of defect in TMDs. Our
results on defect-defect interactions suggest intriguing strategies to manage the distribution of
these chalcogen vacancies: isoelectronic transitional metal substitutional dopants (such as Mofor-W) located away from key functional areas of a device could, for example, act as “vacancy
getters” that attract chalcogen vacancies to locations where they do not degrade device properties.
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Chapter 6

Spontaneous Formation of Atomically Thin Stripes in Monolayer Transition
Metal Dichalcogenide Alloys
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Azizi, A.; Wang, Y.; Lin, Z.; Wang, K.; Elias, A. L.;
Terrones, M.; Crespi, V. H.; Alem, N. Nano Lett. 2016, 16 (11), 6982–6987. Copyright (2016)
American Chemical Society.

Motivation
Alloying is commonly used to control the physical and chemical properties of materials.
Both alloy composition and order matter, so direct observation of alloy structure at the atomic
scale is essential to understanding and controlling a wide range of material properties, especially
in emerging areas such as novel two-dimensional (2D) layered systems where new ordering
mechanisms could be in play. Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs)1–6 provide a compelling
platform for such investigations, with doping and alloying effects on catalysis7,8,
photoluminescence9, band gap10–13, charge carriers14, and contact resistance15, including systems
with in-plane composition gradients16,17. Despite this progress in controlling TMD composition,
the role of alloy order is largely unexplored. Here we resolve atomic ordering in a WxMo1−xS2
monolayer using aberration-corrected annular dark field (ADF) scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM), and discover that W and Mo self-organize into stripes around x~0.5.
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations reveal that this form of order originates, ironically,
from fluctuations in growth conditions. It yields an alloy that is vibrationally anisotropic yet
electronically isotropic. Fluctuation-driven stripe order provides a new way to control the
material properties of 2D alloys.
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Materials and Methods

Synthesis and transfer of the WxMo1-xS2 alloys
Monolayer WxMo1-xS2 crystals were synthesized by Professor Terrones group at Penn
State, as follows. First, 1 nm MoO3 was thermally deposited on a Si/SiO2 substrate. Then, 1 nm
WO3 was deposited on the MoO3 layer as the second layer. The oxide layers were finally
sulfurized at 800°C to synthesize WxMo1-xS2 crystals. The monolayer flakes were transferred to
Quantifoil TEM grids with 2 µm holes using poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). Details of
growth and transfer can be found in prior work18.

Photoluminescence (PL) and Raman spectroscopy measurements
Photoluminescence (PL) and Raman spectra were acquired from as-grown samples under
ambient conditions with an inVia confocal Renishaw Raman spectrometer. A silicon sample was
measured to calibrate the spectrometer prior to data collection. The laser excitation wavelength
was 488 nm. The objective lens used was 100x, and the laser spot size was a few hundred nm.

Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM)
Annular Dark Field (ADF)-STEM imaging and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS)
were performed using an aberration-corrected FEI Titan3 (60-300) equipped with a GIF Quantum
spectrometer at 80 kV, at Penn State. A beam current of 49 pA, beam convergence of 30 mrad,
and camera length of 115 mm were used for image acquisition. The ADF-STEM images
presented in Figure 6-3 were processed using the bandpass filtering in Digital Micrograph. The
EEL spectra were recorded in DualEELS mode, at a dispersion of 0.01 eV/channel and using a
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2.5 mm aperture. The full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the zero-loss peak reflects an
energy resolution of 0.12 eV. Acquired low-loss EEL spectra were background subtracted using
the power-law function in Digital Micrograph. Parabolic curve fitting was subsequently used to
extract the band gaps19.

Pair correlation calculation
Prof. Vincent Crespi group performed the pair correlation calculation for the images
obtained by the STEM. The original scalar form of the Warren-Cowley short-range order
parameter α is given in the text, where Pi/j (i,j=A,B) is the conditional probability of having a
nearest neighbor of type i given a site of type j; Pi is the probability of finding a type-i atom at
any site (mole fraction of element i); N and NAB are the total numbers of atoms and A-B neighbor
pairs; and m is the coordination number (here six). The scalar version of α is very close to zero
for all three regions; this reflects an absence of phase segregation, but cannot capture the presence
of stripes, which motivates the introduction of a vector form of α.

First-principles calculations
Density functional theory calculations were carried out by Professor Crespi group at Penn
State. All calculations regarding thermodynamic stability were performed within the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA-PBE)20,21 using the projector-augmented wave method22,23 as
implemented by the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP)24,25. The electronic loop
convergence and interatomic force convergence were 10–6 eV and 0.001 eV/Å. All ribbon
structures were fully relaxed within DFT using supercells with periodicities of two lattice
constants along the edge direction. The dielectric functions were calculated within the random
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phase approximation (RPA) without local field effects26. The interlayer vacuum space in all
calculations was 19 Å to eliminate spurious interlayer interactions.

Monolayer W1-xMoxS2 triangular crystals with an in-plane compositional gradient
Micro-meter sized W1-xMoxS2 triangular monolayers (Fig. 6-1a) with an in-plane
compositional gradient were synthesized by sulfurization of MoO3/WO3 layers at 800 °C, as
detailed in the Methods section. The edge and center of the triangular domain emit light with
different wavelengths (Fig. 6-1(b-d)). The edge region shows a PL peak energy of 1.96 eV, close
to the optical band gap of pristine WS2 monolayers (1.97 eV); whereas the center of the same
triangle shows a PL peak energy of 1.85 eV, closer to the optical gap of pristine MoS2
monolayers (1.81 eV). The PL line-scan of Figure 6-1d confirms that the spatial variation in the
band gap is gradual, which can be attributed to the in-plane compositional gradient. The Raman
intensity profiles in Figure 6-1(e,f) also suggest the presence of a composition gradient from the
center to the edge of the triangular domain, with WS2 being the dominant phase at the edges and
an increasing concentration of Mo closer to the center.
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Figure 6-1: Optical characterization of the monolayer WxMo1-xS2 triangular flakes. (a) Optical
image of W1-xMoxS2 triangular crystals. Photoluminescence maps were recorded from the
monolayer triangle. Raman and PL line scans were performed along the dashed arrow, using a
Renishaw inVia spectrometer and 488 nm laser. (b) PL intensity map at an emission energy of
1.96 eV. (c) PL intensity map at an emission energy of 1.85 eV. (d) Optical band gap energy (in
eV) profile extracted from the PL line scan. Raman intensity profiles of (e) the WS2-E´ and (f) the
MoS2-E´ modes extracted from the Raman line scan.
The samples were then transferred to a Quantifoil TEM grid with 2 µm holes by a
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)-assisted technique. Figure 6-2a shows a dark-field STEM
micrograph of a single-layer WxMo1-xS2 triangular crystal on the TEM grid. The high-resolution
ADF-STEM images in Figure 6-2(b-d) indicate the atomic and chemical structure of the flake in
three areas marked by blue, green, and red boxes. The line scan in Figure 6-2e, taken from region
(b), clearly distinguishes individual W, Mo and 2S atoms, owing to the Z (atomic number)
contrast of ADF-STEM.
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Figure 6-2: Atomic and chemical structure of monolayer WxMo1-xS2 alloys with an in-plane
composition gradient. (a) Dark-field STEM image of a single-layer WxMo1-xS2 triangular crystal
transferred to a TEM grid. (b-d) ADF-STEM images acquired from the regions marked by the
blue, green, and red squares (left-to-right). The lower panels show the distribution of W atoms in
the corresponding STEM images, with the calculated Mo concentration in the lower left corner.
(e) Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM micrograph from near the edge of the triangle with a line
profile through the boxed area. Mo atoms are weaker in intensity than the W atoms and stronger
than two stacked S atoms.
Chemical compositions directly calculated from the ADF-STEM images show that a
nearly pure WS2 phase close to the edges (W0.99Mo0.01S2) gradually evolves to a phase with nearequal W and Mo concentrations (W0.47Mo0.53S2) near the center. This composition gradient is
consistent with PL and Raman spectroscopy measurements of variations in the intensity of the
composition-dependent E′ mode upon moving from the center to the edge of the flake (Fig. 61(b-f)). The observed composition gradients may come from the difference between the melting
points of the solid precursors17, WO3 (1473 °C) and MoO3 (795 °C), which might result in the
sublimation of MoO3 prior to that of WO3 and thus more availability of Mo during early
nucleation and growth, when the center of the triangle is forming. Even at a Mo concentration of
about 2% (Fig. 6-2c), Mo atoms remain well-distributed in the WS2 lattice. The most striking
structural feature occurs near the center of the triangle where Mo and W concentrations are
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almost equal. Here the W and Mo atoms form stripes (Fig. 6-2d) aligned in the zigzag direction
parallel to the outer edge of the triangular flake, i.e. perpendicular to the growth direction.

Formation of atomically thin stripes in monolayer WxMo1-xS2 alloys
To verify the alignment of the stripes to the triangle’s outer edges, three regions near the
center of the triangle, each closest to one particular edge, were imaged (Fig. 6-3). The Mo-W
pair correlation along the three zigzag directions was quantified using a modified Warren-Cowley
short-range order parameter α 27–29 (see Methods).
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In this original scalar form, α indicates the tendency for the alloy to form homo-atom
(0<α<1) or hetero-atom (–1<α<0) coordination, with α = 0 a random alloy. To capture
anisotropy, we define a vector pair correlation α= (α1, α2, α3) whose three components measure
neighbor pair correlations along the zigzag directions of edges 1, 2, and 3. For the region closer to
edge 1 (Fig. 6-3b), horizontal stripes reflect a pair correlation of α= (0.11, –0.06, –0.02). The
regions closer to edges 2 and 3 yield α= (–0.03, 0.10, –0.14) and α= (–0.05, –0.04, 0.13)
respectively. The structural anisotropy is consistent across all three directions in all three images:
positive correlation along the stripes and anticorrelation across the stripes (i.e. the stripes are
atomically thin).
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Figure 6-3: W and Mo stripes forming parallel to the outer edge of the WxMo1-xS2 triangular
flake. (a) Dark-field STEM micrograph marking three regions near the center of the WxMo1-xS2
flake from which ADF-STEM images are acquired, as shown in panels (b-d). Each region is
closest to one of the three outer edges of the triangular flake. Bandpass filtering was performed to
improve image contrast.
As an alternative to pair correlation coefficients, the stripes can also be characterized by
calculating the mean chain length of stripes formed by two or more W atoms along the three
zigzag directions (Fig. 6-4). For the center region slightly closer to the edge 1 (marked in Fig. 63a), horizontal stripes (parallel to the edge 1) are more prevalent than those in the two other
zigzag directions (Fig. 6-4(a-d)), as reflected in mean chain lengths of 4.2 lattice constants along
the horizontal direction, and 3.4 and 3.5 lattice constants for the other two directions. Similarly,
for the center regions chosen closer to edge 2 (Fig. 6-4(e-h)) and edge 3 (Fig. 6-4(i-l)), W chains
parallel to those edges are 19% and 9% longer than those along other directions. This confirms
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that stripes preferentially align to the edges of the WxMo1-xS2 triangular crystals, as is visually
apparent in the ADF-STEM images of Fig 6-3(b-d).

Figure 6-4: Mean chain length analysis of W atoms. (a, e, i) Bandpass-filtered images of the
three ADF-STEM images presented in Fig. 6-3(b-d), acquired from the center regions marked in
Fig. 6-3a. Chains formed by W atoms along θ=0° (b, f, j) , 120° (c, g, k) , and –120° (d, h, l)
zigzag directions. Red dots indicate the W atoms that form chains along that specific zigzag
direction, while black dots represent other W atoms that are not part of such a chain.

Origin of stripe formation
To determine the origin of striations, various mechanisms that might yield row-by-row
phase segregation at the growth edge were investigated using DFT calculations. First, the total
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energies of bulk W0.5Mo0.5S2 alloys with ideal stripes, phase segregated, or random alloys were
compared (Fig. 6-5a-c). Under both charge neutrality and electron doping, the differences in total
energies between these structures is negligible30,31. At charge neutrality, the striped structure is
only very marginally preferred over the phase-segregated structure (6.8 meV) and the random
alloy structure (2.0 meV per MX2 unit cell), and the total energy of the phase-segregated structure
is very close (within 1 meV) to the sum of the two bulk pure phases. Since these energy
differences are much smaller than the thermal energy kT during growth, the formation of stripes is
unlikely to be thermodynamically driven. Electron doping could favor the striped phase due to
charge localization onto the Mo sites due to type II band alignment under an n-doping of
3×1013/cm-2. However, even a strong electron doping of 0.03 and 0.06 extra electrons per unit cell
(corresponding to 3×1013 and 7×1013/cm-2) increases the energy difference between the striped
structure and the random alloy structure only slightly, to 2.3 and 3.5 meV per unit cell
respectively. The very small energy scale for alloy formation is related to very similar lattice
constants of MoS2 and WS2 (within 0.3%) 32.

Figure 6-5: Possible bulk and edge phases of the WxMo1-xS2 alloy relaxed using DFT. Periodic
bulk structures of (a) striped, (b) phase segregated, and (c) random alloys. Also, “ribbon”
structures with (d) mixed, (e) Mo-rich and, (F) W-rich edges: these model structural energetics at
a growth edge. Mo (W) atoms are colored red (blue), and Mo-rich (W-rich) edges are highlighted
by red (blue) shading. (Courtesy of Prof. Crespi Group)
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The total energies of (d) mixed, (e) Mo-rich, and (f) W-rich edges within ribbon
geometries (Figure 6-5(D-F)) were then compared. Due to the bipartite TMD lattice, one edge of
each ribbon is “M(etal)-terminated”, with a (1010) miller index, and the other edge is “S(ulfur)terminated”, with a (1010) miller index (see Fig. 6-6). For both types, two sub-types with 100%
and 50% sulfur coverage are investigated, giving a total of four edge structures: M100, M50,
S100, and S50 33–35 (see Fig. 6-6).

Figure 6-6: Possible edge terminations of a zigzag edge in a semiconductor TMD lattice. The four
types of possible edge structures investigated in this work, labeled based on their edge
termination (Metal or Sulfur) and sulfur coverage (50% of 100%): M100, M50, S100 and S50.
In order to compare edge energetics, a Mo-rich, W-rich, or mixed upper edge was
combined with a lower edge of fixed composition. Figure 6-5(d-f) compares these three cases for
the M100 termination; the same comparison was carried out for the M50, S100, and S50
terminations. A W-rich edge is clearly favored by 0.18 and 0.12 eV (per metal atom replaced)
when compared to a mixed edge for S100 and M50 respectively, while a Mo-rich edge is favored
by 0.08 and 0.07 eV for M100 and S50; (a chemical potential difference Δμ = (μMo –μW) ≈ EMoS2–
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EWS2, obtained by enforcing the stability of W0.5Mo0.5S2 relative to other WxMo1-xS2 phases,
handles the variations in stoichiometry). Thus during growth the favored edge composition
switches between W and Mo depending on both sulfur coverage and edge type. Importantly, the
favored edge chemistry is insensitive to the composition of the deeper layers of the crystal, as
studied by varying the row-by-row composition of the next three rows moving into the bulk. This
tendency for single-metal occupation of the growth edge can explain the homonuclear correlation
parallel to the growth edge, but does not account for the heteronuclear alternation (anticorrelation
or lack of correlation) perpendicular to the growth edge: after all, if steady-state growth
conditions favor e.g. a Mo-rich growth edge, then the sample would simply grow as pure MoS2.
The alternating edge chemistry observed here must therefore arise from fluctuations. As shown
above, whether Mo or W is favored along an S or M-terminated edge is governed by the
availability of a third species, sulfur. Along the M-edge, an upward fluctuation in the availability
of sulfur will favor Mo at the edge, which will then locally deplete the availability of Mo. A
subsequent downward fluctuation in sulfur availability will strongly favor W at the edge, since W
is not only favored at lower sulfur coverage but Mo has also been depleted by the prior
fluctuation. A similar scenario applies to the S-terminated edge, reversing the roles of W and Mo.
Equivalently; one can consider local fluctuations in metal availability as preferentially
over/under-consuming sulfur in a way that favors the other metal when the fluctuation recovers.
This scenario requires that Mo/W-rich edges are "frozen in" kinetically as new rows are deposited
(i.e. slow exchange of metals between existing crystallographic sites), and that the timescale for
step flow is shorter than the fluctuation timescale and the timescale to nucleate the next atomic
row. Local fluctuations in the metals’ chemical potentials alone – ignoring the role of sulfur –
cannot easily generate the observed anticorrelation, since a transient local over-abundance of one
metal species in a simple bimetallic alloy would simply tail off monotonically to equilibrium as
that species is preferentially consumed, with no preference for the other metal to deposit next (i.e.
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the metal composition would not anticorrelate perpendicular to the growth edge). As a caveat, we
note that more complex kinetic phenomena that involve oxygen from the MoO3/WO3 sources or
transient reconstructions of the growth edge may also play a role. The fact that the stripes are
kinetically controlled (i.e. the equilibrium global structural energetics is “order neutral”) opens up
fascinating opportunities to control alloy order during growth by modulating kinetic conditions at
the growth edge, potentially across a range of TMD alloy systems.

Anisotropic material properties associated with stripes
These stripes should be associated with anisotropic material properties, but of what kind?
Mo and W are electronically very similar, but differ greatly in atomic mass; thus the striped alloy
is electronically isotropic but vibrationally anisotropic.

Figure 6-7: DFT calculated phonon dispersion and eigenmodes of the WxMo1-xS2 alloy. (a)
Phonon dispersion for pristine MoS2 (solid lines) and WS2 (dashed lines), and a striped
W0.5Mo0.5S2 alloy (colored thick lines); red/blue is proportional to the projection onto Mo/W
atoms. (b) Magnified view of the boxed region. Near Σ, alloy phonons split into two branches
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dominated by motions of either W or Mo atoms. (c) Eigenvectors for the highest four acoustic
branches at Σ, labeled LA-Mo/W, TA-Mo/W in b, showing the W or Mo dominance. (d) The
Brillouin zone of the striped alloy is drawn within the zone of pristine MS2. The group velocity of
the lowest branch is shown, along with the BZ path used in a and b. K and M in the original BZ
fold back to Q and Γ. (Courtesy of Prof. Crespi Group)
For example, the calculated lattice thermal conductivity at 300 K is κ//=86.0 W/m·K
parallel to the stripes and only κ =69.5 W/m·K perpendicular to them. We attribute the smaller κ
⟂

⟂

to phonon splitting at Σ, halfway between Γ and M, where the phonon is commensurate to the
stripes. Whereas along Γ to Q in Figure 6-7, the phonons interpolate between the pure MoS2 and
WS2 modes, near Σ each phonon branch splits into two modes, one dominated by Mo motion and
the other by W. Because of this anomaly (i.e. phonon branches splitting instead of interpolating),
the phonon group velocities along Γ-Σ in the striped alloy are smaller than those of pure MoS2 or
WS2, thus yielding a smaller κ . Under an assumption of constant relaxation time, the anisotropy
⟂

is even larger (42%), underlining the importance of group velocity anisotropy. One can anticipate
further anisotropies in any transport coefficient for which electron-phonon or electron-defect
scattering is important. Anderson localization due to substitutional disorder may further
accentuate anisotropies in transport 36–38.

Tunable band gap associated with in-plane compositional gradient of WxMo1-xS2 alloys
The gradient-alloy flake also exhibits electronic inhomogeneity, which can now be
correlated with the directly measured compositional variation across the flake through spatially
resolved electron energy-loss spectroscopy measurements39 (see Methods).
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Figure 6-8: Tunable band gap of the monolayer WxMo1-xS2 alloys. (a) Experimentally measured
low-loss EEL spectra from the regions with different Mo concentrations marked in Figure 6-2a.
Both band gap and interband transition energy loss blue-shift on moving from the center to the
edge of the WxMo1-xS2 triangular flake. (b) Simulated EEL spectra for WxMo1-xS2 alloys as x
varies from 0 to 1, plus an additional spectra for x=1 calculated at the GW-BSE level. (c) Band
gap and interband transition mode as a function of composition. The dash lines are parabolic fits
to calculated values. (Simulated EELS data: Courtesy of Prof. Crespi Group)
Figure 6-8 shows low-loss EEL spectra from the regions marked in Figure 6-2a. From the
center to the edge of the triangular monolayer, the band gap varies from 1.75 to 1.96 eV while the
interband transition energy loss varies from 3.44 to 3.84 eV. Figure 6-8b shows the loss function
–Im[ε-1(ω)] calculated within the random phase approximation for WS2, MoS2, and alloys of
intermediate concentration. Figure 6-8c plots the band gap and the interband transition mode as a
function of composition, showing good agreement between theory and experiment. Experimental
measurements were repeated 2–4 times and the minimum and maximum values are reported as a
pair for each composition. The gap falls below the linear interpolation between pristine WS2 and
MoS2, a well-known “bowing” effect12,17. The observed 12% change in gap from x~0.5 to x~1.0
could find application in e.g. multi-colored light-emitters or broadband photodetectors.
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Conclusions and future perspectives
In summary, aberration-corrected STEM of triangular WxMo1-xS2 monolayers with an in-plane
composition gradient (0.47<x<0.99) reveals stripe ordering of W and Mo when x~0.5. Firstprinciples calculations suggest that these stripes originate from fluctuation-driven growth
kinetics, as the calculated thermodynamic preference for the bulk striped-phase is very weak. The
resulting x~0.5 semiconductor is electronically isotropic but vibrationally anisotropic (an unusual
circumstance, since large changes in atomic mass are generally associated with significant
differences in electronic properties, while isotopic mass variations, although electronically
transparent, are much smaller than the Mo/W mass difference). This demonstration of chemically
ordering through kinetically controlled synthesis suggests further means of manipulating 2D
alloys by exploiting the interaction between metal and chalcogen chemical potentials at the
growth edge. For example, the fidelity and width of the stripes could be controlled through the
introduction of purposeful fluctuations in thermodynamic conditions through e.g. periodic local
heating from a pulsed laser, yielding both narrow stripes (with coherent superlattice electronic
states) and wider stripes (that act as striated multiphase systems). Understanding the origin of this
chemical ordering opens pathways to generating similar order in a broader range of 2D material
systems, potentially leading to unprecedented charge/spin ordering, electrical and thermal
transport anisotropy, spin-orbit anisotropy, and selective adsorption.
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Chapter 7
CVD- Hexagonal Boron Nitride/Polymer Sandwich-structured Films as HighPerformance High-temperature Dielectric Materials

Motivation
Dielectrics are commonly used as energy storage materials in power electronics because
of their superior power density (on the order of MW) and high rate capability (on the order of
µs)1,2. Polymer dielectrics are the material of choice compared to their ceramic counterparts
owing to their lightweight, flexibility, lower cost, scalability, as well as high breakdown strengths
and reliability1,3. Yet, their comparatively low working temperatures limit their usage in a wide
range of applications under harsh environments, including electric vehicles, aircrafts, and oil and
gas drilling4,5. The maximum operating temperature of most commerically available dielectric
polymers is limited to no more than 125 °C6. Hence, additional cooling systems always have to be
employed in order to operate polymer capacitors under the conditions of elevated temperatures
and high fields; this unfortunately increases the weight and volume of the integrated power
system and decreases fuel efficiency.
It has been recognized that the electrical conduction is the dominant energy loss
mechanism of dielectric materials at high fields7,8. In addition to reduced charge-discharge
efficiency and increased dielectric loss, the exponentially increased tunneling current with the
field generates Joule heating and thus causes thermal runaway in dielectric polymers. Therefore,
under high fields, dielectric polymers are always broken down at a temperature that is well below
their glass transition temperatures (Tg)9. Several approaches have been explored to enhance
temperature stability of polymer dielectrics. Cross-linking method, for example, is utilized in
polyethylenes for high voltage wire and cable insulation with enhanced heat resistance10, and also
demonstrated to improve elevated-temperature dielectric properties of poly(vinylidene fluoride-
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co-chlorotrifluoroethylene)s11. Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) is the structural analog of
graphite, where alternating boron and nitrogen atoms replace carbon atoms in the sp2 lattice
structure and result in a large band gap (i.e. ~5.97 eV)12,13. The incorporation of highly insulating
h-BN nanosheets into the cross-linked polymers yields the polymer nanocomposites with great
improvements in the energy storage and discharge capacity at high temperatures9,14. Such
enhancement also stems from high intrinsic thermal conductivity of h-BN, which facilitates heat
dissipation to avoid thermal runway, as well as layered structures of h-BN, which offers barriers
and tortuous path for electron transport to reduce conduction loss under electric fields. However,
h-BN nanosheets are mostly prepared from solution-phase exfoliation of h-BN powders under
sonication15–17. Although liquid exfoliation produces high-crystalline few-layered h-BN
nanosheets, it suffers from low yields and the use of a large amount of chemical reagents and is a
time-consuming process limited to a small amount of samples (e.g. less than grams).
Furthermore, the engineering polymers currently explored as high-temperature dielectric
materials18–21, such as polycarbonates, poly(ether ether ketone)s and polyimides, have poor
solution solubility, especially in the solvents, e.g. dimethylformamide, used in the exfoliation of
BN powders. Therefore, the preparation of the h-BN/engineering polymer nanocomposites using
the solution mixing methods is not feasible. It is thus highly desirable to develop scalable and
cost-effective approaches to high-temperature polymer dielectrics while taking advantage of
unique features of h-BN nanosheets.
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD)22–24 has been recognized as a reproducible and scalable
method for the synthesis of layered structure materials, such as graphene and h-BN. In this
contribution, we demonstrate, for the first time, successful transfer of the large-scale high-quality
h-BN films prepared from CVD onto polyetherimide (PEI) films, one of the leading candidates
for high-temperature polymer dielectrics. Superior high-temperature energy storage properties
have been achieved in the PEI sandwiched with CVD-grown h-BN films when compared to
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original PEI films. The h-BN-coated PEI can operate with more than 90% charge-discharge
efficiency under high electric fields even at the temperature very close to its Tg where pristine PEI
films nearly fail. The scalability and processability of the method presented here are expected to
enable the continuous production of 2-dimensional nanomaterial-functionalized polymers at large
scales for advanced electronics.

Methods and materials

Synthesis of the h-BN films
h-BN films in this work were grown on Cu substrates using a low-pressure chemical
vapor deposition (LPCVD) technique (see chapter 2 and Appendix A for details). We used
ammonia borane (H3BNH3, solid) as the source of boron and nitrogen as well as hydrogen and
nitrogen gases for the growth. Ammonia borane was sublimated at 120 °C and flowed into the
CVD chamber only during the growth. The synthesis was performed at T=1050 °C and P=100
mTorr for various growth times (t=10, 20, 45 min). The h-BN films with various thicknesses
were transferred from the Cu substrates to Si substrates and TEM grids using a PMMA-assisted
method (details in chapter 2).

Preparation of cross-sectional samples for TEM analysis
Cross-sectional samples of the composite film was produced by embedding them in an
epoxy resin followed by cutting thin slices of the sample using Leica EM UC6 Microtome with
Leica EM FC6 Cryo-attachment and a 35° diamond knife at -120 °C.
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Chemical and structural characterization of the h-BN and sandwich-structured films
A Merlin FESEM with a Schottky field emission gun was used for imaging the surface
morphology of the h-BN films. The pristine h-BN films were imaged using a Talos F200X
transmission electron microscope at 80 kV. Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry
(ToF-SIMS) analysis was carried out using a Physical Electronics nanoTOF II instrument to
confirm the presence of the h-BN film on the PEI surface after transfer. A Bi3 2+ ion beam (dc
current: 116 pA, pulse-width: 7.6 ns, and dose: 5x1010 ions/cm2) was used. The presence of boron
was verified by the secondary ion signal at ~11.00 m/z. The sandwich-structured composite film
was also imaged by a Tecnai G2 20 XTWIN electron microscope equipped with a Gatan image
filter (GIF) for electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) to study its structure and chemical
composition. A Bruker Icon atomic force microscope (AFM) in the tapping mode was used to
image the h-BN films on the Si substrates and determine their thickness.

Electrical characterization of the sandwich-structured h-BN/polymer films
This work was done in collaboration with Professor Qing Wang group at Penn State.
High field polarization-electric field (P-E) loops were measured using a modified Sawyer-Tower
circuit with a Trek Model 30/20 ±30 kV High Voltage amplifier system. Measurements were
performed in Galden HT insulation fluid using a triangular unipolar bias at 10 Hz. The
temperature was controlled utilizing a digital hot plate equipped with a thermal couple.

Morphology, structure, and thickness of h-BN films
Large area h-BN films with different thicknesses were grown on Cu foils using lowpressure CVD at 1050°C (see Methods for details). Figure 7-1 shows low-magnification scanning
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electron microscopy (SEM) (top), higher-magnification SEM (middle), and high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) (bottom) images of the synthesized h-BN films. The
wrinkles observed in Figure 7-1(a-b) (top and middle) are characteristic of h-BN, which form
during cooling after the growth as a result of the negative thermal expansion coefficient of h-BN
25

. As you can see in the SEM micrographs, the wrinkles become thicker with increasing growth

time and eventually are not seen for the thickest sample (i.e. 45 min growth). This might be
attributed to the redeposition of nanocrystalline BN (n-BN) from the CVD reactor walls onto the
film surface after a prolonged growth26 or the nucleation of 3-dimentional structures at defect
sites on the surface owing to crystallinity degradation with growing thickness27. The structure of
the h-BN films with different thicknesses is studied using TEM imaging. The h-BN films with
various thicknesses were directly transferred from the Cu substrates to Quantifoil TEM grids
using a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)-assisted technique. Figure 7-1 (bottom) demonstrates
the HRTEM images of the h-BN films revealing their thickness (i.e. number of layers). The
number of lines at a folding edge or a wrinkle was counted in order to determine the thickness.
We found that there is almost a linear relationship between thickness of h-BN films and the
growth time, which is consistent with previous reports26,28.
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Figure 7-1: Low-magnification SEM (top), higher-magnification SEM (middle), and highresolution TEM (bottom) images of the h-BN films grown for (a) 10, (b) 20, and (c) 45 minutes.
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Figure 7-2: AFM images and corresponding height profiles of the h-BN films grown for (a) 10,
(b) 20, and (c) 45 minutes, indicating their characteristic thickness.
We also transferred the h-BN films to Si substrates using PMMA and measured
their thickness by atomic force microscopy (AFM). The AFM images and corresponding height
profiles in Figure 7-2 demonstrate the characteristic thickness of the synthesized h-BN films,
which are in a good agreement with the TEM observations. We also measured the surface
roughness of the h-BN films using AFM in the tapping mode, and found a root-mean-square
(rms) roughness of 3.36, 3.82, and 4.63 nm for the samples grown for 10, 20, and 45 min,
respectively.

Transfer of h-BN films onto polymer films
We then transferred the synthesized h-BN films onto the PEI films using a novel
approach as illustrated in Figure 7-3 and described below. First, two pieces of the sample with the
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same dimensions were cut and flattened. The topside of the Cu substrate with continuous h-BN
films was marked. Then, the Cu foil with the h-BN side facing up, the PEI film, and the Cu foil
with the h-BN side facing down were placed on top of each other. The whole assembly was hotpressed (~26000 Torr) at 230 °C, slightly above the Tg of PEI (i.e. ~217 °C), for 30 min. We then
etched the Cu substrates from the both sides of the composite film using iron trichloride solution
(0.5 molar FeCl3). Cu etching can be done at room temperature or at 50 °C for faster etching.
Samples were left floating on the etchant solution for about 20 min (each side) at 50 °C until all
of the copper was gone. Next, the samples were moved to a water bath for 15 min each side. The
sample was finally removed from the water bath and left in air for few minutes to dry. Note that
the flexibility of the assembly allows this etching and transfer process to be alternatively
accomplished using a cost- and time-effective roll-to-roll production method29.

Figure 7-3: Schematics of the transfer process of the h-BN films onto the polymer films.
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Structure and chemistry of the sandwich-structured h-BN/PEI films
Figure 7-4a indicates the Cu/h-BN/PEI/h-BN/Cu assembly after hot-compressing, while
the sandwich-structured composite after the Cu etching can be seen in Figure 7-4b. In order to
determine whether the transfer was successful, we performed time-of-flight secondary ion mass
spectroscopy (TOF-SIMS) on the h-BN/PEI/h-BN film after etching the Cu foils. We carried out
the measurements on both sides of the sample and at the interface of the region coated with h-BN
and the pristine PEI film (marked with a blue dashed rectangle on Figure 7-4b). It is clearly
evident from Figure 7-4c-d that boron is uniformly distributed on the right side of the film (i.e.
the area coated with h-BN) while no boron signal was detected on the left side (i.e. the pristine
PEI film).

Figure 7-4: (a) The Cu/h-BN/PEI/h-BN/Cu assembly after hot-pressing. (c) The sandwichstructured h-BN/PEI/h-BN film after etching the Cu substrates. Tof-SIMS maps of boron
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obtained from (c) side 1 and (d) side 2 of the sandwiched film verifying the homogeneous
distributions of boron in the region with h-BN. (e) Cross-sectional HRTEM image of the
microtomed slice of the sandwich-structured film, confirming the presence of the h-BN film on
the surface of PEI. (f) EELS spectrum of the layered structure film observed at the PEI surface,
revealing its chemical composition.
Thin slices of h-BN/PEI/h-BN composite films were also prepared using microtomy for
cross-sectional TEM imaging (see Methods for details). HRTEM imaging (Fig. 7-4e) combined
with electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) analysis (Fig. 7-4f) further confirms the
successful transfer of the h-BN film into the surface of PEI. Figure 7-4e shows the cross-sectional
HRTEM image of the sandwich-structured composites at the interface of h-BN and PEI,
providing a strong evidence of the existence of h-BN on the PEI surface. Moreover, the EEL
spectrum (Fig. 7-4f) uncovers the chemistry of the layered structure film at the interface showing
three evident edges starting at 183, 275 and 399 eV, being attributed to the characteristic K-shell
ionization edges of boron, carbon and nitrogen, respectively30. The carbon signal may come from
the PEI region and/or potential carbon redeposition during imaging.

Electrical properties of the h-BN/PEI/h-BN films
The capacitive energy storage properties of the sandwich-structured films were analyzed
by high-field polarization-electric field (P-E) loops at elevated temperatures. The widening (or
opening) of P-E loops depicts a deviation from the linear behavior of the electrical polarization
versus the applied field and corresponds to the dielectric loss (space-charge, conduction, etc). The
loops at 100°C for the pristine polymer and the coated ones with h-BN films with 6, 11, and 19
layers of h-BN are shown in Figure 7-5. As seen in Figure 7-5, the introduction of h-BN onto PEI
drastically narrows the P-E loops and the loops become slimmer with increasing h-BN film
thickness indicating a reduction in loss.
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Figure 7-5: High field P-E loops at 500 MV/m applied field and 10 Hz for films with no h-BN, 6,
11, and 19 layers of h-BN at 100° C
Dielectric loss was calculated from these loops to analyze their energy storage
properties at elevated temperatures. Figure 7-6 summarizes the dielectric loss of the h-BN-coated
PEI and pristine PEI films measured at varied temperatures and applied fields. Apparently, the hBN/PEI/h-BN sandwiched films display much reduced dielectric loss in comparison to pristine
PEI. For example, at 200 °C and an applied field of 300 MV/m, pristine PEI exhibits a dielectric
loss of 71%, whereas the losses of the PEI films coated with 11- and 19-layer h-BN are only 9%
and 7% respectively. It is understood that substantial reductions in dielectric loss arise from hBN, which effectively blocks the charge injection from electrodes 14. Consequently, the decrease
in dielectric loss results in great improvements in discharged energy density and charge-discharge
efficiency. For capacitive energy storage, the amount of stored energy that can be released from
dielectrics, i.e. discharged energy density, is a central parameter as advances in energy density
enable compactization and modernization of electrical power systems.
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Figure 7-6: Dielectric loss measured at a) 100 °C, b) 150 °C and c) 175 °C, and d) 200 °C as a
function of the applied electric fields.
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An equally critical attribute for evaluation of dielectric materials is the charge-discharge
efficiency calculated from the ratio of discharged energy density vs. total stored energy density. A
low value of the charge-discharge efficiency indicates the presence of large dielectric loss, which
increases exponentially with the field and causes Ohmic heating to induce thermal runaway and
degrade dielectric materials during continuous operations. Thus, it is more meaningful to improve
the energy density of dielectrics with a prerequisite of a high charge-discharge efficiency. Figure
7-7 compares the discharged energy densities achieved at above 90% charge-discharge efficiency,
in which marked improvements are evident with the PEI coated with the h-BN surface layers
especially with increasing operating temperatures. For instance, at 175 °C, the discharged energy
densities of the PEI with 11- and 19-layer h-BNs are 1.0 J/cm3 at 275 MV/m and 1.2 J/cm3 at 300
MV/m respectively with the charge-discharge efficiencies >90%, while pristine PEI delivers an
energy density of 0.39 J/cm3 at 175 MV/m. At 200 °C, the discharged energy densities has been
improved substantially from 0.04 J/cm3 at 50 MV/m of PEI to 1.12 J/cm3 at 300 MV/m and 1.19
J/cm3 at 300 MV/m of the PEI sandwiched with 11- and 19-layer h-BNs, respectively.

Figure 7-7: Discharged energy density achieved at above 90% charge-discharge efficiency at
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varied tempertaures of PEI and PEI sandwiched with h-BN.

Conclusions and future perspectives
In summary, we have presented a facile and versatile approach to the PEI films sandwiched with
h-BN, in which the CVD-grown h-BN films with various thicknesses are directly transferred into
both sides of the PEI films. The efficiency of synthesis and transfer has been confirmed by
electron microscopy, TOF-SIMS and EELS analysis. The elevated-temperature capacitive energy
storage performance of the sandwich-structured films is significantly improved in comparison to
the pristine polymer. Remarkably, the h-BN/PEI/h-BN films are capable of operating efficiently
and delivering high energy densities even at a temperature that is close to the Tg of pristine
polymer. This work paves the way for the applicability of a wide range of engineering polymers
as high-performance dielectrics in high-temperature electronics and energy storage devices. We
anticipate that the reported method of transfer can be used as a general means to transfer a variety
of 2-dimensional materials to polymer thin films for scalable, flexible devices. Moreover, the
transfer process could be potentially accomplished using a scalable and cost/time-effective rollto-roll production method.
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Appendix A

Chapter 2 Supporting Information

Detailed recipe for h-BN synthesis

Figure S2-1: Top-view of the LPCVD system.

1) Put on required personal protective equipment.

2)

Clean the substrate:

§

Acetone bath 10 min at ̴ 70ºC.

§

IPA bath at room temperature for 2 min.

§

DI water bath for 2 min.

§

Acetic Acid (20%) for 10 min at 70ºC (for removing the native copper oxide layer).

§

DI water for 2 min.

§

Dry the substrate with N2 gun.
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3) Make sure flammable gas detection unit above flammable gas cylinder cabinet has been
turned on and the exhaust vents above the inlet and outlet of the furnace are operating
correctly.

4) If vacuum pump is running, turn off the pump.

5) Remove the hose clamp from the sample-loading end of the furnace and break the
furnace vacuum. In order to accomplish this, flow nitrogen into the tube using the
nitrogen purge system.

6) Place the Cu substrate onto a quartz boat and load it into the center of the furnace hot
zone using furnace hook.

7) Place ammonia borane powder onto an alumina boat and insert it into the sublimation
chamber.

8) Pump all the system down with both valves (1 and 2) open and read the pressure gauge to
ensure that the vacuum is reached in whole system.

9) Check to make sure that H2 and N2 gas cylinders are open.

10) Open needed quarter turn valves for desired gas flows.

11) Adjust the flow of the nitrogen MFC to (i.e. 2-50 SCCM, hydrogen to 10-50 SCCM), and
ammonia borane to 1 SCCM using the MFC control box.
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12) Purge system for 5 minutes with throttle valve open and N2/H2 flowing.

13) Set pressure control valve to the desired pressure, and begin flow of desired carrier gases
until furnace pressure has stabilized at desired pressure.

14) Heat up the furnace to 100ºC in 5 min and stay for 10 min with N2/H2 flowing (water
bake at 100ºC for 10 min)

15) Pre-growth anneal: Heat up the furnace from 100ºC to 1050ºC, 100mTorr, for 30 min to
2 hr. The valve 1 is closed and the valve 2 is opened.

16) Heating the sublimator.
§

VALVE 1 MUST be CLOSED and VALVE 2 must be OPENED. Usually sublimation
temperature maintained at 120 ºC. Heating of sublimator begins at the point when there is
about 40 minutes remaining in the pre-growth anneal.

§

Increase temperature step by step following the temperature profile demonstrated in
Figure 2-1 of this dissertation.

§

When pressure is stabilized, close VALVE2 to get pressure about 200 Torr.

17) Heating the tubing after the pressure based MFC to about 180 ºC (356F) (to make sure
that the AB gas will not be condensed before reaching the furnace)

18) After the pre-growth anneal is completed, we can open VALVE 1 (VALVE2 closed) and
start the growth.
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§

Growth: Temp = 1050C, Pressure = 100 mTorr, Growth Time = 2-45 minutes, (e.g. Flow
rates = 2 SCCM N2, 10 SCCM H2, and 1 SCCM ammonia borane).

19) After growth is completed, the ammonia borane source should be isolated by closing
valve 1 and opening valve 2. It must be vented to the roughing pump.

20) Shut off the furnace and allow the samples to slowly cool down to room temperature
under H2/N2 atmosphere.

21) After run is completed, close the quarter turn valves and check furnace temperature
before touching any exterior surface for unloading the sample.

22) Follow the same vacuum breaking procedure as described earlier, and remove samples
using the hook.

23) Open the end-cap of the sublimator, remove the alumina boat and clean up any residual
contamination that may be left over from the process. AB waste must be sealed in Ziploc
bags and red-tagged before disposal and kept in the satellite waste accumulation area.

24) Reattach end-caps and tighten using the clamps. Start vacuum pump and make sure that
pressure controller is kept fully open. Pump to 0.01 Torr, close the manual valve and turn
off the pump.
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Appendix B

Chapter 5 Supporting Information

Matlab codes for displacement measurements
Matlab code for initial locating of atom positions (courtesy of Dr. Greg Stone (Penn
State)):
function varargout = RealspaceLattice01(varargin)
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
gui_Singleton = 1;
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',
mfilename, ...
'gui_Singleton', gui_Singleton, ...
'gui_OpeningFcn', @RealspaceLattice01_OpeningFcn, ...
'gui_OutputFcn', @RealspaceLattice01_OutputFcn, ...
'gui_LayoutFcn', [] , ...
'gui_Callback', []);
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})
gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});
end
if nargout
[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
else
gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
end
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
% --- Executes just before RealspaceLattice01 is made visible.
function RealspaceLattice01_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% initialize main struct "s" if not provided
if isstruct(varargin{1})
handles.s = varargin{1};
if nargin == 5
I = varargin{2};
handles.s.imageIntMean = mean(I(:));
I = I - handles.s.imageIntMean;
handles.s.imageIntSD = sqrt(mean(I(:).^2));
I = I / handles.s.imageIntSD;
handles.s.image = I;
end
else
handles.s = struct();
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% get image data, normalize
I = varargin{1};
handles.s.imageIntMean = mean(I(:));
I = I - handles.s.imageIntMean;
handles.s.imageIntSD = sqrt(mean(I(:).^2));
I = I / handles.s.imageIntSD;
handles.s.image = I;
% inialize all needed variables
handles.s.imageSize = size(handles.s.image);
xr = round(handles.s.imageSize(1)*[.4 .6]) + [1 0];
yr = round(handles.s.imageSize(2)*[.4 .6]) + [1 0];
handles.s.p = [xr(1) yr(1);xr(2) yr(1);xr(2) yr(2);xr(1) yr(2)];
handles.s.pos = [-1 -1 0 0 0 0];
% Control variables
handles.s.peakSmoothing = 1;
handles.s.peakThresh = 0;
handles.s.peakMinDist = 0;
% lattice variables
handles.s.lat = ...
[handles.s.imageSize/2;
[handles.s.imageSize(1)/50 0];
[0 handles.s.imageSize(2)/50]];
handles.s.latNumPlot = 4;
handles.s.latSiteFrac = [1 1];
% Strain variables
handles.s.strainIntRange = [-1 1];
handles.s.strainDispRange = [-1 1];
handles.s.strainRange = [-5 5];
handles.s.strainSmooth = 1;
% Mean UC
handles.s.UCsize = [32 32];
handles.s.UCrep = [2 2];
handles.s.UCsigma = 1;
handles.s.UCmean = zeros(handles.s.UCsize);
handles.s.UCsig = zeros(handles.s.UCsize);
handles.s.UCcount = zeros(handles.s.UCsize);
end
if ~isfield(handles.s,'imagePlotScale')
handles.s.imagePlotScale = [-1 3];
end
% GUI initialization
tic
handles.flagROI = 0;
handles.flagLat = 0;
% Plot x,y coordinate vectors in lower right
set(handles.figure1,'currentaxes',handles.axesXYcoord);
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cla
% hold on
line([1 0 0],[0 0 1],'linewidth',2,'color','k')
line([-.2 0 -.2]+1.025,[-.2 0 .2],'linewidth',2,'color','k')
line([-.2 0 .2],[-.2 0 -.2]+1.025,'linewidth',2,'color','k')
text(1,0.35,'y','fontsize',12,'horizontalalign','center')
text(0.3,1,'x','fontsize',12)
% hold off
axis equal off
xlim([-.3 1.3])
ylim([-.3 1.3])
set(gca,'ydir','reverse')
% Image coordinate system
[handles.ya,handles.xa] = meshgrid(1:handles.s.imageSize(2),...
1:handles.s.imageSize(1));
% Initial plotting for main axes
set(handles.figure1,'currentaxes',handles.axesMain);
imagesc(handles.s.image);
caxis(handles.s.imagePlotScale)
hold on
% Image and lattice peak positions
handles.posImage = scatter(handles.s.pos(:,2),handles.s.pos(:,1),...
'marker','.','markeredgecolor',[1 0 0],'sizedata',80);
handles.posFit = scatter(handles.s.pos(:,6),handles.s.pos(:,5),...
'marker','+','sizedata',80,...
'markeredgecolor',[0 0 0],'markerfacecolor','none');
% Draw ROI selection region
handles = drawROI(handles);
% Draw lattice
handles.u = plot(handles.s.lat(1,2)...
+ [0 handles.s.lat(2,2)*handles.s.latNumPlot],...
handles.s.lat(1,1)...
+ [0 handles.s.lat(2,1)*handles.s.latNumPlot],...
'linewidth',2,'color','r',...
'marker','o','markerfacecolor','w','markersize',8);
handles.v = plot(handles.s.lat(1,2)...
+ [0 handles.s.lat(3,2)*handles.s.latNumPlot],...
handles.s.lat(1,1)...
+ [0 handles.s.lat(3,1)*handles.s.latNumPlot],...
'linewidth',2,'color','b',...
'marker','o','markerfacecolor','w','markersize',8);
handles.or = plot(handles.s.lat(1,2),...
handles.s.lat(1,1),...
'linewidth',2,'color','k',...
'marker','o','markerfacecolor','w','markersize',10);
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hold off
axis equal off
colormap(gray(256))
% handles.s.imageSize
ylim([1 handles.s.imageSize(1)])
xlim([1 handles.s.imageSize(2)])

% Set up GUI text values and drawing things
updatePeakValues(handles)
updateLatValues(handles);
updateStrainValues(handles);
% If strain maps exist, activate buttons
if isfield(handles.s,'strainEuu')
set(handles.pushbuttonStrainExport,'enable','on');
set(handles.pushbuttonStrainU,'enable','on');
set(handles.pushbuttonStrainV,'enable','on');
set(handles.pushbuttonStrainRadial,'enable','on');
set(handles.pushbuttonStrainTheta,'enable','on');
set(handles.pushbuttonStrainEuu,'enable','on');
set(handles.pushbuttonStrainEvv,'enable','on');
set(handles.pushbuttonStrainEuv,'enable','on');
set(handles.pushbuttonQuiverPlot,'enable','on');
set(handles.pushbuttonQuiverColour,'enable','on');
end
% intialize mean UC to black
drawMeanUC(handles)
% Update UC size values
updateUCValues(handles)
% Choose default command line output for RealspaceLattice01
handles.output = handles.s;
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
% UIWAIT makes RealspaceLattice01 wait for user response (see UIRESUME)
uiwait(handles.figure1);
function drawMeanUC(handles)
% mean UC plotting
set(handles.figure1,'currentaxes',handles.axesMeanUC);
imagesc(repmat(handles.s.UCmean,handles.s.UCrep))
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axis equal off
colormap(gray(256))
% caxis([0 1])
% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.
function varargout = RealspaceLattice01_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
varargout{1} = handles.s;
delete(handles.figure1);
function drawpeakStrain(handles)
% mean UC plotting
set(handles.figure1,'currentaxes',handles.axespeakStrain);
imagesc(repmat(handles.s.UCmean,handles.s.UCrep))
axis equal off
colormap(gray(256))
% caxis([0 1])
function updatePeakValues(handles)
set(handles.editPeakImageSmoothing,'string',handles.s.peakSmoothing);
set(handles.editPeakThresh,'string',handles.s.peakThresh);
set(handles.editPeakMinDist,'string',handles.s.peakMinDist);
function updateLatValues(handles)
set(handles.editLatOrX,'string',sprintf('%.02f',handles.s.lat(1,1)));
set(handles.editLatOrY,'string',sprintf('%.02f',handles.s.lat(1,2)));
set(handles.editLatUX,'string',sprintf('%.04f',handles.s.lat(2,1)));
set(handles.editLatUY,'string',sprintf('%.04f',handles.s.lat(2,2)));
set(handles.editLatVX,'string',sprintf('%.04f',handles.s.lat(3,1)));
set(handles.editLatVY,'string',sprintf('%.04f',handles.s.lat(3,2)));
% Lower
set(handles.editLatNumPlot,'string',handles.s.latNumPlot);
set(handles.editLatSiteFracU,'string',handles.s.latSiteFrac(1));
set(handles.editLatSiteFracV,'string',handles.s.latSiteFrac(2));
% Drawing
set(handles.or,'xdata',handles.s.lat(1,2));
set(handles.or,'ydata',handles.s.lat(1,1));
set(handles.u,'xdata',handles.s.lat(1,2) ...
+[0 handles.s.lat(2,2)]*handles.s.latNumPlot);
set(handles.u,'ydata',handles.s.lat(1,1) ...
+[0 handles.s.lat(2,1)]*handles.s.latNumPlot);
set(handles.v,'xdata',handles.s.lat(1,2) ...
+[0 handles.s.lat(3,2)]*handles.s.latNumPlot);
set(handles.v,'ydata',handles.s.lat(1,1) ...
+[0 handles.s.lat(3,1)]*handles.s.latNumPlot);
% strain lattice
uS = handles.s.lat(2,:);
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uS = uS / norm(uS);
set(handles.textStrainLatUX,'string',sprintf('%.04f',uS(1)));
set(handles.textStrainLatUY,'string',sprintf('%.04f',uS(2)));
set(handles.textStrainLatVX,'string',sprintf('%.04f',-uS(2)));
set(handles.textStrainLatVY,'string',sprintf('%.04f',uS(1)));

function updateStrainValues(handles)
set(handles.editStrainIntMin,'string',handles.s.strainIntRange(1));
set(handles.editStrainIntMax,'string',handles.s.strainIntRange(2));
set(handles.editStrainDispMin,'string',handles.s.strainDispRange(1));
set(handles.editStrainDispMax,'string',handles.s.strainDispRange(2));
set(handles.editStrainMin,'string',handles.s.strainRange(1));
set(handles.editStrainMax,'string',handles.s.strainRange(2));
set(handles.editStrainSmooth,'string',handles.s.strainSmooth);

function handles = drawROI(handles)
if isfield(handles,'roi')
delete(handles.roi);
end
handles.roi = patch(handles.s.p(:,2),handles.s.p(:,1),'r',...
'linewidth',2,'edgecolor','g','facecolor','none',...
'marker','s','markerfacecolor','w','markersize',8);
% function handles = drawLat(handles)
% if isfield(handles,'or')
% delete(handles.or);
% end
% if isfield(handles,'u')
% delete(handles.u);
% end
% if isfield(handles,'v')
% delete(handles.v);
% end

% set(handles.roi,'vertices',[handles.s.p(:,2) handles.s.p(:,1)]);
% Update handles structure
% guidata(hObject, handles);
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function editPeakMinDist_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% Set peak image smoothing value
t = get(hObject,'String');
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit') | t=='.') == 1
t = str2double(t);
handles.s.peakMinDist = t;
end
updatePeakValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function editPeakMinDist_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

function editPeakThresh_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
t = get(hObject,'String');
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit') | t=='-' | t=='.') == 1
t = str2double(t);
handles.s.peakThresh = t;
end
updatePeakValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function editPeakThresh_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

function editPeakImageSmoothing_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% Set peak image smoothing value
t = get(hObject,'String');
% if min(isstrprop(t,'digit')) == 1
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit') | t=='.') == 1
t = min(str2double(t),16); % Force max to 16
handles.s.peakSmoothing = t;
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end
updatePeakValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function editPeakImageSmoothing_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to editPeakImageSmoothing (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
% --- Executes on button press in pushbuttonPeakMax.
function pushbuttonPeakMax_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% Use LP filtering
[qx,qy] = makeFourierCoords(handles.s.imageSize,1/norm(handles.s.lat(2,:)));
[qya,qxa] = meshgrid(qy,qx);
q2 = qxa.^2 + qya.^2;
wFilt = 1-1./sqrt(1+q2.^8/(.5^16)); % Order 8 Butterworth filter
I = handles.s.image;
I = I - mean(I(:));
I = real(ifft2(fft2(I).*wFilt));
% Scale image by SDs in local area
in = inpolygon(handles.xa,handles.ya,handles.s.p(:,1),handles.s.p(:,2));
I = I - mean(I(in));
I = I / sqrt(mean(I(in).^2));
% find peaks from image maxima
if handles.s.peakSmoothing > 0
sm = fspecial('gaussian',2*ceil(3*handles.s.peakSmoothing),...
handles.s.peakSmoothing);
Ism = conv2(I,sm,'same');
else
Ism = I;
end
p = Ism > circshift(Ism,[-1 -1]) ...
& Ism > circshift(Ism,[ 0 -1]) ...
& Ism > circshift(Ism,[ 1 -1]) ...
& Ism > circshift(Ism,[-1 0]) ...
& Ism > circshift(Ism,[ 1 0]) ...
& Ism > circshift(Ism,[-1 1]) ...
& Ism > circshift(Ism,[ 0 1]) ...
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& Ism > circshift(Ism,[ 1 1]) ...
& Ism > handles.s.peakThresh;
[xp,yp,Ip] = find(p.*Ism);
% If min distance is > 0, filter out peaks
if handles.s.peakMinDist > 0
data = sortrows([xp yp Ip],3);
del = false(size(data,1),1);
r2 = handles.s.peakMinDist^2;
for a0 = 1:(size(data,1)-1)
d2 = (data(a0,1)-data((a0+1):end,1)).^2 ...
+ (data(a0,2)-data((a0+1):end,2)).^2;
if min(d2) < r2
del(a0) = true;
end
end
data(del,:) = [];
xp = data(:,1);
yp = data(:,2);
end
% Filter via ROI
in = inpolygon(xp,yp,handles.s.p(:,1),handles.s.p(:,2));
xp(~in) = [];
yp(~in) = [];
% Output values
handles.s.pos = [xp yp zeros(length(xp),4)];
set(handles.posImage,'xdata',handles.s.pos(:,2),...
'ydata',handles.s.pos(:,1));
set(handles.posFit,'xdata',-1,'ydata',-1);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes on button press in pushbuttonPeakMin.
function pushbuttonPeakMin_Callback(hObject, ~, handles)
% Use LP filtering
[qx,qy] = makeFourierCoords(handles.s.imageSize,1/norm(handles.s.lat(2,:)));
[qya,qxa] = meshgrid(qy,qx);
q2 = qxa.^2 + qya.^2;
wFilt = 1-1./sqrt(1+q2.^8/(.5^16)); % Order 8 Butterworth filter
I = handles.s.image;
I = I - mean(I(:));
I = real(ifft2(fft2(I).*wFilt));
% % Scale image by SDs in local area
in = inpolygon(handles.xa,handles.ya,handles.s.p(:,1),handles.s.p(:,2));
I = I - mean(I(in));
I = I / sqrt(mean(I(in).^2));
% find peaks from image minima
if handles.s.peakSmoothing > 0
sm = fspecial('gaussian',2*ceil(3*handles.s.peakSmoothing),...
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handles.s.peakSmoothing);
Ism = -conv2(I,sm,'same');
else
Ism = -I;
end
% figure(1)
% clf
% imagesc(Ism)
% axis equal off
% colormap(violetFire)
p = Ism > circshift(Ism,[-1 -1]) ...
& Ism > circshift(Ism,[ 0 -1]) ...
& Ism > circshift(Ism,[ 1 -1]) ...
& Ism > circshift(Ism,[-1 0]) ...
& Ism > circshift(Ism,[ 1 0]) ...
& Ism > circshift(Ism,[-1 1]) ...
& Ism > circshift(Ism,[ 0 1]) ...
& Ism > circshift(Ism,[ 1 1]) ...
& Ism > handles.s.peakThresh;
[xp,yp,Ip] = find(p.*Ism);
% If min distance is > 0, filter out peaks
if handles.s.peakMinDist > 0
data = sortrows([xp yp Ip],3);
del = false(size(data,1),1);
r2 = handles.s.peakMinDist^2;
for a0 = 1:(size(data,1)-1)
d2 = (data(a0,1)-data((a0+1):end,1)).^2 ...
+ (data(a0,2)-data((a0+1):end,2)).^2;
if min(d2) < r2
del(a0) = true;
end
end
data(del,:) = [];
xp = data(:,1);
yp = data(:,2);
end
% Filter via ROI
in = inpolygon(xp,yp,handles.s.p(:,1),handles.s.p(:,2));
xp(~in) = [];
yp(~in) = [];
% Output values
handles.s.pos = [xp yp zeros(length(xp),4)];
set(handles.posImage,'xdata',handles.s.pos(:,2),...
'ydata',handles.s.pos(:,1));
set(handles.posFit,'xdata',-1,'ydata',-1);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
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function editLatOrX_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
function editLatOrX_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
t = get(hObject,'String');
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit') | t=='-' | t=='.') == 1
t = str2double(t);
xR = [max(2-[0 handles.s.lat(2,1) handles.s.lat(3,1)] ...
*handles.s.latNumPlot) ...
min(handles.s.imageSize(1)-1 ...
-[0 handles.s.lat(2,1) handles.s.lat(3,1)] ...
*handles.s.latNumPlot)];
t = max(min(t,xR(2)),xR(1));
handles.s.lat(1,1) = t;
end
updateLatValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
function editLatOrY_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
function editLatOrY_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
t = get(hObject,'String');
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit') | t=='-' | t=='.') == 1
t = str2double(t);
yR = [max(2-[0 handles.s.lat(2,2) handles.s.lat(3,2)] ...
*handles.s.latNumPlot) ...
min(handles.s.imageSize(2)-1 ...
-[0 handles.s.lat(2,2) handles.s.lat(3,2)] ...
*handles.s.latNumPlot)];
t = max(min(t,yR(2)),yR(1));
handles.s.lat(1,2) = t;
end
updateLatValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
function editLatUX_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
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function editLatUX_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
t = get(hObject,'String');
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit') | t=='-' | t=='.') == 1
t = str2double(t);
handles.s.lat(2,1) = t;
end
updateLatValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
function editLatUY_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
function editLatUY_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
t = get(hObject,'String');
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit') | t=='-' | t=='.') == 1
t = str2double(t);
handles.s.lat(2,2) = t;
end
updateLatValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
function editLatVX_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
function editLatVX_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
t = get(hObject,'String');
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit') | t=='-' | t=='.') == 1
t = str2double(t);
handles.s.lat(3,1) = t;
end
updateLatValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
function editLatVY_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
function editLatVY_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
t = get(hObject,'String');
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit') | t=='-' | t=='.') == 1
t = str2double(t);
handles.s.lat(3,2) = t;
end
updateLatValues(handles);
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% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
function editLatNumPlot_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
function editLatNumPlot_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
t = get(hObject,'String');
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit')) == 1
t = max(round(str2double(t)),1);
handles.s.latNumPlot = t;
end
updateLatValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
function editLatSiteFracU_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
function editLatSiteFracU_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
t = get(hObject,'String');
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit')) == 1
t = max(round(str2double(t)),1);
handles.s.latSiteFrac(1) = t;
end
updateLatValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
function editLatSiteFracV_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
function editLatSiteFracV_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
t = get(hObject,'String');
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit')) == 1
t = max(round(str2double(t)),1);
handles.s.latSiteFrac(2) = t;
end
updateLatValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
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function pushbuttonLatRefine_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% Need at least 3 points to fit linear 2D lattice
if size(handles.s.pos,1) >= 3
f = handles.s.latSiteFrac;
or = handles.s.lat(1,:);
u = handles.s.lat(2,:);
v = handles.s.lat(3,:);
dMax = sqrt(max((handles.s.pos(:,1)-or(1)).^2 + (handles.s.pos(:,2)-or(2)).^2));
dMin = sqrt(min((handles.s.pos(:,1)-or(1)).^2 ...
+ (handles.s.pos(:,2)-or(2)).^2)) + 5*mean([norm(u) norm(v)]);
for r = dMin:20:dMax
sub = (handles.s.pos(:,1) - or(1)).^2 ...
+ (handles.s.pos(:,2) - or(2)).^2 < r^2;
% Compute a,b values
a = round(f(1)*((handles.s.pos(sub,2)-or(2))*v(1) ...
- (handles.s.pos(sub,1)-or(1))*v(2))/(v(1)*u(2)-v(2)*u(1)))/f(1);
b = round(f(2)*((handles.s.pos(sub,2)-or(2))*u(1) ...
- (handles.s.pos(sub,1)-or(1))*u(2))/(v(2)*u(1)-v(1)*u(2)))/f(2);
% Refine lattice
A = [ones(sum(sub),1) a b];
xbeta = A \ handles.s.pos(sub,1);
ybeta = A \ handles.s.pos(sub,2);
or = [xbeta(1) ybeta(1)];
u = [xbeta(2) ybeta(2)];
v = [xbeta(3) ybeta(3)];
end
% Compute a,b values
a = round(f(1)*((handles.s.pos(:,2)-or(2))*v(1) ...
- (handles.s.pos(:,1)-or(1))*v(2))/(v(1)*u(2)-v(2)*u(1)))/f(1);
b = round(f(2)*((handles.s.pos(:,2)-or(2))*u(1) ...
- (handles.s.pos(:,1)-or(1))*u(2))/(v(2)*u(1)-v(1)*u(2)))/f(2);
% Refine lattice
A = [ones(size(handles.s.pos,1),1) a b];
xbeta = A \ handles.s.pos(:,1);
ybeta = A \ handles.s.pos(:,2);
or = [xbeta(1) ybeta(1)];
u = [xbeta(2) ybeta(2)];
v = [xbeta(3) ybeta(3)];
handles.s.lat(1,:) = or;
handles.s.lat(2,:) = u;
handles.s.lat(3,:) = v;
% generated fitted positions
xf = or(1) + a*u(1) + b*v(1);
yf = or(2) + a*u(2) + b*v(2);
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% Export and plot fitted positions
handles.s.pos(:,3:6) = [a b xf yf];
set(handles.posFit,'xdata',yf,'ydata',xf);
updateLatValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
end

% --- Executes when user attempts to close figure1.
function figure1_CloseRequestFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if isequal(get(hObject,'waitstatus'),'waiting')
uiresume(hObject);
else
delete(hObject);
end
% handles.output = handles.s;
% delete(hObject);

% ******** GUI CONTROL FUNCTIONS **********
function figure1_WindowButtonDownFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% Get cursor position
xyMain = get(handles.axesMain,'Currentpoint');
xy = [xyMain(1,2) xyMain(1,1)];
% Check to see if xy is on top of a current roi point
minDist = (.015*handles.s.imageSize(1));
[val,ind] = min((handles.s.p(:,1)-xy(1)).^2 ...
+ (handles.s.p(:,2)-xy(2)).^2);
% Determine whether click is single or double click
if toc < 1/3
% double click detected
if val < minDist^2
% point deletion if possible (more than 3 points)
if size(handles.s.p,1) > 3
handles.s.p(ind,:) = [];
end
handles = drawROI(handles);
else
% point creation
testRTuv = zeros(size(handles.s.p,1),6);
for a0 = 1:size(handles.s.p,1)
u = handles.s.p(mod(a0,size(handles.s.p,1))+1,:) ...
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- handles.s.p(a0,:);
v = [u(2) u(1)] / norm(u);
% Solve click location as superpositions of u and v
T = ((xy(2)-handles.s.p(a0,2))*v(1) ...
- (xy(1)-handles.s.p(a0,1))*v(2))/(v(1)*u(2)-v(2)*u(1));
R = ((xy(2)-handles.s.p(a0,2))*u(1) ...
- (xy(1)-handles.s.p(a0,1))*u(2))/(v(2)*u(1)-v(1)*u(2));
testRTuv(a0,:) = [T R u v];
end
[minR,ind] = min(abs(testRTuv(:,2)));
if minR < minDist && testRTuv(ind,1) > 0 && testRTuv(ind,1) < 1
% Generate new point
pNew = handles.s.p(ind,:) ...
+ testRTuv(ind,1)*testRTuv(ind,3:4);
if ind == size(handles.s.p,1)
pp = [handles.s.p; pNew];
else
pp = [handles.s.p(1:ind,:);
pNew; handles.s.p((ind+1):end,:)];
end
handles.s.p = pp;
handles = drawROI(handles);
end
end
else
% single click case --> move points or lattice vectors
% Check distance to ROI points
if val < minDist^2
handles.flagROI = ind;
else
% else check for distance to lattice points
lat = handles.s.lat;
lat(2,:) = lat(1,:) + lat(2,:)*handles.s.latNumPlot;
lat(3,:) = lat(1,:) + lat(3,:)*handles.s.latNumPlot;
[val,ind] = min((lat(:,1)-xy(1)).^2 ...
+ (lat(:,2)-xy(2)).^2);
if val < minDist^2
handles.flagLat = ind;
end
end
end
tic
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);

% --- Executes on mouse motion over figure - except title and menu.
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function figure1_WindowButtonMotionFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if handles.flagROI > 0
xyMain = get(handles.axesMain,'Currentpoint');
xy = [xyMain(1,2) xyMain(1,1)];
if xy(1) < 1
xy(1) = 1;
end
if xy(2) < 1
xy(2) = 1;
end
if xy(1) > handles.s.imageSize(1)
xy(1) = handles.s.imageSize(1);
end
if xy(2) > handles.s.imageSize(2)
xy(2) = handles.s.imageSize(2);
end
handles.s.p(handles.flagROI,:) = xy;
handles = drawROI(handles);
end
if handles.flagLat > 0
xyMain = get(handles.axesMain,'Currentpoint');
xy = [xyMain(1,2) xyMain(1,1)];
if handles.flagLat == 1
xR = [max(2-[0 handles.s.lat(2,1) handles.s.lat(3,1)] ...
*handles.s.latNumPlot) ...
min(handles.s.imageSize(1)-1 ...
-[0 handles.s.lat(2,1) handles.s.lat(3,1)] ...
*handles.s.latNumPlot)];
yR = [max(2-[0 handles.s.lat(2,2) handles.s.lat(3,2)] ...
*handles.s.latNumPlot) ...
min(handles.s.imageSize(2)-1 ...
-[0 handles.s.lat(2,2) handles.s.lat(3,2)] ...
*handles.s.latNumPlot)];
else
xR = [1 handles.s.imageSize(1)];
yR = [1 handles.s.imageSize(2)];
end
if xy(1) < xR(1)
xy(1) = xR(1);
end
if xy(2) < yR(1)
xy(2) = yR(1);
end
if xy(1) > xR(2)
xy(1) = xR(2);
end
if xy(2) > yR(2)
xy(2) = yR(2);
end
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if handles.flagLat == 1
handles.s.lat(1,:) = xy;
elseif handles.flagLat == 2
handles.s.lat(2,:) = (xy - handles.s.lat(1,:)) ...
/ handles.s.latNumPlot;
else
handles.s.lat(3,:) = (xy - handles.s.lat(1,:)) ...
/ handles.s.latNumPlot;
end
updateLatValues(handles);
end
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);

% --- Executes on mouse press over figure background, over a disabled or
% --- inactive control, or over an axes background.
function figure1_WindowButtonUpFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if handles.flagROI > 0
handles.flagROI = 0;
end
if handles.flagLat > 0
handles.flagLat = 0;
end
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes on button press in pushbuttonImageZoom.
function pushbuttonImageZoom_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbuttonImageZoom (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of pushbuttonImageZoom
if get(hObject,'Value') == true
set(handles.figure1,'currentaxes',handles.axesMain);
zoom on
else
set(handles.figure1,'currentaxes',handles.axesMain);
zoom off
end
function pushbuttonImageReset_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
set(handles.figure1,'currentaxes',handles.axesMain);
ylim([1 handles.s.imageSize(1)])
xlim([1 handles.s.imageSize(2)])
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function pushbuttonLatDynamic_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if size(handles.s.pos,1) >= 3
f = handles.s.latSiteFrac;
or = handles.s.lat(1,:);
u = handles.s.lat(2,:);
v = handles.s.lat(3,:);
pos = handles.s.pos;
radiusThresh2 = (min([norm(u) norm(v)]./f)*.25) ^ 2;
abVals = [ones(size(pos,1),2)*-1e8 zeros(size(pos,1),1)];
% Get origin
[~,ind] = min((pos(:,1)-or(1)).^2 + (pos(:,2)-or(2)).^2);
abVals(ind,:) = [0 0 1];
% List of points not yet assigned - [ind,x,y]
xyList = [(1:size(pos,1))' pos];
xyList(ind,:) = [];
% List of trial points - [a,b,x,y]
dab = [-1 0;0 -1;1 0;0 1];
dxy = dab(:,1)*u + dab(:,2)*v;
xyTrial = [dab repmat(pos(ind,1:2),[4 1])+dxy];
% While there are still trial points, keep checking!
while size(xyTrial,1) > 0
xyTrialNew = [];
for a0 = 1:size(xyTrial,1)
[val,ind] = min((xyList(:,2)-xyTrial(a0,3)).^2 ...
+ (xyList(:,3)-xyTrial(a0,4)).^2);
if val < radiusThresh2
% Write out (a,b) value
indSelect = xyList(ind,1);
abVals(indSelect,:) = [xyTrial(a0,1:2) 1];
% Add trial points
if isempty(xyTrialNew)
xyTrialNew = [repmat(xyTrial(a0,1:2),[4 1]) + dab ...
repmat(xyList(ind,2:3),[4 1]) + dxy];
else
xyTrialNew = [xyTrialNew;
repmat(xyTrial(a0,1:2),[4 1]) + dab ...
repmat(xyList(ind,2:3),[4 1]) + dxy];
end
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% Delete point from list
xyList(ind,:) = [];
end
end
% Remove points already found
if ~isempty(xyTrialNew)
[~,~,inds] = intersect(abVals(:,1:2),xyTrialNew(:,1:2),'rows');
xyTrialNew(inds,:) = [];
end
% Merge trial points
if ~isempty(xyTrialNew)
[abUnique,~,inds] = unique(xyTrialNew(:,1:2),'rows');
xyTrialNew2 = zeros(size(abUnique,1),4);
for a0 = 1:size(abUnique,1)
xyTrialNew2(a0,:) = [abUnique(a0,:) ...
mean(xyTrialNew(inds==a0,3:4),1)];
end
else
xyTrialNew2 = [];
end
% Remove any a,b values that have already been detected from
% xyTrial - protection against double-identities!
xyTrial = xyTrialNew2;
end
% Delete positions not found
keep = abVals(:,3) == 1;
handles.s.pos = handles.s.pos(keep,:);
a = abVals(keep,1);
b = abVals(keep,2);
% Compute a,b values
% a = round(f(1)*((handles.s.pos(:,2)-or(2))*v(1) ...
%
- (handles.s.pos(:,1)-or(1))*v(2))/(v(1)*u(2)-v(2)*u(1)))/f(1);
% b = round(f(2)*((handles.s.pos(:,2)-or(2))*u(1) ...
%
- (handles.s.pos(:,1)-or(1))*u(2))/(v(2)*u(1)-v(1)*u(2)))/f(2);
% Refine lattice
A = [ones(size(handles.s.pos,1),1) a b];
xbeta = A \ handles.s.pos(:,1);
ybeta = A \ handles.s.pos(:,2);
or = [xbeta(1) ybeta(1)];
u = [xbeta(2) ybeta(2)];
v = [xbeta(3) ybeta(3)];
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% generated fitted positions
xf = or(1) + a*u(1) + b*v(1);
yf = or(2) + a*u(2) + b*v(2);
% Export and plot fitted positions
handles.s.pos(:,3:6) = [a b xf yf];
set(handles.posFit,'xdata',yf,'ydata',xf);
updateLatValues(handles);
% Update lattice
handles.s.lat(1,:) = or;
handles.s.lat(2,:) = u;
handles.s.lat(3,:) = v;
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
end

function editStrainIntMin_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
function editStrainIntMin_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
t = get(hObject,'String');
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit') | t=='-' | t=='.') == 1
t = str2double(t);
handles.s.strainIntRange(1) = t;
end
updateStrainValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
function editStrainIntMax_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
function editStrainIntMax_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
t = get(hObject,'String');
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit') | t=='-' | t=='.') == 1
t = str2double(t);
handles.s.strainIntRange(2) = t;
end
updateStrainValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
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function editStrainDispMin_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
function editStrainDispMin_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
t = get(hObject,'String');
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit') | t=='-' | t=='.') == 1
t = str2double(t);
handles.s.strainDispRange(1) = t;
end
updateStrainValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
function editStrainDispMax_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
function editStrainDispMax_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
t = get(hObject,'String');
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit') | t=='-' | t=='.') == 1
t = str2double(t);
handles.s.strainDispRange(2) = t;
end
updateStrainValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
function editStrainMin_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
function editStrainMin_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
t = get(hObject,'String');
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit') | t=='-' | t=='.') == 1
t = str2double(t);
handles.s.strainRange(1) = t;
end
updateStrainValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
function editStrainMax_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
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function editStrainMax_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
t = get(hObject,'String');
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit') | t=='-' | t=='.') == 1
t = str2double(t);
handles.s.strainRange(2) = t;
end
updateStrainValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
function editStrainSmooth_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
function editStrainSmooth_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
t = get(hObject,'String');
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit') | t=='.') == 1
t = str2double(t);
handles.s.strainSmooth = t;
end
updateStrainValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);

function pushbuttonStrainCompute_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% Compute displacement and then strain maps
% Strain coordinate system vectors
uS = handles.s.lat(2,:);
uS = uS / norm(uS);
vS = [-uS(2) uS(1)];
% Diplacement values
dx = handles.s.pos(:,1) - handles.s.pos(:,5);
dy = handles.s.pos(:,2) - handles.s.pos(:,6);
du = dx*uS(1) + dy*uS(2);
dv = dx*vS(1) + dy*vS(2);
% Diplacement maps
inds = sub2ind(handles.s.imageSize,...
round(handles.s.pos(:,1)),round(handles.s.pos(:,2)));
handles.s.strainDispU = zeros(handles.s.imageSize);
handles.s.strainDispV = zeros(handles.s.imageSize);
count = zeros(handles.s.imageSize);
handles.s.strainDispU(inds) = du;
handles.s.strainDispV(inds) = dv;
count(inds) = 1;
% apply smoothing
sigma = handles.s.strainSmooth * norm(handles.s.lat(2,:));
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sm = fspecial('gaussian',2*ceil(3*sigma)+1,sigma);
handles.s.strainDispU = convolve2(handles.s.strainDispU,sm,'wrap');
handles.s.strainDispV = convolve2(handles.s.strainDispV,sm,'wrap');
count = convolve2(count,sm,'wrap');
sub = count > 0;
handles.s.strainDispU(sub) = handles.s.strainDispU(sub)./count(sub);
handles.s.strainDispV(sub) = handles.s.strainDispV(sub)./count(sub);
% Compute strain field
dUdx = (circshift(handles.s.strainDispU,[1 0]) ...
- circshift(handles.s.strainDispU,[-1 0])) / 2;
dUdy = (circshift(handles.s.strainDispU,[0 1]) ...
- circshift(handles.s.strainDispU,[0 -1])) / 2;
dVdx = (circshift(handles.s.strainDispV,[1 0]) ...
- circshift(handles.s.strainDispV,[-1 0])) / 2;
dVdy = (circshift(handles.s.strainDispV,[0 1]) ...
- circshift(handles.s.strainDispV,[0 -1])) / 2;
handles.s.strainEuu = dUdx*uS(1) + dUdy*uS(2);
handles.s.strainEvv = dVdx*vS(1) + dVdy*vS(2);
handles.s.strainEuv = (dUdx*vS(1) + dUdy*vS(2) ...
+ dVdx*uS(1) + dVdy*uS(2))/2;
% Scale strain displacement maps to be in unit cell units
handles.s.strainDispU = handles.s.strainDispU / norm(handles.s.lat(2,:));
handles.s.strainDispV = handles.s.strainDispV / norm(handles.s.lat(2,:));
% Make intensity map for scaling
handles.s.strainIval = (handles.s.image - handles.s.strainIntRange(1)) ...
/ (handles.s.strainIntRange(2) - handles.s.strainIntRange(1));
handles.s.strainIval(handles.s.strainIval<0) = 0;
handles.s.strainIval(handles.s.strainIval>1) = 1;
% Make mask for colouring
m = inpolygon(handles.xa,handles.ya,handles.s.p(:,1),handles.s.p(:,2));
handles.s.mask = bwdist(~m) / sigma;
handles.s.mask(handles.s.mask<0) = 0;
handles.s.mask(handles.s.mask>1) = 1;
handles.s.mask = 1 - handles.s.mask;
% Enable plotting buttons
set(handles.pushbuttonStrainExport,'enable','on');
set(handles.pushbuttonStrainU,'enable','on');
set(handles.pushbuttonStrainV,'enable','on');
set(handles.pushbuttonStrainRadial,'enable','on');
set(handles.pushbuttonStrainTheta,'enable','on');
set(handles.pushbuttonStrainEuu,'enable','on');
set(handles.pushbuttonStrainEvv,'enable','on');
set(handles.pushbuttonStrainEuv,'enable','on');
set(handles.pushbuttonQuiverPlot,'enable','on');
set(handles.pushbuttonQuiverColour,'enable','on');
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
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function pushbuttonStrainExport_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% Create and save images
fbase = inputdlg('File name stem for strain images?',...
'Export strain map figures');
% Raw image
fname = [fbase{1} '_intensity_' ...
num2str(handles.s.strainIntRange(1)) '_to_' ...
num2str(handles.s.strainIntRange(2)) '_SD.png'];
imwrite(uint8(255*handles.s.strainIval),fname,'png');
% U disp
Imap = (handles.s.strainDispU - handles.s.strainDispRange(1)) ...
/ (handles.s.strainDispRange(2) - handles.s.strainDispRange(1));
Imap(Imap<0) = 0;
Imap(Imap>1) = 1;
% Imap = round(255*Imap) + 1;
Istrain = makeStrainImage(handles,Imap);
fname = [fbase{1} '_u_disp_' ...
num2str(handles.s.strainDispRange(1)) '_to_' ...
num2str(handles.s.strainDispRange(2)) '_UCs.png'];
imwrite(uint8(255*Istrain),fname,'png');
% V disp
Imap = (handles.s.strainDispV - handles.s.strainDispRange(1)) ...
/ (handles.s.strainDispRange(2) - handles.s.strainDispRange(1));
Imap(Imap<0) = 0;
Imap(Imap>1) = 1;
% Imap = round(255*Imap) + 1;
Istrain = makeStrainImage(handles,Imap);
fname = [fbase{1} '_v_disp_' ...
num2str(handles.s.strainDispRange(1)) '_to_' ...
num2str(handles.s.strainDispRange(2)) '_UCs.png'];
imwrite(uint8(255*Istrain),fname,'png');
% Radial disp
strainDispRadial = sqrt(handles.s.strainDispU.^2 ...
+handles.s.strainDispV.^2);
Imap = (strainDispRadial) ...
/ (handles.s.strainDispRange(2));
Imap(Imap<0) = 0;
Imap(Imap>1) = 1;
% Imap = round(255*Imap) + 1;
Istrain = makeStrainImage(handles,Imap);
fname = [fbase{1} '_radial_disp_' ...
'0_to_' num2str(handles.s.strainDispRange(2)) '_UCs.png'];
imwrite(uint8(255*Istrain),fname,'png');
% theta disp
strainTheta = atan2(handles.s.strainDispV,handles.s.strainDispU);
Imap = mod((strainTheta + 0)/(2*pi),1);
Imap(Imap<0) = 0;
Imap(Imap>1) = 1;
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Istrain = zeros(size(Imap,1),size(Imap,2),3);
Istrain(:,:,1) = (1-Imap)*(2/3);
Istrain(:,:,2) = 1-handles.s.mask;
Istrain(:,:,3) = handles.s.strainIval;
Istrain = hsv2rgb(Istrain);
Istrain(Istrain<0) = 0;
Istrain(Istrain>1) = 1;
fname = [fbase{1} '_theta_disp_2_Pi_rad.png'];
imwrite(uint8(255*Istrain),fname,'png');
% Color radial + angle map
strainTheta = atan2(handles.s.strainDispV,handles.s.strainDispU);
Imap = mod((strainTheta + 0)/(2*pi),1);
Imap(Imap<0) = 0;
Imap(Imap>1) = 1;
strainDispRadial = sqrt(handles.s.strainDispU.^2 ...
+handles.s.strainDispV.^2);
Imap2 = (strainDispRadial) ...
/ (handles.s.strainDispRange(2));
Imap2(Imap<0) = 0;
Imap2(Imap2>1) = 1;
Istrain = zeros(size(Imap,1),size(Imap,2),3);
Istrain(:,:,1) = Imap;
Istrain(:,:,2) = (1-handles.s.mask);
Istrain(:,:,3) = Imap2.*(1-handles.s.mask);
Istrain = hsv2rgb(Istrain);
Istrain(Istrain<0) = 0;
Istrain(Istrain>1) = 1;
fname = [fbase{1} '_polar_disp_' ...
'0_to_' num2str(handles.s.strainDispRange(2)) ...
'_UCs.png'];imwrite(uint8(255*Istrain),fname,'png');
imwrite(uint8(255*Istrain),fname,'png');
% Euu
Imap = (handles.s.strainEuu*100 - handles.s.strainRange(1)) ...
/ (handles.s.strainRange(2) - handles.s.strainRange(1));
Imap(Imap<0) = 0;
Imap(Imap>1) = 1;
% Imap = round(255*Imap) + 1;
Istrain = makeStrainImage(handles,Imap);
fname = [fbase{1} '_e_uu_' ...
num2str(handles.s.strainRange(1)) '_to_' ...
num2str(handles.s.strainRange(2)) '_percent.png'];
imwrite(uint8(255*Istrain),fname,'png');
% Evv
Imap = (handles.s.strainEvv*100 - handles.s.strainRange(1)) ...
/ (handles.s.strainRange(2) - handles.s.strainRange(1));
Imap(Imap<0) = 0;
Imap(Imap>1) = 1;
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% Imap = round(255*Imap) + 1;
Istrain = makeStrainImage(handles,Imap);
fname = [fbase{1} '_e_vv_' ...
num2str(handles.s.strainRange(1)) '_to_' ...
num2str(handles.s.strainRange(2)) '_percent.png'];
imwrite(uint8(255*Istrain),fname,'png');
% Euv
Imap = (handles.s.strainEuv*100 - handles.s.strainRange(1)) ...
/ (handles.s.strainRange(2) - handles.s.strainRange(1));
Imap(Imap<0) = 0;
Imap(Imap>1) = 1;
% Imap = round(255*Imap) + 1;
Istrain = makeStrainImage(handles,Imap);
fname = [fbase{1} '_e_uv_' ...
num2str(handles.s.strainRange(1)) '_to_' ...
num2str(handles.s.strainRange(2)) '_percent.png'];
imwrite(uint8(255*Istrain),fname,'png');
% Dilation
Idilate = ((1+handles.s.strainEuu).*(1+handles.s.strainEvv))-1;
Imap = (Idilate*100 - handles.s.strainRange(1)/2) ...
/ (handles.s.strainRange(2)/2 - handles.s.strainRange(1)/2);
Imap(Imap<0) = 0;
Imap(Imap>1) = 1;
% Imap = round(255*Imap) + 1;
Istrain = makeStrainImage(handles,Imap);
fname = [fbase{1} '_scaling_' ...
num2str(handles.s.strainRange(1)/2) '_to_' ...
num2str(handles.s.strainRange(2)/2) '_percent.png'];
imwrite(uint8(255*Istrain),fname,'png');

function pushbuttonStrainU_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
Imap = (handles.s.strainDispU - handles.s.strainDispRange(1)) ...
/ (handles.s.strainDispRange(2) - handles.s.strainDispRange(1));
Imap(Imap<0) = 0;
Imap(Imap>1) = 1;
% Imap = round(255*Imap) + 1;
Istrain = makeStrainImage(handles,Imap);
plotImage(Istrain)
function pushbuttonStrainV_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
Imap = (handles.s.strainDispV - handles.s.strainDispRange(1)) ...
/ (handles.s.strainDispRange(2) - handles.s.strainDispRange(1));
Imap(Imap<0) = 0;
Imap(Imap>1) = 1;
% Imap = round(255*Imap) + 1;
Istrain = makeStrainImage(handles,Imap);
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plotImage(Istrain)
function pushbuttonStrainRadial_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
strainRadial = sqrt(handles.s.strainDispU.^2 ...
+ handles.s.strainDispV.^2);
Imap = (strainRadial) ...
/ (handles.s.strainDispRange(2));
Imap(Imap<0) = 0;
Imap(Imap>1) = 1;
% Imap = round(255*Imap) + 1;
Istrain = makeStrainImage(handles,Imap);
plotImage(Istrain)
function pushbuttonStrainTheta_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
strainTheta = atan2(handles.s.strainDispV,handles.s.strainDispU);
Imap = mod((strainTheta + 0)/(2*pi),1);
Imap(Imap<0) = 0;
Imap(Imap>1) = 1;
% Imap = round(255*Imap) + 1;
% Make hue map for theta
Istrain = zeros(size(Imap,1),size(Imap,2),3);
Istrain(:,:,1) = (1-Imap)*(2/3);
Istrain(:,:,2) = 1-handles.s.mask;
Istrain(:,:,3) = handles.s.strainIval;
Istrain = hsv2rgb(Istrain);
Istrain(Istrain<0) = 0;
Istrain(Istrain>1) = 1;
plotImage(Istrain)
function pushbuttonStrainEuu_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
Imap = (handles.s.strainEuu*100 - handles.s.strainRange(1)) ...
/ (handles.s.strainRange(2) - handles.s.strainRange(1));
Imap(Imap<0) = 0;
Imap(Imap>1) = 1;
% Imap = round(255*Imap) + 1;
Istrain = makeStrainImage(handles,Imap);
plotImage(Istrain)
function pushbuttonStrainEvv_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
Imap = (handles.s.strainEvv*100 - handles.s.strainRange(1)) ...
/ (handles.s.strainRange(2) - handles.s.strainRange(1));
Imap(Imap<0) = 0;
Imap(Imap>1) = 1;
% Imap = round(255*Imap) + 1;
Istrain = makeStrainImage(handles,Imap);
plotImage(Istrain)
function pushbuttonStrainEuv_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
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Imap = (handles.s.strainEuv*100 - handles.s.strainRange(1)) ...
/ (handles.s.strainRange(2) - handles.s.strainRange(1));
Imap(Imap<0) = 0;
Imap(Imap>1) = 1;
% Imap = round(255*Imap) + 1;
Istrain = makeStrainImage(handles,Imap);
plotImage(Istrain)
function Istrain = makeStrainImage(handles,Imap)
Istrain = zeros(handles.s.imageSize(1),handles.s.imageSize(2),3);
% Istrain = ind2rgb(Imap,flipud(jet(256)));
Istrain(:,:,1) = (1-Imap)*(2/3);
Istrain(:,:,2) = 1;
Istrain(:,:,3) = handles.s.strainIval;
% Istrain(Istrain<0) = 0;
% Istrain(Istrain>1) = 1;
Istrain = hsv2rgb(Istrain);
% Istrain = rgb2hsv(Istrain);
Istrain = repmat(handles.s.mask.*handles.s.strainIval,[1 1 3]) ...
+ repmat(1-handles.s.mask,[1 1 3]) .* Istrain;
% Istrain = Imap;

function plotImage(Istrain)
figure(11)
clf
imagesc(Istrain)
axis equal off
% colormap(jet(256))
set(gca,'position',[0 0 1 1])
function pushbuttonImagePan_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if get(hObject,'Value') == true
set(handles.figure1,'currentaxes',handles.axesMain);
pan on
else
set(handles.figure1,'currentaxes',handles.axesMain);
pan off
end
% --- Executes on button press in pushbuttonQuiverPlot.
function pushbuttonQuiverPlot_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% Make a quicver plot
scale = str2double(inputdlg('Scaling of vectors',...
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'[Set to "1" for unscaled]'));
figure(11)
clf
imagesc(handles.s.strainIval)
hold on
quiver(handles.s.pos(:,6),handles.s.pos(:,5),...
(handles.s.pos(:,2)-handles.s.pos(:,6))*scale,...
(handles.s.pos(:,1)-handles.s.pos(:,5))*scale,...
'autoscale','off','color','r','linewidth',1)
hold off
axis equal off
colormap(gray(256))
set(gca,'position',[0 0 1 1])
function pushbuttonQuiverColour_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% Make a color quicver plot
scale = str2double(inputdlg('Scaling of vectors',...
'[Set to "1" for unscaled]'));
figure(11)
clf
imagesc(handles.s.strainIval)
hold on
for a0 = 1:size(handles.s.pos,1)
xy = handles.s.pos(a0,5:6);
dxy = handles.s.pos(a0,1:2)-handles.s.pos(a0,5:6);
c = hsv2rgb(reshape(...
[mod(atan2(-dxy(2),-dxy(1))/(2*pi),1) 1 1],[1 1 3]));
line([0 dxy(2)]*scale+xy(2),[0 dxy(1)]*scale+xy(1),...
'linewidth',1,'color',c)
end
% quiver(handles.s.pos(:,6),handles.s.pos(:,5),...
% (handles.s.pos(:,2)-handles.s.pos(:,6))*scale,...
% (handles.s.pos(:,1)-handles.s.pos(:,5))*scale,...
% 'autoscale','off','color','r','linewidth',1)
hold off
axis equal off
colormap(gray(256))
set(gcf,'renderer','zbuffer')
set(gca,'position',[0 0 1 1])
function [qx,qy] = makeFourierCoords(N,pSize)
% This function generates image Fourier coordinates (2D)
if length(pSize) == 1
L = N(1:2)*pSize;
elseif length(pSize) == 2
L = N(1:2).*pSize;
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end
if mod(N(1),2) == 0
qx = circshift(((-N(1)/2):(N(1)/2-1))/L(1),[1 -N(1)/2]);
else
qx = circshift(((-N(1)/2+.5):(N(1)/2-.5))/L(1),[1 -N(1)/2+.5]);
end
if mod(N(2),2) == 0
qy = circshift(((-N(2)/2):(N(2)/2-1))/L(2),[1 -N(2)/2]);
else
qy = circshift(((-N(2)/2+.5):(N(2)/2-.5))/L(2),[1 -N(2)/2+.5]);
end
function editUCu_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
function editUCu_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
t = get(hObject,'String');
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit')) == 1
t = max(round(str2double(t)),2);
handles.s.UCsize(1) = t;
end
updateUCValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
function editUCv_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
function editUCv_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
t = get(hObject,'String');
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit')) == 1
t = max(round(str2double(t)),2);
handles.s.UCsize(2) = t;
end
updateUCValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
function editUCrepu_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
function editUCrepu_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
t = get(hObject,'String');
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if min(isstrprop(t,'digit')) == 1
t = max(round(str2double(t)),1);
handles.s.UCrep(1) = t;
end
updateUCValues(handles);
drawMeanUC(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
function editUCrepv_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
function editUCrepv_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
t = get(hObject,'String');
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit')) == 1
t = max(round(str2double(t)),1);
handles.s.UCrep(2) = t;
end
updateUCValues(handles);
drawMeanUC(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);

function editUCsigma_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
function editUCsigma_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
t = get(hObject,'String');
if min(isstrprop(t,'digit') | t=='.') == 1
t = max(str2double(t),0);
handles.s.UCsigma = t;
end
updateUCValues(handles);
[handles] = computeMeanUC(handles);
drawMeanUC(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);

function pushbuttonUCsize_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% Query user about length of longer direction
% or = handles.s.lat(1,:);
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u = handles.s.lat(2,:);
v = handles.s.lat(3,:);
L = inputdlg(' Length of longest UC vector in pixels? ');
if min(isstrprop(L{1},'digit')) == 1
L = str2double(L{1});
if norm(u) > norm(v)
leng = round([L L*norm(v)/norm(u)]);
leng = max(leng,[1 1]);
else
leng = round([L*norm(u)/norm(v) L]);
leng = max(leng,[1 1]);
end
handles.s.UCsize = leng;
% handles = computeMeanUCsig(handles);
handles = computeMeanUC(handles);
drawMeanUC(handles);
updateUCValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
end
function pushbuttonUCcompute_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% compute the mean UC!
% handles = computeMeanUCsig(handles);
handles = computeMeanUC(handles);
drawMeanUC(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);

% This piece may be reused
% function [handles] = computeMeanUCsig(handles,I)
% % ROI subset
% or = handles.s.lat(1,:);
% u = handles.s.lat(2,:);
% v = handles.s.lat(3,:);
% in = inpolygon(handles.xa,handles.ya,handles.s.p(:,1),handles.s.p(:,2));
% aInd = mod(round(handles.s.UCsize(1)*((handles.ya(in)-or(2))*v(1) ...
% - (handles.xa(in)-or(1))*v(2))/(v(1)*u(2)-v(2)*u(1)))-1,...
% handles.s.UCsize(1))+1;
% bInd = mod(round(handles.s.UCsize(2)*((handles.ya(in)-or(2))*u(1) ...
% - (handles.xa(in)-or(1))*u(2))/(v(2)*u(1)-v(1)*u(2)))-1,...
% handles.s.UCsize(2))+1;
% if nargin == 1
% handles.s.UCsig = accumarray([aInd bInd],...
%
handles.s.image(in),handles.s.UCsize);
% else
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% handles.s.UCsig = accumarray([aInd bInd],...
%
I(in),handles.s.UCsize);
% end
% handles.s.UCcount = accumarray([aInd bInd],...
% sum(in(:)),handles.s.UCsize);
% sub = handles.s.UCcount > 0;
% handles.s.UCmean = handles.s.UCsig ./ handles.s.UCcount

% This piece may be reused
function [handles] = computeMeanUC(handles,I)
% compute signal of unit cell
% ROI subset
or = handles.s.lat(1,:);
u = handles.s.lat(2,:);
v = handles.s.lat(3,:);
in = inpolygon(handles.xa,handles.ya,handles.s.p(:,1),handles.s.p(:,2));
aInd = mod(round(handles.s.UCsize(1)*((handles.ya(in)-or(2))*v(1) ...
- (handles.xa(in)-or(1))*v(2))/(v(1)*u(2)-v(2)*u(1)))-1,...
handles.s.UCsize(1))+1;
bInd = mod(round(handles.s.UCsize(2)*((handles.ya(in)-or(2))*u(1) ...
- (handles.xa(in)-or(1))*u(2))/(v(2)*u(1)-v(1)*u(2)))-1,...
handles.s.UCsize(2))+1;
if nargin == 1
handles.s.UCsig = accumarray([aInd bInd],...
handles.s.image(in),handles.s.UCsize);
else
handles.s.UCsig = accumarray([aInd bInd],...
I(in),handles.s.UCsize);
end
handles.s.UCcount = accumarray([aInd bInd],...
ones(length(aInd),1),handles.s.UCsize);
% Compute mean UC as UCsignal / UCcount
sm = fspecial('gaussian',2*ceil(3*handles.s.UCsigma)+1,handles.s.UCsigma);
sig = convolve2(handles.s.UCsig,sm,'wrap');
count = convolve2(handles.s.UCcount,sm,'wrap');
sub = count > 0;
handles.s.UCmean = zeros(handles.s.UCsize);
handles.s.UCmean(sub) = sig(sub) ./ count(sub);
% Compute RMS deviation of UC
imageROImeanUC = handles.s.UCsig(sub2ind(handles.s.UCsize,aInd,bInd)) ...
./ handles.s.UCcount(sub2ind(handles.s.UCsize,aInd,bInd));
% UCmeanSDsig = accumarray([aInd bInd],...
% imageROImeanUC,handles.s.UCsize);
if nargin == 1
UCmeanSDsig = accumarray([aInd bInd],...
(handles.s.image(in)-imageROImeanUC).^2,handles.s.UCsize);
else
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UCmeanSDsig = accumarray([aInd bInd],...
(I(in)-imageROImeanUC).^2,handles.s.UCsize);
end
UCmeanSDsig = convolve2(UCmeanSDsig,sm,'wrap');
UCmeanSDsig(sub) = UCmeanSDsig(sub) ./ count(sub);
handles.s.UCmeanSD = sqrt(UCmeanSDsig);
% handles.s.temp = UCmeanSDsig;
% temp = zeros(handles.s.imageSize);
% temp(sub2ind(handles.s.imageSize,handles.xa(in),handles.ya(in))) = imageROImeanUC;
% handles.s.temp = temp;
% SD = accumarray([aInd bInd],...
% sum(in(:)),handles.s.UCsize);

function updateUCValues(handles)
set(handles.editUCu,'string',handles.s.UCsize(1));
set(handles.editUCv,'string',handles.s.UCsize(2));
set(handles.editUCrepu,'string',handles.s.UCrep(1));
set(handles.editUCrepv,'string',handles.s.UCrep(2));
set(handles.editUCsigma,'string',handles.s.UCsigma);
function pushbuttonUCcomputeLP_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% Use LP filtering
[qx,qy] = makeFourierCoords(handles.s.imageSize,1/norm(handles.s.lat(2,:)));
[qya,qxa] = meshgrid(qy,qx);
q2 = qxa.^2 + qya.^2;
wFilt = 1-1./sqrt(1+q2.^8/(.5^16)); % Order 8 Butterworth filter
I = handles.s.image;
I = I - mean(I(:));
I = real(ifft2(fft2(I).*wFilt));
% Scale image by SDs in local area
% in = inpolygon(handles.xa,handles.ya,handles.s.p(:,1),handles.s.p(:,2));
% I = I - mean(I(in));
% I = I / sqrt(mean(I(in).^2));
% compute the mean UC!
% handles = computeMeanUCsig(handles,I);
handles = computeMeanUC(handles);
drawMeanUC(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
function pushbuttonBraggLattice_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% Search for lattice in FFT space
I = handles.s.image;
% Generate filtering mask with bwdist
in = inpolygon(handles.xa,handles.ya,handles.s.p(:,1),handles.s.p(:,2));
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mask = bwdist(~in);
mask = sin(mask*(pi/2/max(mask(:)))).^2;
% Create FFT image
Ifft2 = fftshift(abs(fft2(I.*mask)));
Ifft = Ifft2.^2;
[qx,qy] = makeFourierCoords(size(Ifft),1);
qx = fftshift(qx);
qy = fftshift(qy);
% Determine plot colour range
sm = fspecial('gaussian',5,1);
Ifft2 = conv2(Ifft2,sm,'same');
Ifft2 = sqrt(Ifft2);
Ivals = sort(Ifft2(:));
inds = round([.93 .999]*length(Ivals))+[1 0];
Ir = Ivals(inds);
% Get input from user
figure(11)
clf
imagesc(Ifft2)
axis equal off
colormap(hot(256))
set(gca,'position',[0 0 1 1])
caxis(Ir)
[ym,xm] = ginput(2);
% Find largest peak in Ifft close by
r2 = 8^2;
p = Ifft > circshift(Ifft,[-1 -1]) ...
& Ifft > circshift(Ifft,[ 0 -1]) ...
& Ifft > circshift(Ifft,[ 1 -1]) ...
& Ifft > circshift(Ifft,[-1 0]) ...
& Ifft > circshift(Ifft,[ 1 0]) ...
& Ifft > circshift(Ifft,[-1 1]) ...
& Ifft > circshift(Ifft,[ 0 1]) ...
& Ifft > circshift(Ifft,[ 1 1]);
[xp,yp,Ip] = find(p.*Ifft);
sub = (xp-xm(1)).^2 + (yp-ym(1)).^2 < r2;
data = sortrows([xp(sub) yp(sub) Ip(sub)],-3);
xy = data(1,1:2);
Icut = Ifft(xy(1)+(-1:1),xy(2)+(-1:1));
dx = (Icut(3,2)-Icut(1,2))/(2*Icut(2,2)-Icut(3,2)-Icut(1,2))/2;
dy = (Icut(2,3)-Icut(2,1))/(2*Icut(2,2)-Icut(2,3)-Icut(2,1))/2;
if dx > 0
pqx = qx(xy(1))*(1-dx) + qx(xy(1)+1)*dx;
else
pqx = qx(xy(1))*(1+dx) + qx(xy(1)-1)*-dx;
end
if dy > 0
pqy = qy(xy(2))*(1-dy) + qy(xy(2)+1)*dy;
else
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pqy = qy(xy(2))*(1+dy) + qy(xy(2)-1)*-dy;
end
qvec = [pqx pqy];
handles.s.lat(2,:) = qvec./norm(qvec)^2;
% uNew = qvec./norm(qvec)^2;
sub = (xp-xm(2)).^2 + (yp-ym(2)).^2 < r2;
data = sortrows([xp(sub) yp(sub) Ip(sub)],-3);
xy = data(1,1:2);
Icut = Ifft(xy(1)+(-1:1),xy(2)+(-1:1));
dx = (Icut(3,2)-Icut(1,2))/(2*Icut(2,2)-Icut(3,2)-Icut(1,2))/2;
dy = (Icut(2,3)-Icut(2,1))/(2*Icut(2,2)-Icut(2,3)-Icut(2,1))/2;
if dx > 0
pqx = qx(xy(1))*(1-dx) + qx(xy(1)+1)*dx;
else
pqx = qx(xy(1))*(1+dx) + qx(xy(1)-1)*-dx;
end
if dy > 0
pqy = qy(xy(2))*(1-dy) + qy(xy(2)+1)*dy;
else
pqy = qy(xy(2))*(1+dy) + qy(xy(2)-1)*-dy;
end
qvec = [pqx pqy];
handles.s.lat(3,:) = qvec./norm(qvec)^2;
% generated fitted positions
or = handles.s.lat(1,:);
u = handles.s.lat(2,:);
v = handles.s.lat(3,:);
% Compute a,b values
f = handles.s.latSiteFrac;
a = round(f(1)*((handles.s.pos(:,2)-or(2))*v(1) ...
- (handles.s.pos(:,1)-or(1))*v(2))/(v(1)*u(2)-v(2)*u(1)))/f(1);
b = round(f(2)*((handles.s.pos(:,2)-or(2))*u(1) ...
- (handles.s.pos(:,1)-or(1))*u(2))/(v(2)*u(1)-v(1)*u(2)))/f(2);
xf = or(1) + a*u(1) + b*v(1);
yf = or(2) + a*u(2) + b*v(2);
% Export and plot fitted positions
handles.s.pos(:,3:6) = [a b xf yf];
set(handles.posFit,'xdata',yf,'ydata',xf);
updateLatValues(handles);
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
% Bring main window to front
figure(handles.figure1)
% Fix stupid ginput
function [out1,out2,out3] = ginput(arg1)
out1 = []; out2 = []; out3 = []; y = [];
c = computer;
if ~strcmp(c(1:2),'PC')
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tp = get(0,'TerminalProtocol');
else
tp = 'micro';
end
if ~strcmp(tp,'none') && ~strcmp(tp,'x') && ~strcmp(tp,'micro'),
if nargout == 1,
if nargin == 1,
out1 = trmginput(arg1);
else
out1 = trmginput;
end
elseif nargout == 2 || nargout == 0,
if nargin == 1,
[out1,out2] = trmginput(arg1);
else
[out1,out2] = trmginput;
end
if nargout == 0
out1 = [ out1 out2 ];
end
elseif nargout == 3,
if nargin == 1,
[out1,out2,out3] = trmginput(arg1);
else
[out1,out2,out3] = trmginput;
end
end
else
fig = gcf;
figure(gcf);
if nargin == 0
how_many = -1;
b = [];
else
how_many = arg1;
b = [];
if ischar(how_many) ...
|| size(how_many,1) ~= 1 || size(how_many,2) ~= 1 ...
|| ~(fix(how_many) == how_many) ...
|| how_many < 0
error(message('MATLAB:ginput:NeedPositiveInt'))
end
if how_many == 0
% If input argument is equal to zero points,
% give a warning and return empty for the outputs.
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warning (message('MATLAB:ginput:InputArgumentZero'));
end
end
% Setup the figure to disable interactive modes and activate pointers.
initialState = setupFcn(fig);
% onCleanup object to restore everything to original state in event of
% completion, closing of figure errors or ctrl+c.
c = onCleanup(@() restoreFcn(initialState));
% We need to pump the event queue on unix
% before calling WAITFORBUTTONPRESS
drawnow
char = 0;
while how_many ~= 0
% Use no-side effect WAITFORBUTTONPRESS
waserr = 0;
try
keydown = wfbp;
catch %#ok<CTCH>
waserr = 1;
end
if(waserr == 1)
if(ishghandle(fig))
cleanup(c);
error(message('MATLAB:ginput:Interrupted'));
else
cleanup(c);
error(message('MATLAB:ginput:FigureDeletionPause'));
end
end
% g467403 - ginput failed to discern clicks/keypresses on the figure it was
% registered to operate on and any other open figures whose handle
% visibility were set to off
figchildren = allchild(0);
if ~isempty(figchildren)
ptr_fig = figchildren(1);
else
error(message('MATLAB:ginput:FigureUnavailable'));
end
%
old code -> ptr_fig = get(0,'CurrentFigure'); Fails when the
%
clicked figure has handlevisibility set to callback
if(ptr_fig == fig)
if keydown
char = get(fig, 'CurrentCharacter');
button = abs(get(fig, 'CurrentCharacter'));
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else
button = get(fig, 'SelectionType');
if strcmp(button,'open')
button = 1;
elseif strcmp(button,'normal')
button = 1;
elseif strcmp(button,'extend')
button = 2;
elseif strcmp(button,'alt')
button = 3;
else
error(message('MATLAB:ginput:InvalidSelection'))
end
end
axes_handle = gca;
drawnow;
pt = get(axes_handle, 'CurrentPoint');
how_many = how_many - 1;
if(char == 13) % & how_many ~= 0)
break;
end
out1 = [out1;pt(1,1)]; %#ok<AGROW>
y = [y;pt(1,2)]; %#ok<AGROW>
b = [b;button]; %#ok<AGROW>
end
end
% Cleanup and Restore
cleanup(c);
if nargout > 1
out2 = y;
if nargout > 2
out3 = b;
end
else
out1 = [out1 y];
end
end
function key = wfbp
fig = gcf;
current_char = []; %#ok<NASGU>
waserr = 0;
try
h=findall(fig,'Type','uimenu','Accelerator','C'); % Disabling ^C for edit menu so the only ^C is
for
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set(h,'Accelerator','');
% interrupting the function.
keydown = waitforbuttonpress;
current_char = double(get(fig,'CurrentCharacter')); % Capturing the character.
if~isempty(current_char) && (keydown == 1)
% If the character was generated by the
if(current_char == 3)
% current keypress AND is ^C, set 'waserr'to 1
waserr = 1;
% so that it errors out.
end
end
set(h,'Accelerator','C');
% Set back the accelerator for edit menu.
catch %#ok<CTCH>
waserr = 1;
end
drawnow;
if(waserr == 1)
set(h,'Accelerator','C');
% Set back the accelerator if it errored out.
error(message('MATLAB:ginput:Interrupted'));
end
if nargout>0, key = keydown; end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%
function initialState = setupFcn(fig)
% Store Figure Handle.
initialState.figureHandle = fig;
% Suspend figure functions
initialState.uisuspendState = uisuspend(fig);
% Disable Plottools Buttons
initialState.toolbar = findobj(allchild(fig),'flat','Type','uitoolbar');
if ~isempty(initialState.toolbar)
initialState.ptButtons = [uigettool(initialState.toolbar,'Plottools.PlottoolsOff'), ...
uigettool(initialState.toolbar,'Plottools.PlottoolsOn')];
initialState.ptState = get (initialState.ptButtons,'Enable');
set (initialState.ptButtons,'Enable','off');
end
% Setup FullCrosshair Pointer without warning.
oldwarnstate = warning('off', 'MATLAB:hg:Figure:Pointer');
% set(fig,'Pointer','fullcrosshair');
warning(oldwarnstate);
% Adding this to enable automatic updating of currentpoint on the figure
set(fig,'WindowButtonMotionFcn',@(o,e) dummy());
% Get the initial Figure Units
initialState.fig_units = get(fig,'Units');
function restoreFcn(initialState)
if ishghandle(initialState.figureHandle)
% Figure Units
set(initialState.figureHandle,'Units',initialState.fig_units);
set(initialState.figureHandle,'WindowButtonMotionFcn','');
% Plottools Icons
if ~isempty(initialState.toolbar) && ~isempty(initialState.ptButtons)
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set (initialState.ptButtons(1),'Enable',initialState.ptState{1});
set (initialState.ptButtons(2),'Enable',initialState.ptState{2});
end
% UISUSPEND
uirestore(initialState.uisuspendState);
end
function dummy()
% do nothing, this is there to update the GINPUT WindowButtonMotionFcn.
function cleanup(c)
if isvalid(c)
delete(c);
end
function pushbuttonAbout_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
msgbox(['These scripts were created by Colin Ophus [clophus@lbl.gov] ' ...
'at the National Center for Electron Microscopy, ' ...
'Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, ' ...
'Berkeley, CA, USA. Use at your own risk, ' ...
'as accuracy cannot be guaranteed!']);
% --- Executes when figure1 is resized.
function figure1_ResizeFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to figure1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

Matlab code for refining of atom positions (courtesy of Dr. Greg Stone (Penn State)):
function [s] = STEMlat01_gs(s)
% Refine lattice positions of the A and B sites in the HAADF image obtained
% using RealspaceLattice01
% Code written by Greg Stone (gregastone@gmail.com) and last revised by
% Greg Stone on November 20, 2014. Program based on upon code provided by
% and discussions with Colin Ophus (clophus@lbl.gov) at NCEM.
% posRefine output [A0 A1 x0 y0 sigma_x sigma_y theta]
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% User Parameters
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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fit_acc = 0; % If fit_acc = 1 the iteration differences for random peaks will be displayed in the
command window.
f_plot_test = 1;
% Fitting parameters
iterTol = 0.005;
conTol = 0.1;
NsubPxIter = 32;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Begin Calculation
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Setup image area to extract for fitting
rCut = round(0.8*mean([norm(s.lat(2,:))/s.latSiteFrac(1) ...
norm(s.lat(3,:))/s.latSiteFrac(2)]));
rFit = rCut/2;
xyTol = 0.3*rCut;
sigmaMax = 0.75*rCut; sigmaMin = 0.1*rCut;
sigma0 = 0.25*rCut;
dxy = 0.5;
% Image size and (x,y) coordinates
img = s.image;
imgN = size(img);
[ya,xa] = meshgrid(1:imgN(2),1:imgN(1));
% Get information regarding the A and B site coordinates determine by
% RealspaceLattice01
xp = s.pos(:,1);
yp = s.pos(:,2);
Np = length(xp);
con = false(Np,1);
% Define the fitting function and options
fun = @(c,x) c(1) + c(2)*exp(-((cos(c(7)).^2/c(5).^2+sin(c(7)).^2/c(6).^2)*(x(:,1)-c(3)).^2/2 + (sin(2*c(7))/c(5).^2+sin(2*c(7))/c(6).^2)*(x(:,1)-c(3)).*(x(:,2)-c(4))/4 +
(sin(c(7)).^2/c(5).^2+cos(c(7)).^2/c(6).^2)*(x(:,2)-c(4)).^2/2));
options = optimset('TolX',1e-3,'MaxFunEvals',1e3,...
'TolFun',10^-3);
% Creates matrix that will store the peak fitting values - GS
posRefine = zeros(Np,7);
% Step through each peak and use fitting to refine its position
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for ii = 1:Np
x = xp(ii);
y = yp(ii);
sigmax = sigma0;
sigmay = sigma0;
xc = round(x);
yc = round(y);
% Cut out subsection around the peak
xv = max((xc-rCut),1):min((xc+rCut),imgN(1));
yv = max((yc-rCut),1):min((yc+rCut),imgN(2));
xcut = xa(xv,yv);
ycut = ya(xv,yv);
% A or B sites
Icut = double(img(xv,yv));
k = double(min(Icut(:)));
I0 = double(max(Icut(:))-k);
jj = 1;
fitIterDif = 1;
% While loops cuts down on the number of fittings performed if it
% reaches the defined tolerance threshold between susccesive fits.
while (jj <= NsubPxIter && fitIterDif >= iterTol)
xi = x; yi = y;
sub = (xcut-x).^2 + (ycut-y).^2 < rFit^2;
xfit = xcut(sub);
yfit = ycut(sub);
zfit = Icut(sub);
% Initial guesses
c0 = [k I0 x y sigmax sigmay 0];
dI = abs(I0)*.2;
lb = [k-dI I0-dI x-dxy y-dxy max(.8*sigmax,sigmaMin) max(.8*sigmay,sigmaMin) -pi/4];
ub = [k+dI I0+dI x+dxy y+dxy min(1.2*sigmax,sigmaMax) min(1.2*sigmay,sigmaMax)
pi/4.01];
% Perform fitting
[~,cc] = evalc('lsqcurvefit(fun,c0,[xfit yfit],zfit,lb,ub,options)');
k = cc(1);
I0 = cc(2);
x = cc(3);
y = cc(4);
sigmax = cc(5);
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sigmay = cc(6);
theta = cc(7);
fitIterDif = norm([x y] - [xi yi]);
jj = jj + 1;
end
posRefine(ii,1:7) = [k I0 x y sigmax sigmay theta];
startP = [xp(ii) yp(ii)];
priorP = [xi yi];
endP = [x y];
if fit_acc == 1 && rand(1)*50 < 1
fitText = ['a0: ', num2str(ii), ', Iter. #: ', num2str(jj), ...
', Iter. dif: ', num2str(fitIterDif)];
disp(fitText);
end
if norm(endP - priorP) < conTol && ...
norm(startP - endP) < xyTol
con(ii) = true;
else
con(ii) = false;
end
if f_plot_test == 1
% Testing
Ifit = I0*exp(-1/2/sigmax^2*((xcut-x).^2 + (ycut-y).^2)) + k;
figure(2)
clf
imagesc([Icut.*sub Ifit.*sub])
hold on
xInt = min(xcut(:))-1;
yInt = min(ycut(:))-1;
scatter(y-yInt,x-xInt,...
'marker','.','sizedata',50,...
'markeredgecolor',[0 0.5 1])
hold off
axis equal off
colormap(hot(256))
colorbar
else
comp = ii/Np;
progressbar(comp,2);
end
end
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s.posRefine = posRefine;
poorFit = length(con) - sum(con);
ij = 1:length(con);
poorFitn = ij(~con);
outText = ['Number of nonconverged fits: ', num2str(poorFit)];
disp(outText)
if poorFit > 0
disp(num2str(poorFitn));
end
end
Matlab code for the generation of displacement maps (courtesy of Dr. Greg Stone (Penn
State)):
function [s] = STEMatomDist(s,ff)
% Calculates and superimposes the atomic spacings for WMoS2 STEM images.
% Due to MatLabs poor ploting options (cannot have grayscale and jet for
% two different figures in an image), the scale bar for the atomic
% spacings is in Figure 2.
% Determines NN positions in a and b indexes
if exist('ff','var') == 0 || ff == 1
vec = [0 1; 0.5 0.5; 1 0];
else
if norm(s.lat(2,:)) > norm(s.lat(3,:))
vec = [0 1; 0.5 0.5; 0.5 -0.5];
else
vec = [1 0; 0.5 0.5; -0.5 0.5];
end
end
% disp setup is [a b origin_x origin_y NN_x NN_y (magintude of vector seperating origin and
NN)]
disp = zeros(3*size(s.pos,1),9);
%disp(:,1:2) = repmat(s.pos(:,3:4),[3 1]);
for ii = 1:size(s.pos,1)
for jj = 1:3
disp(3*(ii-1)+jj,1:2) = s.pos(ii,3:4);
nn = s.pos(ii,3:4) + vec(jj,:);
[~,ind] = ismember(nn,s.pos(:,3:4),'rows');
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disp(3*(ii-1)+jj,5:6) = s.posRefine(ii,3:4);
if ind == 0
disp(3*(ii-1)+jj,7:9) = [NaN NaN NaN];
else
disp(3*(ii-1)+jj,3:4) = vec(jj,:);
disp(3*(ii-1)+jj,7:8) = s.posRefine(ind,3:4);
%disp(3*(ii-1)+jj,9) = norm(s.posRefine(ind,3:4) - s.posRefine(ii,3:4));
end
end
end
sel = ~any(isnan(disp),2);
atoms = disp(sel,:);
atoms = unique(atoms,'rows');
[atoms(:,10),atoms(:,9)] = cart2pol(atoms(:,7)-atoms(:,5),atoms(:,8)-atoms(:,6));
dist = atoms(:,9) - mean(atoms(:,9));
[xx,yy] = pol2cart(atoms(:,10),dist);
spMin = min(atoms(:,9));
spMax = max(atoms(:,9));
jetMap = colormap(jet(256));
spScale = round(255*(atoms(:,9)-spMin)./(spMax-spMin))+1;
toast = jetMap(spScale,:);
spVal = spMin:(spMax-spMin)/256:spMax;
spY = [spVal;spVal]';
% Quiver plot of the posRefine position - superimposed lattice (black +)
figure;imagesc(s.image);
colormap gray
axis ij image
hold on
quiver(s.posRefine(:,4),s.posRefine(:,3),...
s.pos(:,6)-s.posRefine(:,4),s.pos(:,5)-s.posRefine(:,3),...
'g','LineWidth',1);
hold off
% Quiver plot of the displacement - mean
figure;imagesc(s.image);
colormap gray
axis ij image
hold on
quiver(atoms(:,6),atoms(:,5),yy,xx,'r','LineWidth',1);
hold off
figure;imagesc(s.image);
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colormap gray
axis ij image
set(gca, 'ColorOrder', toast, 'NextPlot','replacechildren');
hold on
plot([atoms(:,6) atoms(:,8)]',[atoms(:,5) atoms(:,7)]','LineWidth',1);
hold off
figure;imagesc([0 (spMax-spMin)/50],spVal,spY);
axis ij image
colormap jet
set(gca,'Ydir','Normal');
set(gca,'XTickLabel','');
s.NNatoms = atoms;
end
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